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Abstract

Phonological voicing in obstruents is signaled by numerous acoustic cues, both

spectral and temporal. Voicing contrasts have been featurally described as [±voice],

[±spread glottis], fortis versus lenis, or a combination of features such as [±spread]

and [±slack], depending on the cues utilized in a particular language. Describing

obstruent voicing contrasts with only cues or features, to the exclusion of the other,

misses larger cross-linguistic patterns. This dissertation proposes cue-based features

to capture phonological voicing contrasts.

Cue-based features are developed from the results of three experiments exam-

ining voicing contrasts in Minnesotan English, Afrikaans, and Dutch. In Minnesotan

English, two production tasks show that fully devoiced obstruents (underlyingly

voiced but produced with no vocal fold vibration) are significantly different along

other phonetic dimensions from both voiced obstruents and underlyingly voiceless

obstruents, creating a class that is intermediate between [+voice] and [-voice]. Pro-

duction and perception tasks in Afrikaans and Dutch examine two plosive voicing

phenomena in different demographic groups. In word-final obstruents, both languages

neutralize glottal pulsing, but other cues weakly maintain the contrast. In word-initial

position, underlyingly voiced plosives are variably devoiced, but differences in the fol-

lowing vowel’s f0 maintain the contrast. The results of these experiments confirm that
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acoustic cues that are not necessarily linked to the definition of a distinctive feature

have a significant role in the realization of phonological contrast.

The cue-based feature approach is a two-part model that represents the pho-

netics/phonology interface. This work builds on the ideas of Kingston and Diehl

(1994), Reetz (2000), Purnell et al. (2005b), Boersma (2007, 2008), Kingston et al.

(2008), and Lahiri and Reetz (2010), but differs in assumptions about the interface

and what contributes to phonological contrast. Cue-based features map individual

cues to single features. Each cue has its own weighting, and all cue weights are cumu-

lative within a single feature. The total of all cue weights for a feature must reach

a threshold to signal [±feature]. This model recognizes the contribution of acoustic

cues while still maintaining one phonological feature label, [voice], and can model

phonological change and variation.

Index words: phonetics, phonology, acoustic cues, cue weights, phonological
voicing, incomplete neutralization, tonogenesis
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Chapter 1

Introduction and background

1.1 Introduction

One purpose of distinctive features is to capture patterns in phonological contrast

and alternations, both within a language and cross-linguistically (Chomsky and Halle,

1968; Clements et al., 2011; Cohn, 2011; Ridouane and Clements, 2011). The feature

[voice] in particular has been the subject of numerous studies because of the com-

plexity of its phonetic implementation in obstruents. A number of acoustic cues signal

phonological voicing, including but not limited to voice onset time (VOT), f0 and F1

transitions, preceding vowel duration, plosive closure duration, amplitude of voicing

during the closure, release burst intensity, and transition time to F1 onset (F1 cut-

back) (Denes, 1955; Chen, 1970; Repp, 1982; Kohler, 1984; Lisker, 1986). Depending

on the cues utilized in a particular language, the voice contrast has been featurally

described as [±voice], [±SG] (spread glottis), fortis versus lenis, or a combination

of features such as [±spread] and [±slack] (Halle and Stevens, 1971). These featural

descriptions choose a phonetic dimension to the exclusion of others, and in doing so,

may miss the cross-linguistic patterns that are seen in obstruents, regardless of how

this contrast is phonetically implemented. When only cues are considered, the same

problem arises in that the larger cross-linguistic patterns are missed.

This dissertation proposes cue-based features in response to this problem. This

work builds on the ideas of Kingston and Diehl (1994), Reetz (2000), Purnell, Salmons,
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Tepeli, and Mercer (2005b), Kingston, Diehl, Kirk, and Castleman (2008), Lahiri

and Reetz (2010), and Boersma (2007, 2008), but differs in assumptions about the

phonetics/phonology interface and what contributes to phonological contrast. Fur-

thermore, cue-based features model enhancing and compensatory cue relationships,

and they make predictions about cue stability and phonological consequences of cue

re-weighting.

Cue-based features map individual acoustic cues to single features in underlying

representations. Each cue has an underlying average weight range, and each individual

utterance has stochastically-determined cue weights from the average ranges. In each

utterance, all cue weights are cumulative within a single feature, and the total of

all cue weights for a feature must reach a particular threshold to activate [+feature]

or [-feature]. Cue weight totals that fail to reach the threshold do not activate a

feature, and the segment will remain unspecified for that feature. This model allows

for variation in how a feature is implemented in a language. Additionally, cue-based

features unite the phonetics-based approach to phonological voicing, by recognizing

the contribution of all of the acoustic cues, and the phonology-based approach, which

captures the larger patterns in obstruent voicing cross-linguistically by maintaining

one phonological feature label.

Cue-based features are developed based on the results of the experiments that

make up this dissertation, which examine acoustic cues to phonological voicing in

three West Germanic languages: English, Afrikaans, and Dutch. Each of these lan-

guages has an obstruent voicing distinction that is not fully described by a single

phonetic or phonological feature. In the case of English, the dialect spoken in Min-

nesota has non-obligatory final obstruent devoicing. When devoicing occurs, however,

a devoiced obstruent is significantly different than an underlyingly voiceless obstruent

along other phonetic dimensions. This creates an intermediate contrast in that lex-
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ical distinctions can be maintained despite the primary acoustic cue (glottal pulsing)

being neutralized. In the case of Afrikaans and Dutch, word-final voicing has been

described as incompletely neutralized, where acoustic cues maintain the phonological

contrast, and word-initial voicing is undergoing transphonologization in the form of

tone on the following vowel. All three languages thus have positional [voice] neutral-

ization, where the primary acoustic cue has been neutralized, but the phonological

contrast is maintained through secondary cues, both in perception and production.

A single feature is unable to account for these phonological contrasts, but cue-based

features can.

The remainder of this chapter will go into detail about voicing cues: their origins,

properties, and contributions to a language’s phonology. Phonological frameworks

that include cues will be discussed, as well as cue-based features. The chapter will

conclude with the overarching research questions of this dissertation and a summary

of the three experiments.

1.2 Cues to phonological voicing

1.2.1 The primary cue

In non-plosives, the presence or absence of glottal pulsing is considered the primary

cue to voicing contrasts. In plosives, there are two approaches to identifying the pri-

mary cue. First, the timing of glottal pulsing relative to the plosive burst (voice

onset time, or VOT) has been proposed as a unifying acoustic measure of phono-

logical voicing (Lisker and Abramson, 1964; Cho et al., 2019). Languages with a

two-way contrast are described as either contrasting prevoiced and voiceless unaspi-

rated plosives, or voiceless unaspirated and voiceless aspirated plosives. Languages

with a three-way contrast have all three along the VOT dimension: voiced, voiceless
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unaspirated, voiceless aspirated. The feature [+voice] then corresponds to the set of

phonemes where voicing begins earlier than in the other, relative to the plosive burst

(Kingston and Diehl, 1994).

The other major proposal calls for a more strict definition of phonological voicing,

where voice contrasts occur only in languages with prevoiced stops in initial position,

or so-called “true voice” languages (Rice, 1994; Iverson and Salmons, 1995; Jessen,

1998; Jessen and Ringen, 2002; Beckman et al., 2009). In this case, glottal pulsing

is considered the primary cue. Languages that contrast voiceless unaspirated and

voiceless aspirated are not considered to have a voicing contrast, but rather a spread

glottis (SG) contrast with the primary cue of aspiration.

Both approaches have positives. The voice and SG approach are more truthful to

each language’s phonetics, and provide an economical way to capture 3- and 4-way

contrasts by having a separate [voice] and [SG] feature (Dixit, 1987; Lombardi, 1991;

Davis, 1994; Mikuteit and Reetz, 2007). On the other hand, the VOT approach is able

to capture the larger cross-linguistic patterns such as word-final voicing neutralization.

Dutch, a true voice language (Lisker and Abramson, 1964; Slis and Cohen, 1969),

and German, an aspirating language (Jessen and Ringen, 2002), both have this same

phonological process, despite having different phonetic implementations of voicing.

This dissertation takes the VOT approach to phonological voicing; the obstruent

contrasts discussed in English, Afrikaans, and Dutch are therefore all described as

ones of phonological voicing. This decision is made to account for the patterns of

neutralization and show the similarities between the languages. Also, as will be shown

in the following chapters, the languages share the same secondary cues (discussed

below) in word-final position.
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1.2.2 Secondary cues

Cues that occur in conjunction with VOT differences vary by the surrounding phono-

logical environment. In initial and medial position, differences in the degrees of vocal

fold tension contribute to f0 and F1 transitions into the following vowel (Kohler,

1984). Higher vocal fold tension in voiceless stops keeps the f0 and F1 high, while

slackening vocal folds for voicing lowers the f0 and F1. Intervocalically and word-

finally, voicing is signalled by a longer preceding vowel, a shorter closure duration,

and a higher amplitude of voicing during the closure (Denes, 1955; Chen, 1970; Lisker,

1986). Post-closure, voiced stops have a lower release burst intensity and shorter tran-

sition to the F1 onset (Repp, 1982).

Many of these acoustic cues are thought to arise as articulatory byproducts of

glottal pulsing and aerodynamic constraints on glottal pulsing. In the process of

glottal pulsing, the larynx must be in a position where the vocal folds are slightly

adducted. Transitioning into this position can take up to 100 ms (Halle and Stevens,

1971), which can contribute to longer preceding vowels before voiced obstruents. The

cricothyroid muscle, which tenses the larynx, is also activated in this process and stays

activated into the following vowel, which depresses f0 (Hombert et al., 1979; Löfqvist

et al., 1989; Ohala, 1997). In order to maintain glottal pulsing, there must be a larger

subglottal pressure than supraglottal pressure. This is working against articulatory

needs, as oral stops require air pressure to accumulate in the oral cavity, and fricatives

require high oral pressure to create turbulence, but both need low pressure to sustain

voicing (Ohala, 1983, 1997). As a result, voiced obstruents tend to be shorter than

voiceless obstruents (Lehiste, 1970; Pickett, 1980; Ohala, 1983). In plosives, shorter

closures will also limit the build-up of intraoral pressure, which results in weaker

bursts.
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These cues cannot be completely attributed to glottal pulsing, however. The same

cues are found in languages that contrast short- and long-lag VOT, such as Amer-

ican English (Lisker, 1986). Ladd and Schmid (2018) also describe the case of Swiss

German, where both fortis and lenis plosives are produced as voiceless unaspirated,

but the phonological contrast is reliably signalled by f0 transitions. Kingston and

Diehl (1994) note that f0 depressor effects are seen in conjunction with [+voice] stops,

regardless of if the language is a true voicing or aspirating language. This would not

occur if these secondary cues were strictly byproducts of glottal pulsing.

1.3 Properties of cues

1.3.1 Independent control

One of the defining characteristics of cues is that they can be isolated and inde-

pendently manipulated (Repp, 1982). In fact, they are very carefully controlled and

determined by a language’s phonetic grammar (Kingston and Diehl, 1994; Cho et al.,

2019). One example is the variation in VOT boundaries by language (Cho et al.,

2019). Lisker and Abramson (1964) found that VOT tends to fall into three ranges:

-125 to -75 ms, 0 to +25 ms, and +60 to +100 ms (p. 403). However, when looking

at mean VOT values in multiple languages, it is clear that each language has its own

distinct category boundaries, as can be seen in Figure 1.1.

F0 transitions are also not just perturbations, but are controlled by speakers

(Kingston and Diehl, 1994; Cho et al., 2019). Kingston and Diehl (1994) explain that

plosives that are realized as voiceless unaspirated can occur in conjunction with either

raised or lowered f0 values. This appears contradictory until the featural specification

is examined: in languages where the voiceless unaspirated phone represents [+voice],

the f0 is lowered, and when it represents [-voice], the f0 is raised. In other cases, f0 is
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Figure 1.1: Mean VOT values in milliseconds for the eleven languages
studied in Lisker and Abramson (1964). Figure originally from Lisker and
Abramson (1971, p. 772).

not used by speakers as a cue to voicing: Kingston and Diehl (1994) note that Tamil

has predictable voicing by obstruent length. Singletons are voiced, and geminates are

voiceless. There are no f0 differences between the singletons and geminates because

they are not contrasting for [voice], as it is a predictable variant. These and other

examples provide evidence that phonetic detail is learned and controlled, and that a

specific cue can be used where a phonological feature is active to enhance a contrast,

or it can remain unused when a feature is not active, such as in Tamil.

1.3.2 Cue weights and cue trading

Just as speakers can control cues in production, they can also assign more or less

attention to individual cues in perception. This can be conceived of as different cue

“weights” (Francis et al., 2000; Holt and Lotto, 2006). Cue weights show variation on

the level of the individual, the language, and in perception versus production.
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First, cue weights for the same phonological contrast show variation by language.

For example, English has reliable vowel length differences before voiced and voice-

less plosives, but Polish does not (Keating, 1979, 1985). However, both languages

show differences in closure duration. There is also variation within a language, on

the individual level: in a perception study by Clayards (2018), English-speaking lis-

teners heard artificially-manipulated stimuli of phonological contrasts signalled by

different cues, including formant frequency, vowel duration, vowel transition, release

burst, VOT, onset f0, C:V ratio, and frication noise (Clayards, 2018, p. EL173). Indi-

vidual cue weights were calculated, and there were positive correlations by speaker,

both within and across contrasts. The variation in individual listeners’ results further

suggested that some listeners are better at utilizing acoustic cues than others. How-

ever, this is not always the case with individual variation: Schertz, Cho, Lotto, and

Warner (2015) examined Korean L1 speakers listening to voicing contrasts in their L2

English. They found that some listeners relied more on VOT in perceiving phonolog-

ical voicing, while others attended more to onset f0. The cue preferences were stable

across the experimental sessions, but did not necessarily correlate with individuals’

productions. Schertz et al. (2015) conclude that individuals’ cue weights are part of

their L2 grammar.

Cue weights can also vary between an L1 and an L2. Kondaurova and Francis

(2008) found that L1 Spanish speakers learning the tense/lax vowel distinction in

American English weighted vowel duration over vowel quality, despite the fact that

duration is not a significant cue in the Spanish vowel system. On the other hand,

Iverson, Kuhl, Akahane-Yamada, Diesch, Tohkura, Kettermann, and Siebert (2003)

analyzed adult L1 German and L1 Japanese speakers’ categorizations of /r/ and /l/.

They found that Japanese speakers were more sensitive to variation in F2 than F3,

while German participants were more sensitive to changes in F3 than F2. The results
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appear to be influenced by the participants’ L1 phonological inventories, as German

has an /r/-/l/ contrast while Japanese does not.

Relative cue weights can also be different from the cues used in production. Shultz,

Francis, and Llanos (2012) examined English speakers’ weightings of VOT and onset

f0 in /p/ and /b/. In production, nearly all participants used VOT as the primary

cue to signal phonological voicing. Additionally, there was a significant negative cor-

relation between VOT and onset f0; participants that had larger VOT differences

had smaller f0 differences, and vice versa. In a perception task, listeners had a posi-

tive correlation between VOT and f0; participants that were more sensitive to VOT

were also more sensitive to f0. The discrepancy between perception and production

is explained as a reflection of different goals; efficient perception might require a cue

weighting that is sensitive to the larger phonological context, while efficient produc-

tion may necessitate a more balanced trade-off of cues.

The correlation of VOT and f0 in Shultz et al. (2012) demonstrated another

defining characteristic of acoustic cues: cues have trading relationships. A stronger

cue can offset a weaker cue in both speech perception and production (Repp, 1982;

Lisker, 1986). Fitch, Halwes, Erickson, and Liberman (1980) examined the cues of

plosive closure (in the form of silence) and formant transitions as they related to

the perception of slit and split. Results of a perception experiment showed that both

silence and formant transitions have a trading relationship; more silence (~25 ms)

was needed to perceive split when the formant transition matched those of slit. In a

second experiment, the researchers tested whether or not the same spectral and tem-

poral cues could reinforce each other, making a syllable more discernible, or neutralize

each other, making a syllable less discernible. Using a single-cue baseline, they found

that cooperating cues enhanced discriminability, while conflicting cues diminished

discriminability.
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1.3.3 Perceptual integration

While cues are independently controlled, they are also perceived together and inte-

grated in a phonologically-relevant way in that they can enhance a contrast (Fitch

et al., 1980; Repp, 1982). The cues can be either spectral, temporal, or a combination.

Kingston and colleagues (2008) examined the transition of f0 and F1 from the vowel

into the consonant, and the glottal pulsing into the closure of the stop. They found

that both low f0 and F1 integrate with glottal pulsing to signal phonological voicing.

In Fitch et al. (1980), silence and formant transitions, cues that are maximally dis-

tinct, integrated because they have a perceptual equivalence in signalling the presence

or absence of a plosive manner of articulation. Thus, listeners are paying attention

to the different cues and considering them in conjunction in the process of perceiving

phonological contrasts.

1.4 Phonological processes arising from cue trading

In the long-term, the flexibility of cue trading can lead to phonological changes in a

language. Secondary cues to a contrast can be consistently emphasized in production

and weighted higher in perception, while the primary cue weakens by being produced

less and weighted lower in perception. The secondary cue becomes phonologized as

speakers rely on it for lexical distinctions. The primary cue then neutralizes while the

secondary cue maintains the original phonological contrast. This process has been

referred to as “re-phonologization” (Hyman, 1976, p. 410) or “transphonologization”

(Hyman, 2008, p. 386), where there has been a transfer of phonological contrast from

one cue to another. In the context of phonological voicing, cue transfer over time has

led to cases of incomplete neutralization, tonogenesis, and registrogenesis.
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1.4.1 Incomplete neutralization

Neutralization is defined as the absence of segmental contrast in a certain position.

If it is true neutralization, then the underlyingly different phonemes should be pro-

duced identically on the surface, that is to say, “indistinguishable at the level of pho-

netics” (Dinnsen, 1985, p. 265). Perhaps the most well-studied example is German

coda obstruent voicing neutralization, which is evident in inflected forms where the

obstruent is re-syllabified into the onset. A canonical example from Roettger, Winter,

Grawunder, Kirby, and Grice (2014) is shown below, where in (1a.) there is an under-

lying /d/ that gets devoiced word-finally, but maintained in the plural form, while in

(1b) the underlying /t/ surfaces as [t] in both singular and plural forms.

(1) a. Rad [Ka:t] ‘wheel’; Räder [Kae:d5] ‘wheels’

b. Rat [Ka:t] ‘council’; Räte [Kae:t@] ‘councils’

A process of voicing neutralization causes the underlying /d/ in (1a) to surface

as [t], and in theory it should be identical to the [t] in (1b). As a result, words like

Rad and Rat should be both homophonous and indistinguishable in production and

perception. However, multiple studies have shown that this is not always the case;

despite phonological contrast being neutralized, traces of the original voicing contrast

can remain in the secondary cues, such as distinctions in preceding vowel duration,

closure duration, burst duration, and duration of voicing into the closure. Incomplete

voicing neutralization has been reported in German (Port et al., 1981; O’Dell and

Port, 1983; Port and O’Dell, 1985; Roettger et al., 2014), Dutch (Warner et al.,

2004; Ernestus and Baayen, 2006, 2007), Afrikaans (van Rooy et al., 2003; Kaplan,

2017), Russian (Chen, 1970; Pye, 1986; Dmitrieva et al., 2010), Polish (Slowiaczek,

1985; Jassem and Richter, 1989; Tieszen and Read, 1998) and Catalan (Dinnsen and

Charles-Luce, 1984; Charles-Luce, 1993).
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Coda voicing contrasts has been the most studied in terms of incomplete neu-

tralization, though voicing in other contexts has also been studied. For example,

tapping in American English retains this contrast through preceding vowel duration;

vowels are significantly longer before /d/ taps than before /t/ taps (Fox and Ter-

beek, 1977; Zue and Laferriere, 1979; Patterson and Connine, 2001; Braver, 2014).

Another example comes from African American English (AAE), where vowel length

and vowel quality can cue underlying voicing contrasts of deleted consonants (Far-

rington, 2019). In AAE, word-final alveolar plosives can be glottalized or deleted.

However, vowels before glottalized or deleted /d/ are significantly longer than those

before glottalized or deleted /t/. Vowel quality also serves as a cue. For example, the

diphthong /AI/ undergoes monophthongization before voiceless consonants, but not

voiced consonants. When /d/ and /t/ are glottalized, the difference in vowel quality

is maintained, so there is a contrast between words like [baP] ‘bide’ and [bAIP] ‘bite’

(Farrington, 2019, p. 379).

Finally, incomplete neutralization has been proposed for a contrast other than

voicing in the case of Andalusian Spanish. In this variety of Spanish, coda obstruents

delete and aspiration appears in the consonants’ place (Gerfen and Hall, 2001; Gerfen,

2002). The following onset consonant is also geminated; Gerfen (2002, p. 248) gives the

example of /kasta/ ‘caste’ being produced as [ka:ht.ta]. Gerfen (2002) reports that the

duration of aspiration in production is a cue to obstruent identity, as the aspiration

replacing /s/ is significantly longer than that replacing /p/ or /k/. Differences in the

following geminate’s closure duration are instead cues to /p/ and /k/. Bishop (2007)

found that in perception, aspiration duration was not a significant factor, but the

closure duration of the following geminate was.

The presence of secondary cues in these studies is consistent and often statistically

significant. However, the differences between underlying contrasts tend to be smaller
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Table 1.1: Average differences in milliseconds between underlyingly voiced
and voiceless obstruents reported in studies of incomplete neutralization.
The measurements given are the preceding vowel duration, plosive closure duration,
and plosive burst duration.

language source vowel closure burst
Dutch Warner et al. (2004) 3.5 9

German
O’Dell and Port (1983) 15 5 15
Charles-Luce (1985) 10 5
Roettger et al. (2014) 8.6

Polish Slowiaczek (1985) 10

Russian Pye (1986) 5-20 6-30
Dmitrieva et al. (2010) 6 16 15

than when they are in non-neutralized positions (Warner et al., 2004). An exami-

nation of the results of the coda voicing studies shows that in cases of incomplete

neutralization, the preceding vowel duration differs anywhere between 3.5 to 20 mil-

liseconds, depending on the language (Table 1.1). Plosive closures differ from 5 to 30

milliseconds, and bursts by 15 milliseconds, though only two studies reported burst

values. In non-neutralized position, these differences range from 18 to 92 millisec-

onds for vowel duration and 29 to 70 for closure duration, depending on the language

(Chen, 1970; Warner et al., 2004). Differences in burst duration are reported less

often, though Warner et al. (2004) found differences of 30-32 milliseconds in Dutch.

Because these differences are so small, it can be argued that the neutralization of

features is phonologically complete. However, multiple perception studies have shown

that speakers are sensitive to these secondary cues in neutralized positions, and they

are able to rely on these small differences to identify an ambiguous lexical token

(Port and O’Dell, 1985; Warner et al., 2004; Ernestus and Baayen, 2006; Bishop,

2007; Roettger et al., 2014). If it is the case that a secondary cue can reliably signal
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a phonological contrast, then the feature is not completely neutralized. In that case,

it is unclear how to represent these types of contrasts in terms of features.

Numerous explanations have also been proposed to account for incomplete neu-

tralization. Namely, different task effects could explain this phenomenon: careful

speech in isolation may emphasize secondary cues since listeners will have no other

context for lexical disambiguation. However, in connected speech, emphasized sec-

ondary cues may not be necessary due to the overall semantic context (Warner

et al., 2004; Ernestus and Baayen, 2006; Roettger et al., 2014). Others have cited

differing methodologies (Charles-Luce, 1993; Kharlamov, 2014) and possible ortho-

graphic effects (Fourakis and Iverson, 1984; Ernestus and Baayen, 2006): seeing a

written /d/ in Rad ‘wheel’ may encourage a German speaker to pronounce the word

with a longer preceding vowel, shorter closure, and shorter burst. However, there

are also cases of incomplete neutralization even in the absence of orthographic infor-

mation, such as in Catalan (Dinnsen and Charles-Luce, 1984). There have also been

conflicting studies claiming that incomplete neutralization is not present where others

have found it (c.f. Jongman et al., 1992 and Warner et al., 2004 for Dutch), which

may be due to lack of statistical power (Kirby and Sonderegger, 2018). Since the

differences in measurements are small, it can take a large number of participants to

find any patterns.

1.4.2 Tonogenesis and registrogenesis

Spectral cues from voicing contrasts can lead to tonogenesis, which is the introduction

of phonological tone, and registrogenesis, which is the introduction of phonological

register. These two processes are similar in that high tones and registers originate from

voiceless stops, and low tones and registers originate from voiced stops. While tonogen-

esis occurs from the phonologization of f0 differences, registrogenesis can include f0,
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F1, F2, VOT, vowel length, and phonation type (Brunelle and Kirby, 2016; Brunelle

et al., 2020).

Cases of tonogenesis arise from the phonologization of the f0 cue. Kohler (1984)

explains that in vowels preceding stops, f0 effects can often be interfered with by

utterance-level f0 patterns, but differences in the vowels following the stop release can

generally maintain their effects, lasting 100 ms or longer (Hombert, 1975). Over time,

this difference in following f0 can get reinterpreted as a tonal contrast on the vowel

instead of a secondary cue from the preceding laryngeal contrast, which can ultimately

be neutralized (Ohala, 1978; Kohler, 1984). Because of utterance-level f0 interference,

it is rare for preceding vowels to adopt tones from laryngeal contrasts (Kohler, 1984),

though this is not impossible, and in fact has been reported in Punjabi (Yip, 2002).

In any case, the phonological contrast of voicing is not lost; it simply shifts over onto

a vowel. Cases of tones arising from laryngeal contrasts are extremely common, even

within tonal languages, such as Cantonese, whose six-tone system developed out of a

three-tone system with a previous laryngeal distinction (Yip, 2002). However, there

have been recent cases of tonogenesis in languages with no history of tones, such as

Punjabi (Bahl, 1957), Seoul Korean (Kang and Han, 2013; Bang et al., 2018), and

Afrikaans (Coetzee et al., 2018).

Registrogenesis arises very similarly in that the high register originates from voice-

less stops and is associated with a higher pitch, higher F1, peripheral F2, shorter VOT,

shorter vowels, and tense or modal voice. The low register originates from voiced stops

and is associated with lower f0, lower F1, centralized F2, longer VOT, longer vowels,

and lax or breathy voice. Not all register languages will necessarily retain all of these

cues; the phonological contrast might be signalled by one or two cues in particular. For

example, Eastern Cham contrasts register through f0 and phonation type (Brunelle,

2009), while Chru contrasts register primarily through F1 (Brunelle et al., 2020).
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1.5 Cue theories

Cues have been utilized in different frameworks. They have been used to describe

voicing contrasts in perception and production (Purnell et al., 2005b; Kingston et al.,

2008). They have been placed at the phonetics/phonology interface, communicating

between the surface form and phonetic form of a word (Boersma, 2007, 2008). They

have also been proposed as mapping to features for lexical specification (Reetz, 2000;

Lahiri and Reetz, 2010). Each of these will be discussed below.

1.5.1 Contrasts in terms of cues: Purnell et al. (2005a,b)

Purnelle, Salmons, and Tepeli (2005a) and Purnell, Salmons, Tepeli, and Mercer

(2005b) discuss cues to coda voicing in American English. Purnell et al. (2005a) point

out that glottal pulsing is not obligatory in American English, and considering [voice]

contrasts as glottal pulsing is not sufficient to describe the consonantal contrasts.

Instead, they frame phonological voicing as a collection of acoustic and articulatory

characteristics that are the voicing cues discussed above: preceding vowel duration,

glottal pulsing, formant transitions, VOT, and more. All of these cues or a subset are

then used in perception to distinguish between phonological contrasts. When they are

being used in this way, they are referred to as perceptual cues. For example, speakers

can use f0 and vowel duration to distinguish between ‘bid’ and ‘bit,’ making them

both articulatory/acoustic cues and perceptual cues.

In this model, voicing contrasts are discussed plainly in terms of their cues. For

example, the English spoken in Watertown, Wisconsin is described in Purnell et al.

(2005a) in terms of differences in preceding vowel duration, the ratio of glottal pulsing

to stop gap, F1 transition, and f0 transition. Speech in a broader area of Southeastern
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Figure 1.2: Different analyses of phonological voicing. Image originally from
Purnell et al. (2005b, p. 309, Figure 1).

Wisconsin is described in Purnell et al. (2005b) in terms of mean consonant dura-

tion, vowel duration, vowel:consonant duration ratio, and ratio of glottal pulsing to

consonant duration. Both of these studies are discussed more in detail in Chapter 2.

Figure 1.2 from Purnell et al. (2005b, p. 309) shows how this method relates to

other descriptions of voicing contrasts. On the left side of the chart, there are the two

traditional ways of describing phonological voicing: one analyzes the contrast with the

features [SG] and [voice], and the other uses cover terms like Fortis and Lenis to

distinguish between the natural classes. In contrast, on the right side of the chart are

the voicing cues, where what you see is what you get: there are no features involved,

and the contrast is defined by the cues.
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1.5.2 Integrated Perceptual Properties: Kingston et al. (2008)

Kingston, Diehl, Kirk, and Castleman (2008) describe the effects of acoustic cues

as an intermediate level between the phonology and the phonetics. Cues that pro-

duce similar auditory effects are said to integrate perceptually into an “Intermediate

Perceptual Property” (IPP). IPPs are between the raw speech signal and a binary

feature. From there, features can be determined by one or more IPPs. Multiple cues

can contribute to different IPPs and different features; there is no set one-to-one map-

ping from cues to features. No one cue is necessarily responsible for the realization

of a given feature; rather it is the combined effort of multiple cues that translates to

a particular feature. IPPs are discussed in terms of the [voice] contrast, specifically

looking at the transition of f0 and F1 from the vowel into the consonant, and the

glottal pulsing into the closure of the stop (Kingston et al., 2008).

Through a set of experiments, the authors test the perceptual integration of these

cues. Integration is measured through listeners’ responses to manipulated stimuli that

are either positively or negatively correlated. If the cues integrate to enhance percep-

tion, then listeners should classify positively correlated stimuli more accurately than

negatively correlated stimuli. The results showed that both low f0 and F1 integrate

with glottal pulsing to signal phonological voicing, but f0 and F1 do not integrate

with each other. Kingston and colleagues conclude that an IPP of continuous low-

frequency energy near the plosive signals voicing, and it must be continuous in that

it includes the transitions from the vowel into the plosive closure. In sum, particular

cues work together to signal a property, and this property either alone or with others

signals a featural realization.
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Figure 1.3: The BiPhon model. Image originally from Boersma (2009).

1.5.3 Cue constraints: Boersma (2008, 2009)

Boersma (2008, 2009) describes acoustic cues as the interface of phonetics and

phonology. This is within the BiPhon model (Boersma, 2007), which is a bidirec-

tional grammar model, pictured in Figure 1.3. There are five levels of representations,

and acoustic cues fall in between the /surface form/ and the [auditory form]. The

surface form is an abstract representation of a structure that has elements such as

syllables, segments, features, and autosegments.1 Surface forms do not have contin-

uous phonetics associated with them. This is instead part of the [auditory form],

which contains durational and spectral information.
1This is in contrast to the |underlying form|, which is “the discrete representation of the

phonological structure of morphemes in the language user’s mental lexicon” (Boersma, 2009,
p. 56).
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A speaker’s knowledge of acoustic cues is represented as cue constraints in Opti-

mality Theory (OT) (Prince and Smolensky, 1993). Cue constraints compare the

/surface form/ with the [auditory form] and assess their relationship; for example, an

auditory form can be a cue for a surface form just as a surface form can be faithful

to an underlying form in traditional OT. Cue constraints take the following form: an

auditory property A with measurement B should not be perceived as the phonological

category C.

Figure 1.4 shows an example of the perception of a vowel in Scottish English.

This vowel is 74 milliseconds long and has an F1 of 349 Hz. The highest ranking

constraint means an F1 of 349 Hz should not be perceived as /I/. The constraint

ranking below that reads: a duration of 74 milliseconds should not be perceived as

/i/. The next constraint is a duration of 74 milliseconds should not be perceived as

/I/, and finally the lowest-ranked constraint is an F1 of 349 Hz should not be perceived

as /i/. The ranking of the cue constraints translates into cue weights: the F1 value

is more important to perception than the duration of the vowel. Because the input

has an F1 of 349 Hz, the winning candidate is /i/, since /I/ violates the top-ranking

constraint.

Cues are thus not directly tied to features or phonological contrast, but they

facilitate pre-lexical perception and phonetic implementation. They map continuous

phonetics to abstract surface forms to aid perception, and they map abstract surface

forms to continuous phonetics to aid production.

1.5.4 Featurally Underspecified Lexicon model: Reetz (2000); Lahiri

and Reetz (2010)

The Featurally Underspecified Lexicon (FUL) model describes acoustic cues as the

first step in lexical parsing. In FUL, the raw speech signal is first converted into a
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Figure 1.4: Example of cue constraints from Boersma (2009, p. 29).

spectral representation, which is made up of five formants and three spectral slope

parameters. These parameters get computed each millisecond in windows of twenty

milliseconds. The spectral representation is then transformed into distinctive features.

Features are defined by acoustic characteristics; Reetz (2000) gives the example that

[high] is defined as having an F1 that is less than 450 Hz. The spectral representation

is never broken down into syllables or segments as features are mapped onto acoustic

cues. Instead, it is evaluated and assigned features by each twenty millisecond window.

Once each window of the spectral representation has been matched for features,

the features are compared to the lexicon. The lexicon contains morphemes that are

described by features and are otherwise underspecified phonological representations.

The features in each window are compared to features in the lexicon, with more

importance given to features in earlier windows. A match occurs when both the signal

and the lexicon share a feature. A mismatch occurs when they have contradictory

features, and no mismatch occurs if there are no features extracted from a window or

if a feature is extracted but does not match any stored in the lexicon. The number
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of matching features per frame are then counted and given a score. The score can be

compared to a ranking of possible lexical candidates.

In this model, cues are featural interpretations of the speech stream, and features,

not segments, are taken to be the phonological privatives (Lahiri and Reetz, 2010, p.

49). Similar to the model in Boersma (2008, 2009), cues are the connection between

the raw speech stream and the abstract mental representations, and features in the

FUL model serve the same purpose as cue constraints; they are concrete definitions

for how to interpret acoustic input.

1.5.5 Summary of cue theories

Each of the four theories described has some link between acoustic cues and features,

and more broadly, between phonetics and phonology. Purnell et al. (2005a,b) use

cues as a substitute for a [voice] feature, describing the contrast in terms of durations

and spectral transitions. Kingston et al. (2008) describe how cues integrate with each

other, which signals a property that maps to a feature. Boersma (2008, 2009) con-

ceptualizes the phonetics/phonology interface as cues, where cue constraints connect

mental representations with the phonetic output. Finally, Reetz (2000) and Lahiri

and Reetz (2010) use cues to map to features for lexical specification. Each of these

proposals link cues to phonological contrast, but there are some gaps.

First, these theories do not have a way to show how much a single cue contributes

to a contrast. Additionally, they are not all capable of showing enhancing and com-

pensatory cue relationships. Purnell et al. (2005a,b) show what each individual cue

looks like in production, but there is currently not a way to show how much a par-

ticular cue contributes to the perception of a voicing contrast. Kingston et al. (2008)

show the enhancing relationship between cues, as they form IPPs. However, cues and

IPPs cannot model the compensatory relationship that cues can have, nor can they
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specify how much of a cue contributes to the overall perception of a contrast. While

we know both closure voicing and f0 transitions can cue a [voice] contrast, which is

weighted heavier? An IPP is not transparent about cue weights and cannot give this

information.

The cue constraints in Boersma (2008, 2009) are able to show cue weightings

through constraint rankings. However, the phonological category is ultimately chosen

based on the highest ranked constraint. It is unclear if this would necessarily corre-

spond to a primary cue, and if so, how would complex relationships such as enhancing

or compensatory relationships be modeled? Finally, Reetz (2000) and Lahiri and Reetz

(2010) directly map cues to features, but the process is again not transparent and it is

unknown how it would handle compensatory relationships. If one cue signals [+voice]

and another signals [-voice], which feature specification is chosen?

A second gap is that these theories make no predictions about cue stability and

the phonological consequences of cue re-weighting over time. When cues are in flux

and getting re-weighted, a phonological contrast can be neutralized completely or it

can shift to some other cue, either associated with the original segment (as in plosive

closure duration) or as part of an adjacent segment (as in the preceding vowel duration

or the following vowel’s f0). When there are intermediate contrasts, there is no way

to model them.

This dissertation proposes cue-based featural representations as way to bridge

these gaps. The following section outlines the assumptions that are being made in

this new framework and highlights the similarities and differences that cue-based

features have with the existing cue theories.
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1.6 Cue-based features

The goal of cue-based features is to take what is already known about cues and incor-

porate it directly into featural representations. This two-part model represents the

phonetics/phonology interface, much like cue constraints in Boersma (2008, 2009).

However, there are different assumptions as to what each part contributes to phono-

logical contrast.

We begin with binary features as they are in distinctive feature theory. Features

are thus taken to be broad, abstract cover terms for contrasts that are seen cross-

linguistically. The purpose for keeping features is to capture the larger phonological

patterns. Describing phonological voicing in only cues like Purnell et al. (2005a,b)

misses cross-linguistic patterns at the expense of a phonetic-rich description of one

particular variety of English, much like featural descriptions of voicing as either

[±voice] or [±SG].

In cue-based features, each feature is made up of a bundle of acoustic cues. These

cues have individual weights that can change between each realization, to model

speaker variability, but there are cumulative thresholds that must be hit across the

cues in order to surface as a particular feature specification, i.e. [+voice] or [-voice].

Since the features are cumulative, all relationships between the different cues are

transparent. Both enhancing and compensatory relationships can be modeled.

Cue-based features explicitly list the cues that make up each feature in the under-

lying representation, and what their average cue weight ranges are in a particular

language. This provides a way to capture the detail of phonetic implementations

from language to language, such as German using aspiration for voicing contrasts and

Dutch using glottal pulsing, while still representing a larger pattern of a phonological

contrast through the feature [voice]. All cues to a contrast are listed, though some
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cues may not be active in particular positions; for example, plosive closure duration

would not be relevant in phrase-initial position. Individual cue weights, determined

stochastically for each utterance from the average ranges in the UR, are the interface

between phonetics and phonology: the feature is solidly in the phonology, the indi-

vidual cues are in the phonetics, and the cue weights connect the two and explain

how the feature is implemented in different languages, and in different phonological

contexts, through each of the cues.

The assumptions about phonetics and phonology echo those that Kingston and

Diehl (1994) assume in their work on a controlled phonetics (p. 425). Essentially,

phonology remains abstract and indifferent to variation in voicing realizations, while

the phonetics is rich in variation. Additionally, there is a distinction between con-

trolled cues and phonologized cues (Kingston and Diehl, 1994, p. 425). In cue-based

features, all cues are assumed to have independent control, but only those that have

weights and contribute to a contrast are phonologized. Additionally, in agreement

with Kingston et al. (2008), a single cue is not necessarily responsible for a particular

featural realization.

With the distinction between features and cues, this model also is able to account

for change over time. Synchronic change happens at the cue level with cue weight

fluctuations. If cues get consistently re-weighted, then we see them cumulatively reach

different featural specifications, and long term, diachronic change happens at the

featural level. Basically, reaching and maintaining a threshold at the cue level leads

to change at the featural level, paralleling how cue re-weighting can lead to processes

like tonogenesis or incomplete neutralization. The ultimate goal of this model is to

account for phonetic and phonological variation and how they contribute to synchronic

and diachronic change, while maintaining larger cross-linguistic generalizations.
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The complete details of modeling voicing contrasts with cue-based features are

given in Chapter 5. This includes modeling the processes of incomplete neutralization

and tonogenesis.

1.7 Questions and goals of this dissertation

The gaps discussed in cue theories lead us to the questions and goals of this disserta-

tion. In developing cue-based features, there is more to understand about the function

of cues in languages that have complex voicing contrasts, such as a language that has

a neutralizing [voice] contrast or an intermediate contrast that is not fully described

by binary features. This dissertation contains the results of three experiments that

examine phonological neutralization, secondary cues to voicing, and change over

time, and uses those results to propose the framework of cue-based features. The

dissertation is guided by the following sets of questions:

Empirical questions

1. How is phonological voicing realized through relevant acoustic cues in a language

with stable, but gradient (non-categorical), voicing neutralization? How does

this compare or contrast to a language with incomplete neutralization, or with

a neutralization in progress?

2. How do cue weights change over time, and are there diachronic stages? As in,

is incomplete neutralization a stage before complete neutralization?

3. (How) do cue weights vary by age and gender? Between perception and produc-

tion?
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Theoretical questions

1. Under what circumstances is phonological contrast truly lost, and when is it

maintained via acoustic cues (including change in cue primacy, leading to re-

phonologization)?

2. How can this transfer of contrast be represented in feature theory?

3. How can cues be incorporated into phonological representations?

Chapter 2 begins with an analysis of Minnesotan English. American English in

general is known for having complicated voicing contrasts, but particular dialects

spoken in the Midwest are notable for their stable, but gradient (non-categorical),

word-final obstruent devoicing. This chapter is an examination of this devoicing in

Minnesota in three different age groups. Two production studies eliciting read speech

analyze the linguistic and social factors that influence devoicing, and then the rela-

tionship of secondary cues to underlying representations and physical realizations of

voicing.

Chapter 3 transitions to a language with two very different voicing neutraliza-

tions. Word-finally, Afrikaans displays incomplete neutralization, and word-initially,

obstruent voicing is migrating onto the following vowel in a process of tonogenesis. It

is unclear if and how these two phenomena are related in terms of voicing and sec-

ondary cues, and how changes in phonological voicing may be happening over time.

To analyze this, a production and perception experiment was conducted with native

speakers of Afrikaans from two generational age groups. This study is an in-depth

analysis of the [voice] feature in Afrikaans, word-initially and word-finally.
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Chapter 4 parallels the previous chapter in examining this same relationship in

Dutch, which is the mother language of Afrikaans.2 An identical perception and pro-

duction experiment was run with native speakers of Dutch from two generational

age groups. This study is an in-depth analysis of the [voice] feature in Dutch, word-

initially and word-finally. Additionally, since Afrikaans and Dutch are related, this

chapter compares results from the two experiments and answers questions about cue

change over time and overall trajectories of sound change.

Chapter 5 summarizes the three studies and revisits the guiding questions of this

dissertation. Cue-based features are then used to model the voicing contrasts in Min-

nesotan English, Afrikaans, and Dutch. The chapter concludes with final remarks

about the experiments and the framework of cue-based features.

2The Dutch East India Company founded Cape Town in South Africa in 1652, and
settlers from South-Holland brought with them their language (Dalby, 2004). Their own
variety developed through the 18th and 19th centuries among a linguistically-, culturally-,
and ethnically-mixed population. However, modern-day Afrikaans still remains very close to
Dutch (Heeringa et al., 2015), making the two languages an ideal pair for examining change
over time.
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Chapter 2

Minnesotan English

Obstruent voicing in American English is signalled by a number of acoustic cues

that vary in implementation by manner of articulation, phonological environment,

phrase position, and lexical stress (Flege and Brown, 1982; Lisker, 1986; Davidson,

2016). Glottal pulsing has often been considered non-obligatory (Purnell et al., 2005a),

though recent studies show that the incidence of glottal pulsing varies by region, and

in some dialects, glottal pulsing may be equally as important as aspiration in signaling

obstruent voicing distinctions (Hunnicutt and Morris, 2016). In addition to glottal

pulsing and aspiration, secondary cues to voicing in American English include a longer

preceding vowel duration, shorter closure duration, higher amplitude of voicing during

the closure, shorter burst duration, and lower release burst intensity (Denes, 1955;

Chen, 1970; Lisker, 1986; Repp, 1982).

Particular varieties of American English have been characterized as having robust

word-final devoicing, which has been frequently observed in regions that were histor-

ically populated by immigrant groups who spoke languages with word-final voicing

neutralization, such as German, Norwegian, Polish, Dutch, and Yiddish, among others

(Linn, 1988; Purnell et al., 2004, 2005a,b; José, 2010). Additionally, /z/ devoicing has

been studied in Chicano English in New Mexico and Texas, and has been attributed

to Spanish-influence, as [z] is an allophone of [s] before voiced consonants (Hualde,

2003; Bayley and Holland, 2014). While influence from other languages may have

played a role in increased or more salient devoicing in these dialects, it has remained
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a stable phenomenon and is found to be conditioned by a number of linguistic and

social factors.

The purpose of this study is to examine word-final obstruent devoicing in the

English spoken in the Twin Cities metro area of Minnesota. Previous research in

Minnesota has focused exclusively on the Iron Range, where partial but not full

devoicing has been reported (Bauer, 2004, 2005a,b, 2006). The present study con-

tributes a description of word-final obstruent devoicing in the Twin Cities, as well as

the linguistic and social conditioning factors of devoicing in this dialect. Addition-

ally, the secondary cues to phonological voicing are examined, in particular how they

maintain the phonological contrast when the primary cue of glottal pulsing is neutral-

ized. While acoustic cues to voicing contrasts in English are well-known (Denes, 1955;

Chen, 1970; Lisker, 1986; Repp, 1982), it is unclear how secondary cues to voicing

may vary by dialect, and how they may intersect with devoicing. This study will

add to the results of Purnell et al. (2005a,b), who examine voicing cues in Wisconsin

English, by contributing a description of voicing cues in this region of Minnesota.

2.1 Obstruent voicing contrasts in American English

The amount of glottal pulsing in an obstruent, and the overall percentage of obstru-

ents that are fully voiced, varies by dialect. Jacewicz, Fox, and Lyle (2009) examined

productions of /b/ in an intersonorant position, spoken by women from western North

Carolina and central Wisconsin. They found significant differences by dialect: speakers

from North Carolina fully voiced 73% of all stop closures, while speakers from Wis-

consin fully voiced 24% of all stop closures. When averaging the amount of glottal

pulsing over all tokens, they found that the mean proportion of voicing in the closure

was 92% for North Carolina speakers and 72% for Wisconsin speakers.
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In general, high amounts of glottal pulsing have been reported in Southern and

Western dialects. Podesva, Eckert, Fine, Hilton, and Jeong (2015) conducted sociolin-

guistic interviews in three communities of California’s Central Valley, and in an exam-

ination of stop closure voicing, they found that 90% of all tokens were fully voiced. A

slightly lower rate was reported in Hunnicutt and Morris (2016), who examined word

list productions by speakers in Mississippi and Alabama. They found that 61.4%

of voiced stops had glottal pulsing through over 90% of the closure, and this rate

was even higher when the stop followed another lenis consonant. Word-initial glottal

pulsing has also been reported in word list elicitations: Hunnicutt and Morris (2016)

found that 88.8% of word-initial stops were prevoiced in regions of Mississippi and

Alabama, and Herd (2020) found that 62% of stops were produced with prevoicing

in Mississippi, with significant differences by region.

Midwestern and Chicano dialects show the opposite trend, where they have high

rates of devoicing. Smith (1997) examined word-final devoicing of /z/ in elicited sen-

tences from four speakers in the Midwest and Western United States. There was

individual variation, but the overall rates were much lower: between 7 and 44% of

all /z/ tokens had glottal pulsing for more than 90% of the closure. Similar rates

have also been reported in studies of /z/ from sociolinguistic interviews; José (2010)

examined syllable-final /z/ devoicing in northwestern Indiana and reported an overall

rate of 34% devoicing. Similarly, Knack (1991) found high rates of word-final /z/

devoicing in Grand Rapids, Michigan, though there was also variation by gender and

ethnicity: Jewish women on average devoiced /z/ 56.8% of the time, Gentile women

40.9%, Jewish men 35.6%, and Gentile men 26.5%. Finally, Bayley and Holland (2014)

examined final /z/ devoicing in Chicano English in San Antonio, Texas, and found

that 38.9% of all tokens were devoiced.
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2.1.1 Minnesota English

Word-final fricative devoicing in Minnesota was first noted in The Linguistic Atlas of

the Upper Midwest (Allen, 1973). It did not specifically treat this as a characteristic

of the region, however, and attributed it to foreign language influences, particularly

informants whose speech contained traces of their parents’ native languages (Allen,

1973, pp. 138-139). Allen notes that this phonological phenomenon is present in the

speech of people with Norwegian, Swedish, and Icelandic backgrounds, but this only

accounted for nine of the seventeen informants with what Allen termed “foreign lan-

guage influence,” and thus other languages with word-final devoicing, such as German,

may have played a role.

Devoicing was later recognized as a regional dialect characteristic by Linn (1988),

who documented the English spoken in the Iron Range, which is a 110-mile area

in Northeastern Minnesota, above Lake Superior (Figure 2.1). While Allen noted

only word-final fricative devoicing, Linn reported voiced obstruents devoicing word-

initially, word-finally, and both word-initially and word-finally, giving the following

examples (Linn, 1988, p. 82):

(2) a. Initially

i. Duluth > tulut

ii. Vern > fern

b. Finally

i. kid(z) > kits

ii. girl(z) > girls

c. Both initially and finally

i. job > chop
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Figure 2.1: The Iron Range of Minnesota (Iron Range [Map], 2018).

Linn also credits these features to substrate effects of immigrant languages, but

they still formed a part of the dialect spoken by all, not just those that came from

immigrant families.

It is important to note that while Allen (1973) and Linn (1988) documented word-

final obstruent devoicing, all of their data was coded auditorily; no acoustic measures

were taken due to technological limitations at the time. More recently, Bauer (2004,

2005a,b, 2006) responded to these technological limitations and examined devoicing in

the Iron Range. Two pilot studies (Bauer, 2004, 2005a) examining read speech from

two speakers of Iron Range English found that the impressionistic devoicing that

others heard was not true 100% devoicing. Rather, these devoiced fricatives have the

same duration of voicing as fully-voiced fricatives, but the segmental duration (and

thus the frication period) is much longer than regularly voiced fricatives. Additionally,

the length of voicing in fricatives judged as “voiced” and “devoiced” together is longer

than the amount of voicing in underlyingly voiceless fricatives. Essentially, there is

a period of voicing followed by a period of voiceless frication, and this extended

frication causes the entire consonant to be perceived as categorically voiceless. Bauer
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(2004, 2005a) conclude that fricative devoicing is not a feature-changing process of

neutralization, but rather a phonetic effect.

Bauer (2005b, 2006) expand on these results with a study of five dialectal features

of Iron Range English, including word-final devoicing in stops and fricatives. Four

native speakers of Iron Range English were recorded reading sentences with word-final

stops at four different prosodic boundaries: word, phonological phrase, intonational

phrase, and utterance. In total, there were 289 stops and 194 fricatives that had the

potential to undergo devoicing, and the author auditorily judged 51 stops (15%) and

27 fricatives (14%) as devoiced. When further analyzing those tokens, Bauer found

again that they were not truly neutralized. Fricatives that sounded devoiced had the

same duration of voicing as fricatives that sounded voiced, but they had longer frica-

tion periods. Stops that sounded devoiced had shorter voicing durations than voiced

stops, but significantly longer voicing durations than underlyingly voiceless stops.

When examining the prosodic context, Bauer found that obstruents at the end of

intonational phrases and utterance boundaries can undergo partial devoicing, but not

those at word or phonological phrase boundaries. Bauer ultimately concludes that a

prosodically-conditioned increase in frication period (for fricatives) and closure dura-

tion (for stops) cues perceptual devoicing in Iron Range English. Prosody therefore

causes gradient phonetic changes, but not a phonological alternation.

2.1.2 Factors influencing (de)voicing

Both linguistic and social factors have been found to influence dialectal voicing and

devoicing in American English. First, the following environment has been reported as

the best predictor of dialectal (de)voicing (Smith, 1997; José, 2010; Bayley and Hol-

land, 2014). Smith (1997) found that Midwestern and Western speakers only produced

fully-voiced [z] before a following vowel or sonorant consonant. Similarly, Bayley and
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Holland (2014) found that following glides and vowels most favored voicing in Chi-

cano English. A following /s/ most favored devoicing in Michigan (Knack, 1991) and

Chicano English (Bayley and Holland, 2014), and pauses and voiceless obstruents

predicted devoicing in northwestern Indiana (José, 2010). Devoicing is also highly

favored at the ends of phrases in Midwestern dialects (Knack, 1991; Smith, 1997;

Bauer, 2005b).

Preceding environment is also a predictor of (de)voicing. Hunnicutt and Morris

(2016) compared voiced plosives following stops, fricatives, and nasals in Southern

American English. When following a lenis consonant, 90.5% of plosives were voiced

through 90+% of the closure. However, when following a fortis consonant, only 52.8%

of plosives were voiced through 90+% of the closure. In /z/ devoicing in Chicano

English, Bayley and Holland (2014) found that preceding voiced stops and nasals

were the best predictors of devoicing, while preceding vowels were neutral, and liquids

slightly favored voicing. Preceding voiced fricatives highly favored voicing.

In addition to the surrounding phonological environment, a segment’s morpholog-

ical class may be a factor in (de)voicing, though limited data has been reported. José

(2010) showed that the plural and possessive /z/ devoice the most, followed by third

person singular /z/. Additional evidence comes from Bayley and Holland (2014), who

found that the plural, contracted copula, and possessive /z/ favored devoicing, while

the third-person singular was neutral. On the other hand, monomorphemic /z/ highly

favored voicing.

Various social characteristics can also influence rates of (de)voicing. As stated

above, Knack (1991) found differences in the Grand Rapids community by ethnicity:

the Jewish speakers on average devoiced more often than the Gentile speakers. Herd

(2020) found significant differences in plosive prevoicing between African American

and Caucasian American speakers in Mississippi: African American participants pre-
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voiced 85% of all word-initial stops, while Caucasian American speakers prevoiced

38% of all word-initial stops. However, Herd notes that this could be due to dialectal

differences; participants were only asked to self-identify their ethnicity, but not their

dialect(s), and ethnicity and dialect do not always align. In addition to ethnicity,

speaker gender has also been studied as a factor of (de)voicing. Knack (1991), Smith

(1997), José (2010), and Bayley and Holland (2014) all reported that female speakers

devoiced more often than male speakers.

Finally, a person’s livelihood and orientation towards the community can also be

a predictor of (de)voicing. In the Central Valley of California, speakers who earn a

living off the land (e.g. farming, logging, working in the oil industry, etc.) produce

more glottal pulsing in stops in comparison to speakers who do not earn a living

off the land (Podesva et al., 2015). In San Antonio, Texas, speakers with an outward

orientation and aspirations to leave their community generally devoiced less frequently

than those with an orientation toward the community (Bayley and Holland, 2014).

In sum, the amount of glottal pulsing in [+voice] obstruents varies by dialect, with

some regional dialects sustaining voicing through nearly the entire closure, and others

frequently devoicing. Both devoicing and the maintenance of voicing are influenced by

a number of linguistic and social factors. The largest effects of (de)voicing have been

attributed to the surrounding phonological environment, but morphological class,

ethnicity, gender, livelihood, and community orientation have also been found to be

contributing factors.

2.1.3 Acoustic cues in dialectal word-final (de)voicing

A few studies of word-final devoicing in the Midwest have also examined secondary

cues associated with the voicing contrast. In these studies, secondary cues have helped
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maintained the phonological contrast in that there are still differences by underlying

voicing specification.

Electroglottographic and airflow data were examined in productions of /z/ versus

/s/ in Midwestern and Western speakers (Smith, 1997). Regardless of the acoustic

realization of /z/ (i.e. voiced or devoiced), productions of /z/ were significantly dif-

ferent from /s/ in the same context. All instances of /z/ had significantly lower

values of airflow. The preceding vowel duration was also measured, and there were

significant differences between underlying /z/ and /s/, with the greatest duration for

vowels preceding devoiced /z/. The vowel duration thus showed a compensatory cue

relationship.

Bauer (2005b) also demonstrated that preceding vowel duration is a cue for under-

lying voicing in Iron Range English. In this study, the preceding vowel duration before

underlyingly voiced stops was significantly longer than that for underlyingly voice-

less stops. The same relationship was found with closure duration; devoiced stops

had slightly longer closure durations than voiced stops, but not significantly so. Both

devoiced and voiced stops had significantly shorter closure durations than underly-

ingly voiceless stops.

A number of voicing cues, both durational and spectral, were analyzed in Purnell

et al. (2005a) and Purnell et al. (2005b). Purnell and colleagues (2005a) examined

eight speakers over the age of 65 in Watertown, Wisconsin, a region that was his-

torically a center of German-speaking culture. As a result, the English spoken there

displays substrate effects of German, including word-final devoicing. Participants in

an acoustic study read carrier sentences with embedded target words, and their pro-

ductions were analyzed for vowel duration, the ratio of glottal pulsing to stop gap,

f0 transition, and F1 transition. Results of this study showed that differences in

preceding vowel duration and glottal pulsing were used to distinguish phonological
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voicing; vowels before voiced obstruents were on average 50 ms longer than vowels

before voiceless obstruents, and the glottal pulsing to stop gap ratio was 0.77 for

underlyingly voiced obstruents and 0.26 for underlyingly voiceless obstruents. F0 and

F1 were both lower before underlyingly voiced obstruents, but the difference was

smaller in comparison to the two other cues.

The same speakers were used in a second study (Purnell et al., 2005b) that exam-

ined voicing in Eastern Wisconsin in speakers born between 1866 and 1986. The oldest

speaker groups came from recordings from Frederic Cassidy’s Wisconsin English Lan-

guage Survey (WELS, 1951-1953; referenced in Cassidy, 1948) and the 1968 Dictio-

nary of American Regional English (DARE, Cassidy and Hall, 1985). Younger speaker

groups came from other studies conducted at the University of Wisconsin (Westbury,

1994; Purnell et al., 2004). There were also General American English (GAE) controls.

An analysis of word-final obstruent voicing demonstrated that eastern Wisconsinites’

productions differ from those of GAE. Additionally, there had been a change over time

in how phonological voicing distinctions were maintained in this region. Speakers from

the oldest groups (from WELS and DARE) relied on glottal pulsing, and they did not

use preceding vowel duration as a cue. Speakers from the younger groups exhibited a

trading relationship between preceding vowel duration and glottal pulsing. They also

produced less glottal pulsing overall for phonologically voiced obstruents; the authors

note that the amount was “in or close to the range for fortis obstruents for many older

speakers” (Purnell et al., 2005b, p. 331). Both 2005 studies by Purnell and colleagues

give insights into secondary cues of voicing in a devoicing dialect, but what is missing

is how the secondary cues intersect specifically with devoicing.
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2.1.4 Conclusions of previous studies

The previous studies have shown that obstruent voicing contrasts vary by dialect

in American English. In dialects known for devoicing, average devoicing rates range

from mid-30% up to just under 60%. This devoicing is thus optional instead of oblig-

atory. It is also influenced by a number of linguistic and social factors. The following

segment is one of the strongest predictors, generally corresponding to sonority: less

sonorous segments encourage devoicing, while more sonorous segments encourage the

maintenance of voicing. Other linguistic factors such as preceding environment, mor-

phological status, and prosodic position also influence devoicing. In terms of social

factors, gender shows consistent effects with female speakers devoicing more often

than male speakers. There are also differences by ethnicity, profession, and commu-

nity orientation. When taken together, these results demonstrate that devoicing is

not simply a phonetic process arising from articulatory and aerodynamic constraints.

It is a controlled process that encodes both linguistic and social meaning.

There are some remaining gaps in the literature. Inside of Minnesota, the only

studies have been of the Iron Range; there may be different patterns of devoicing in

other parts of the state, especially as Minnesota is divided in half between the North

and North Central dialect regions in Labov, Ash, and Boburg’s (2006) The Atlas of

North American English (see Figure 2.2). Outside of Minnesota, previous research

on Midwestern English has mainly addressed /z/; conditioning factors of devoicing

may differ for other obstruents. Finally, there has not been an examination of how

secondary cues intersect with devoicing. This study will add to Purnell et al. (2005a)

and Purnell et al. (2005b) in the documentation of cues in word-final devoicing in an

overall devoicing dialect region.
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Figure 2.2: The North and North Central dialect regions dividing Min-
nesota. From Labov et al. (2006, p. 146, Map 11.5).

2.2 Overview of this experiment

The present study is an analysis of word-final obstruent devoicing in the Twin Cities

metro area of Minnesota. Two different production tasks were run to investigate the

rate of neutralization, conditioning factors, the status of secondary cues of phonolog-

ical voicing, and the overall stability of devoicing.

2.2.1 The Twin Cities

The goals of this study are both theoretical and descriptive. As previously mentioned,

Minnesota is divided nearly equally between the North and North Central dialect

regions (Labov et al., 2006). The Iron Range lies in the northeastern quadrant of

the state, in the North Central dialect region, while the lower half of the state is

situated in the North dialect region. This area remains relatively unstudied in terms

of obstruent devoicing, with the exception of Allen’s 1973 description nearly 50 years

ago.
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Figure 2.3: Geographic profiles
of Minnesota. Map from
Minnesota Compass (2018).

Figure 2.4: Counties in the Twin
Cities metro area. Map from Minnesota
Pollution Control Agency (2018).

The “Twin Cities” is the nickname given to St. Paul and Minneapolis, two cities

that flank either side of the Mississippi River. St. Paul is the capital of the state,

but together both cities form the industrial and urban heart of Minnesota. Their

surrounding metro area is comprised of 11 counties, which encompass over 60% of the

state population (3.5 million of 5.7 million, from World Population Review 2020) in a

relatively small geographic area (8,120 square miles). The population density, dialect

region, and overall lack of research makes this region ideal for studying devoicing and

comparing results with those of the Iron Range and surrounding states.

According to the U.S. Census Bureau (2019), the Minneapolis-St. Paul-Bloomington,

MN-Wisconsin Metro Area has the following demographics: 75% of the population

is White, 9% Black, 7% Asian, 6% Hispanic, and 3% two+ races or ethnicities. Less
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than 1% are Native or Islander. 86% of adults ages 18+ report speaking only English

at home. There is not a breakdown of varieties of English within this data; as of

this writing, it is unknown how much of the Twin Cities population speaks African

American English.

2.2.2 Research questions

The research questions for this experiment are as follows:

1. What are the rates of word-final obstruent devoicing in the Twin Cities?

2. What linguistic and social factors favor or disfavor devoicing in this region?

3. In instances when devoicing happens, do secondary cues maintain the phono-

logical contrast?

4. Do secondary cues differ between full and partial devoicing, i.e., is there a trade-

off of cues?

5. Are there differences in predicting factors, devoicing rates, and cues by age and

gender groups?

2.2.3 Participants

The participants of this study are 30 white adults native to Minnesota. All partici-

pants were born, raised, and lived nearly all of their lives in the Twin Cities metro

area and are native speakers of American English. Eight participants had lived for

a short time out of state, with the maximum duration being three years. At the

time of data collection, all participants were living within an approximate 15 mile

radius encompassing the Northeastern parts of the Twin Cities and their surrounding

suburbs (Figure 2.5).
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Figure 2.5: Map of participant locations. Red markers show the cities where
participants were living at the time of data collection, all in the Northeastern part of
the Twin Cities. Map created with EasyMapMaker (2021).

Participants formed three generational age groups, approximately in their 20s,

50s, and 80s. Speakers were asked their gender in an open-ended demographic survey,

which is summarized in Table 2.1. Participants self-identified as either ‘female,’ ‘F,’

‘male,’ or ‘M.’ No participants self-reported their gender as non-binary or transgender.

The full questionnaire is given in Appendix B.

2.2.4 Procedure

Participants were told that they would be recorded reading stories and sentences

out loud for the purposes of dialect documentation. The instructions stated that the

texts were designed to be simple and have varied structures, and that their job as a
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Table 2.1: Summary of participant demographics.

Gender Age Childhood city Adulthood city Lived out of state
M 81 St. Paul St. Paul No
M 84 St. Paul St. Paul No
M 84 South St. Paul Roseville No
M 83 St. Paul St. Paul No
M 89 St. Paul Maplewood No
F 78 Faribault St. Paul No
F 80 Faribault White Bear lake Yes, 3 years
F 80 St. Paul St. Paul No
F 86 St. Paul Maplewood No
F 82 St. Paul St. Paul No
M 58 St. Paul Mahtomedi No
M 57 St. Paul Mahtomedi Yes, 2 years
M 52 Little Canada Mahtomedi No
M 54 St. Paul Mahtomedi Yes, 1 year
M 51 St. Paul Minneapolis Yes, 13 months
F 57 White Bear Lake Mahtomedi No
F 57 St. Paul St. Paul Yes, 2 years
F 60 Roseville Arden Hills No
F 55 Roseville Mahtomedi No
F 54 St. Michael Grant No
M 27 St. Paul St. Paul No
M 19 Mahtomedi Mahtomedi No
M 27 Mahtomedi Stillwater No
M 29 St. Paul St. Paul No
M 27 Arden Hills Minneapolis No
F 25 Mahtomedi Mahtomedi Yes, 1.5 years
F 26 Mahtomedi Minneapolis Yes, 1 year
F 25 Mahtomedi Mahtomedi No
F 22 Mahtomedi Mahtomedi No
F 25 Vadnais Heights Vadnais Heights Yes, 9 months
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participant was to read the text at a natural pace with a normal, conversational tone.

They were also told that they could pause and take breaks as needed.

Recordings were made using a cardioid condenser lavaliere microphone and a Zoom

H4n handheld recorder at a sampling rate of 44.1 kHz. The experiment was conducted

in a quiet place comfortable for each participant, such as a local library’s study room,

an office, or in most cases, the participant’s home. The experiment was presented via

PowerPoint on an iPad, with each reading passage (Task A) and individual sentence

(Task B) on its own slide. Each task took approximately 8-10 minutes to complete.

Half of the participants completed Task A first, and the other half of the participants

completed Task B first.

2.3 Task A: Devoicing rates and factors

2.3.1 Methods and stimuli

The goal of Task A is to identify devoicing rates and conditioning factors of devoicing.

In this section, participants read seventeen short stories. Fourteen of the short stories

were one paragraph in length, and three were two paragraphs: one with the past

tense, and one with the present tense. These reading passages were chosen in lieu of

multiple carrier sentences so that more naturalistic speech could be obtained. While

read speech is more formal than spontaneous speech, it offers a way to control the

surrounding phonological environment, elicit a precise number of tokens, and also

distract participants with a narrative.

Six voiced obstruents were studied: /b, d, g, v, D, z/. Each short story had one

target word containing one of these obstruents word-finally. That target word was

repeated five times throughout the paragraph with a different following environment
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Table 2.2: Task A target words.

preceding environment /b/ /d/ /g/ /v/ /D/ /z/
vowel grab add jog love bathe has

claw-ed claw-s
law-s

sonorant find iceberg solve lamb-s
cann-ed serve can-s

obstruent robb-ed rob-s
disturb-s
job-s

each repetition. Preceding environments (between different target words) were bal-

anced for obstruents, sonorants, and vowels. Following environments were balanced

for voiceless obstruents, voiced obstruents, sonorants, vowels, and pauses (phrase

boundary). When possible, all preceding and following vowels were low /ae, a, O/,

and obstruents and nasals were bilabials /p, b, m/ to encourage voicing. A few excep-

tions were made for either phonotactic reasons or to avoid two bilabial plosives next

to each other. All except two of the tokens were verbs, and all were monosyllabic

except one. A complete list of stimuli is given in Table 2.2, and all reading passages

can be found in Appendix A.

Within each short story, the order of the following phonological environment was

randomized. Additionally, the order of the seventeen stories was randomized for each

participant.

2.3.2 Analysis

All target obstruents were coded for multiple linguistic and social factors. Linguistic

factors included the token identity (b, d, g, v, D, z), preceding environment (obstruent,
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sonorant, vowel), following environment (pause, voiceless obstruent, voiced obstruent,

sonorant, vowel), morphological status (verb, noun, past tense, present tense, plural),

and voicing. Additionally, the reading passage number (of 17) and the repetition

number within each passage (of 5) was noted to check if more devoicing occurred due

to repetition fatigue. Social factors included the speaker gender and speaker age group

(younger, middle, older). Additional demographic information from the questionnaire

was collected for a qualitative, post-hoc analysis.

All recordings were first transcribed and then force-aligned with the Montreal

Forced Aligner (McAuliffe et al., 2017). Token words had their phoneme boundaries

hand-corrected in Praat (Boersma and Weenink, 2019), and then they were further

segmented and analyzed. The boundaries of the target segments were determined

based on the obstruent identity and phonological context. Following a sonorant con-

sonant or a vowel, the onsets of fricatives and stops were defined as the offset of F2

(Cho and McQueen, 2005; Davidson, 2016, 2018). When following a stop and forming

a CC cluster, the onset of the target obstruent (C2) was defined as the end of C1’s

burst, which is the point at which the amplitude of the waveform was identical to

that of the background noise. If C1 was unreleased, then the entire closure duration

of C1 and C2 was taken together and divided in half.

The closure duration was defined as the period beginning from the offset of the

preceding sound and ending with the burst, which is signified by a sudden increase in

amplitude. The burst duration was defined as the period beginning at the burst and

ending when the amplitude of the waveform was identical to that of the background

noise.

When target sounds were followed by sonorant consonants and vowels, the onset of

F2 marked the beginning of the sonorant/vowel and the end of the obstruent. When

followed by a stop, the criteria for CC clusters above was employed, and when followed
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by a pause, the end of the obstruent was determined to be when the amplitude of the

waveform was identical to that of the background noise.

Additionally, while the reading stimuli were designed to elicit certain phonolog-

ical environments, participants would occasionally misread, pause in the middle of

a phrase, or not pause at the end of a phrase. A pause was determined to be the

end of a breath group, generally accompanied by a downward trend in intonation

and an exhale. 105 tokens had their following environments re-coded to reflect the

participants’ actual productions instead of the original intended environment.

Voicing was measured as a continuous variable and determined based on evidence

of a voice bar in the spectrogram, presence of glottal pulses, and periodicity in the

waveform. All tokens were examined by two independent coders and checked by the

author. Finally, a Praat script was run to measure and record obstruent durations,

voiced durations, and voiceless durations. Examples of fully voiced, partially devoiced,

and fully devoiced tokens of /z/ are shown in Figures 2.6-2.8.

2.3.3 Results

Each of the 30 participants produced 100 target words, for a total of 3,000 tokens.

Of those 3,000, 237 tokens were excluded from analysis. 197 were deleted in conso-

nant cluster reduction, 31 were mispronounced/incorrectly inflected or were otherwise

unclear, and 9 tokens were excluded for noise in the recording. This left 2,763 tokens

in the analysis, or 92% of possible tokens.

Of the remaining tokens, 839 (30.4%) were produced with full voicing, and 1,924

(69.6%) were produced with some amount of devoicing. 797 (28.8%) were completely

devoiced, and 1,127 (40.8%) were partially devoiced. The full range of voicing percent-

ages from all obstruents is given in Figure 2.9. Raw counts are given on the y-axis, and
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z

Figure 2.6: Full devoicing of /z/ in “laws allows.”

z

Figure 2.7: Partial devoicing of /z/ in “lambs meet.”
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z

Figure 2.8: Full voicing of /z/ in “laws allows.”

percentage of duration voiced, calculated as the duration of glottal pulsing divided

by the total duration of the consonant (closure for plosives), is given on the x-axis.

The distribution of voicing percentages show that in the Twin Cities, final

obstruent devoicing is not categorical; there is a trimodal distribution where nearly

equal numbers of obstruents are fully voiced (100% in Figure 2.9) or fully devoiced

(0%), and the rest are partially devoiced. This trend is seen in all obstruents, though

/z/ is by far the most likely to devoice. Voiced percentage by obstruent is shown in

Figure 2.10. Raw counts are given on the y-axis, and the percentage of the duration

that is voiced is shown on the x-axis.
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Figure 2.9: Voiced percentage of obstruent duration, calculated as the
duration of glottal pulsing divided by the total obstruent duration. The
y-axis gives a total count of obstruents.

Since all obstruents had different raw counts, it is helpful to analyze devoicing in

terms of percentage of all tokens. Figure 2.11 groups phonetic realization into three

categories: fully voiced (glottal pulsing = 100% of the duration), partially devoiced

(glottal pulsing = 0% < x < 100%), and fully devoiced (glottal pulsing = 0%). Each

obstruent has the percent of total tokens shown for each type of realization. Examining

voicing in these categories has precedence in prior research (Smith, 1997; Davidson,

2016). Expected differences by place and manner of articulation are present: fricatives

are fully voiced less often than stops, and anterior places of articulation have higher

rates of full voicing in comparison to posterior places of articulation (Ohala, 1983).

However, if just looking at rates of full devoicing, these effects are not present: /d/,

/v/, and /z/ have the highest devoicing rates.
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Figure 2.10: Voiced percentage of duration by obstruent, calculated as the
duration of glottal pulsing divided by the total consonant duration. The
y-axis gives a total count of obstruents.
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Table 2.3: Mean obstruent durations in milliseconds, and mean percentage
of obstruent duration that is voiced.

obstruent mean duration (ms) mean voiced percentage
/b/ 67 72.9%
/d/ 45 65.7%
/g/ 61 70.5%
/v/ 81 56.8%
/D/ 88 44.9%
/z/ 95 25.7%

To compare with other studies, the mean percentage of obstruent duration that

is voiced was calculated for each obstruent, and is reported in Table 2.3 along with

each obstruent’s mean duration. The three stops show a relatively consistent mean

voiced percentage of 65-73%. Interestingly, /d/ has the lowest mean voiced percentage

at 65.7%, and it also has the shortest mean duration of 45 milliseconds. The lowest

mean voiced percentage is likely due to the over-representation of /d/ in consonant

clusters and affixes (versus monomorphemic /d/). The short durations were likely due

to a number of /d/s that were unexpectedly produced as a tap and not excluded from

analysis.

Voicing and devoicing was also subject to individual variation, shown in Figure

2.12. The x-axis has all participants, represented by their gender (F or M) and their

age. When multiple participants had the same gender and age, each was consecutively

labeled with a prime (′). The y-axis shows the percent of each individual’s total

phonetic realizations. Percentages of full devoicing ranged from 5.6% (speaker M83)

to 51.6% (speaker M27′′), partial devoicing ranged from 23.9% (speaker M51) to

58.2% (speaker F22), and full voicing ranged from 13.2% (speaker F54) to 59.6%

(M83). Overall, the oldest male speakers had consistently higher rates of full voicing,
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Figure 2.11: Percentage of fully devoiced, partially devoiced, and fully
voiced realizations by obstruent.

but there are not other immediately clear patterns in age and gender. Figure 2.13

also gives each speaker’s mean voiced percentage of obstruents, calculated as each

speaker’s mean voicing duration divided by their mean obstruent duration.

To assess significant predicting factors of devoicing, a linear mixed-effects regres-

sion model was fitted to the data in R (R Core Team, 2013) using the lme4 package

(Bates et al., 2015). P-values were calculated via the afex package (Singmann et al.,

2020), and R2 with the r.squaredGLMM function from the MuMIn package (Bartón,

2020). The dependent variable was the percent of the obstruent duration that was

voiced (duration of glottal pulsing divided by the total duration of the obstruent).

Fixed effects included both linguistic and social factors. Linguistic factors were token

identity (levels: b, d, g, v, D, z), preceding environment (vowel, sonorant, obstruent),
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following environment (vowel, sonorant, voiced obstruent, voiceless obstruent, pause),

morphological status (monomorphemic, affix)1, obstruent duration, and repetition

number (1-5, within each reading passage). Social effects included age group (younger,

middle, older), gender (female, male), and their interaction. Random effects were par-

ticipant and word. The complete output of the regression model is given in Table 2.4.

Linguistic factors

A number of linguistic factors were significant predictors of voiced percentage of

obstruent duration. The fricatives /z/ (p=0.02) and /D/ (p=0.04) were significantly

more likely to devoice in comparison to the other obstruents. However, /D/ had the

lowest number of tokens (n=146) and is also a marginal phoneme, which should be

taken into consideration.

The phonological environment had significant effects on devoicing. First, the per-

cent of the obstruent that is voiced is dependent on the preceding environment: obstru-

ents that follow vowels have the highest amounts of voicing, followed by sonorant

consonants and obstruents. The differences between vowels and sonorant consonants,

and between vowels and obstruents, both reached significance (p=0.049 and p=0.0049,

respectively). Figure 2.14 shows the breakdown of mean voicing percentage by pre-

ceding environment, and Figure 2.15 shows the percent of tokens in each category

of phonetic realization. Plosives were frequently fully voiced when following vowels

(53.5%), and they had overall high amounts of voicing when following vowels and

sonorant consonants. Fricatives had nearly equal proportions of tokens fully voiced

(25.5%) or fully devoiced (22.8%). Finally, due to the structure of the stimuli, only

/d/ and /z/ were in positions following an obstruent. When examining just these

1A model was also fit with the individual levels of noun, verb, past tense, plural, and
present tense, but collapsing these categories into monomorphemic and affix proved to be a
better fit.
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Table 2.4: Output of the linear regression model.

Fixed effects Estimate Std error t-value p-value n
(Intercept) 8.636e-01 8.990e-02 9.605 1.27e-08***
Obstruent

/b/ (default) 147
/d/ 2.452e-02 9.173e-02 0.267 0.7944 541
/g/ 1.645e-02 9.624e-02 0.171 0.8676 295
/v/ -8.398e-02 9.303e-02 -0.903 0.3873 445
/ð/ -2.541e-01 1.085e-01 -2.342 0.0406* 146
/z/ -2.541e-01 9.477e-02 -2.682 0.0223* 1189

Preceding environment
vowel (default) 1330

sonorant -9.481e-02 4.271e-02 -2.220 0.0491* 891
obstruent -1.921e-01 5.406e-02 -3.553 0.0049** 542

Following environment
vowel (default) 580

sonorant 2.685e-02 1.828e-02 1.469 0.1421 520
voiced obstruent 1.254e-01 1.834e-02 6.842 9.63e-12*** 520
voiceless obstruent -1.587e-01 1.821e-02 -8.713 < 2e-16*** 538

pause -2.499e-01 2.013e-02 -12.417 < 2e-16*** 605
Morphological status

monomorphemic (default) 1394
affix -1.014e-01 5.792e-02 -1.751 0.1080 1396

consonant duration -1.211e+00 1.895e-01 -6.390 1.94e-10***
repetition number 5.285e-03 4.053e-03 1.304 0.1923

Age group
younger (default) 927

middle -8.494e-02 6.179e-02 -1.375 0.1820 930
older -4.712e-03 6.184e-02 -0.076 0.9399 906

Gender
female (default) 1405

male -8.292e-02 6.184e-02 -1.341 0.1926 1358
Age:Gender
middle:male 1.144e-01 8.745e-02 1.308 0.2032 457
older:male 2.303e-01 8.750e-02 2.633 0.0146* 445
R2 = .41
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Figure 2.14: Mean voiced percentage of obstruent duration by preceding
environment: vowel, sonorant consonant, or obstruent. The effect of preceding
environment on fricative devoicing is shown on the left, and the effect on plosive
devoicing is shown on the right.

two, both /d/ (59.4%) and /z/ (53.8%) showed high amounts of full devoicing, but

the phonological position appeared to have a more substantial effect on /d/, as /z/

overall had low rates of devoicing.

Particular following environments also had significant effects on devoicing. Obstru-

ents were significantly more likely to be devoiced when there was a following voiceless

obstruent or pause (p<2e-16 for both). Pauses especially favored devoicing in frica-

tives, where 71.7% of fricatives were fully devoiced before pauses, and 27.5% were

partially devoiced (Figure 2.17). On the other hand, a following voiced obstruent

significantly favored higher amounts of voicing (p=9.63e-12), particularly in plosives

(Figure 2.16), where 74.4% of tokens were fully voiced when preceding another voiced

obstruent.
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Figure 2.15: Percentage of fully devoiced, partially devoiced, and fully
voiced realizations by preceding environment.

Figure 2.16 shows the mean voiced percentage of obstruent duration by following

environment, separated by fricatives and stops. In fricatives, a following vowel, sono-

rant, or voiced obstruent almost equally favored voicing, while a following voiceless

obstruent or pause disfavored voicing. In plosives, a following voiced obstruent most

favored voicing, then a following sonorant, vowel, and voiceless obstruent. Pauses

significantly favored devoicing. The percentages by phonetic realization are given in

Figure 2.17. Notably, full voicing is extremely rare for both fricatives and obstru-

ents before a pause, and full voicing in plosives before voiced obstruents is the most

frequent at 72.2% of tokens. While higher amounts of devoicing is expected before

voiceless obstruents and pauses, the high rate of full voicing in plosives before another

voiced obstruent is unexpected, as it is aerodynamically difficult to maintain voicing

for CC clusters.
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Figure 2.16: Mean voicing percent by following environment.
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Figure 2.17: Percentage of fully devoiced, partially devoiced, and fully
voiced realizations by following environment.
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Figure 2.18: Duration of the obstruent that is voiced by total obstruent
duration, in pre-pause position.

Obstruent duration tends to be longer phrase-finally, so it is possible that the pre-

pause tokens are more frequently devoiced because they are longer. However, Figure

2.18 shows that duration, which was overall significant (p=1.94e-10), does not appear

to compound the effect of phonological environment. Before a pause, plosives of equal

duration can be fully voiced or fully devoiced, and some of the longer tokens, up to

150 milliseconds, maintained full voicing. Tokens over 150 ms were partially devoiced.

Fricatives show a different pattern; they are frequently devoiced in both the shortest

and longest tokens, and none are fully voiced in pre-pause position.

Consonant duration additionally shows different effects by manner of articulation

(Figure 2.19). In fricatives, fully devoiced tokens tend to have the longest durations.
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Figure 2.19: Obstruent duration by phonetic realization.

In stops, fully devoiced tokens have nearly the same duration (/b/) or shorter dura-

tions (/d/, /g/) as their fully voiced and partially devoiced counterparts, which is

unexpected.

The morphosyntactic function of the obstruent was overall not significant. There

was, however, a general pattern when examining /d/ and /z/: a monomorphemic /d/

had a tendency to maintain voicing (mean: 78% of the closure was voiced), even at

increasingly longer durations, in comparison to a past tense marker (58% of the clo-

sure was voiced). Similarly, monomorphemic /z/ was more likely to maintain voicing

(mean: 40% of the duration was voiced) over the plural and present tense markers

(23% and 24%, respectively). It is possible that this non-significance is due to the

structure of the stimuli, and that an analysis of only /d/ or /z/ would show signifi-

cant effects.
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Finally, no task effects were significant. The devoicing rates did not change across

the experiment or between repetition numbers.

Social factors

Two social factors were included in the model: speaker gender and age group. Speaker

gender did not reach significance. All speakers had approximately the same mean

voiced percentage of the obstruent (46% for female speakers compared to 48% for

male speakers). Age group also did not reach significance, but the interaction of

the older age group and male speaker gender did (p=0.01). On average, older male

speakers were more likely to retain voicing in comparison to the other groups. These

results suggest that devoicing in this dialect is a stable phenomenon, and not a change

in progress.

2.3.4 Discussion

Devoicing in the Twin Cities largely resembles the patterns of dialectal devoicing in the

surrounding states. While studies in the Iron Range reported only partial devoicing,

results of this study show that there are high amounts of both full devoicing and

partial devoicing. When examining just realizations of /z/, previous studies reported

between 27-57% percent of tokens were devoiced (Knack, 1991; José, 2010; Bayley and

Holland, 2014). Results of this study fall in the middle of this range, with 42% of all

/z/ tokens being fully devoiced. If partial devoicing is also taken into consideration,

then 87% of all /z/ tokens have some amount of devoicing. When examining the mean

voiced percentage of obstruent closures word-finally, this study found rates similar to

those reported by Purnell et al. (2005a); Watertown, WI speakers have a mean voicing

to stop gap ratio of 0.77, while Twin Cities, MN speakers have a mean voicing to stop

gap ratio of 0.68.
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Devoicing is conditioned by a number of linguistic factors. The following environ-

ment is one of the most significant predictors, particularly with following pauses and

stops. These findings support the conclusions of previous studies: more sonorous seg-

ments favor the maintenance of voicing, and less sonorous segments favor devoicing

(Smith, 1997; José, 2010; Bayley and Holland, 2014; Davidson, 2016). Addition-

ally, the preceding environment is a significant predictor, with preceding obstruents

favoring devoicing. There is also a significant effect of overall duration, as longer

obstruents tend to have less voicing. One anomaly is seen when a plosive is followed

by another voiced plosive, in which high rates of voicing are significantly more likely.

This was unexpected; given that obstruency is at odds with vocal fold vibration, a

CC cluster should predict lower amounts of voicing. Not only are there two aero-

dynamically disadvantaged articulations in a row, but the overall duration of the

obstruction is increased, which should favor devoicing. To instead have the highest

mean voicing percent with a voiced obstruent cluster suggests that glottal pulsing in

this dialect is a highly controlled cue; this voicing is active instead of passive. Active

voicing in this dialect is further supported by the split between fully voiced and fully

devoiced obstruents. These two categories are partially, but not completely explained,

by duration, phonological environment, and other factors.

Finally, both gender and morphosyntactic status did not reach significance, despite

being significant factors in other dialects. The trends are in the same direction, though:

female speakers devoiced slightly more than male speakers, and affixes were more

likely to devoice than monomorphemic obstruents. The morphological trend could be

explained by the fact that the morphological roles of these obstruents have voiced and

voiceless allomorphs. There would thus be a lesser cost to functional load if the other

allomorph were used (e.g. /laem+z/ –> [laems]) than to devoice an obstruent that

ends a monomorphemic verb (e.g. /aed/ –> [aet]), which could potentially change
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the meaning. However, devoicing may also depend on other cues, which are examined

in the next section.

At this point, it is clear that this Minnesotan dialect has optional word-final

devoicing that is predicted by a number of factors. As there is a trimodal distribu-

tion of fully voiced, fully devoiced, and partially devoiced obstruents, new questions

are raised: are the secondary cues to phonological voicing distinct between phonetic

realizations? Is there a compensatory relationship? These questions are examined in

Task B.

2.4 Task B: Secondary cues

2.4.1 Methods and stimuli

The goal of Task B was to analyze the secondary cues of phonological voicing and

examine how these cues intersect with phonetic realization (fully voiced, partially

devoiced, fully devoiced), and then compare these to underlyingly voiceless obstru-

ents. Eleven (near-)minimal pairs formed the target words of this task. The same pre-

ceding environments (within tokens) from Task A were repeated here. To maximally

encourage both voicing and devoicing, target words were limited to four following

environments based on pilot results of Task A from six speakers: voiceless stops and

pauses (to encourage devoicing), and voiced stops and vowels (to encourage voicing).

This task contained 104 individual sentences that were randomized for each par-

ticipant. Each target word appeared once in four different sentences, one for each

following environment. Morphosyntactic status was not considered in this task. A

complete list of stimuli can be found in Table 2.5, and the list of sentences is available

in Appendix A.
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Table 2.5: Task B (near-)minimal pairs.

/b/ /d/ /g/ /v/ /D/ /z/
cap/cab hat/add jock/jog rough/love teeth/teethe bus/buzz
carp/carb cart/card perk/berg surf/serve source/soars

dropped/robbed mops/mobs

2.4.2 Analysis

All recordings were transcribed, force-aligned, and hand-corrected. Token stops were

further segmented into their closure and burst durations, as detailed in Section 2.3.2.

A Praat script was run to measure and record the following durations: the obstruent,

the preceding vowel, closure and burst periods (for stops), voiced and voiceless periods,

and the entire token word. Stop burst durations also included aspiration.

The stimuli were designed to elicit voiced and devoiced productions using different

phonological environments, including sentence-finally. Previous research has shown

that segments have longer durations at higher prosodic boundaries in comparison

to lower ones (Oller, 1973), and lengthening is not necessarily distributed equally

across all segments in the word (Berkovitz, 1993a,b). Lengthening can also effect

subsegments differently; Bauer (2005b) found that vocal fold vibration in voiced stops

was significantly shorter at utterance boundaries in comparison to other prosodic

edges, and aspiration duration was longest at utterance boundaries. Berkovitz (1993b)

found that closure durations were lengthened in Hebrew stops utterance-finally, and

the proportion of lengthening was over twice that of the preceding vowel. To control

for these prosodic effects, duration ratios with the entire obstruent duration will be

reported instead of raw measurements, as delineated in Table 2.6.
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Table 2.6: Cue ratios reported for Task B.

manner raw measurement ratio reported

fricative preceding vowel vowel duration : fricative duration
fricative voicing voicing duration : fricative duration

plosive
preceding vowel vowel duration : closure + burst duration
plosive closure closure duration : closure + burst duration
plosive voicing voicing duration : closure duration

2.4.3 Results

Each participant produced 104 token words in Task B, totalling 3,120 obstruents. 117

tokens were excluded from analysis: 38 were deleted in consonant cluster reduction, 43

were glottalized, 31 were mispronounced/misinflected, and 5 had noise. Additionally,

16 closure and stop durations were excluded because the stop was lenited and the

boundary between the closure and burst was unclear. Of the remaining 2,987 tokens,

the preceding vowel duration, obstruent duration, and voicing duration were measured

and reported in ratios (Table 2.6).

Since acoustic cues can have reinforcing or compensatory relationships, a regres-

sion model may not accurately capture their relationship. As such, the cues are exam-

ined below individually and non-parametric statistics are reported. Within cues, the

data was not normally distributed, but the shapes of different groups were the same,

so Kruskal-Wallis tests were run. A Kruskal-Wallis test is the non-parametric equiv-

alent of a one-way analysis of variance. Given identically-shaped distributions for

groups, the null hypothesis states that the medians of all groups are identical. These

tests were conducted with a continuous variable (the relevant cue ratio) and a ranked

variable (the phonetic realization: voiced, partially devoiced, fully devoiced, underly-

ingly voiceless). When the output of a Kruskal-Wallis test was significant, a Dunn test
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Table 2.7: Measurement ratios by phonetic realization.

measurement voiced partially devoiced devoiced voiceless
fricative V:C 2.26 1.89 1.73 1.27
plosive V:C 3.04 2.17 2.29 1.67
closure ratio 0.77 0.68 0.44 0.71

(Dunn, 1964) was conducted to examine pairwise comparisons (Dinno, 2015) with the

dunn.test package in R (Dinno, 2017).

Preceding vowel duration

The mean V:C ratio was first measured and grouped by underlying voicing. Results are

what we would expect: vowels are longer before underlyingly voiced obstruents (2.33

ratio) than before underlyingly voiceless obstruents (1.48). Based on the distributions

of voicing found in Task A, underlyingly voiced obstruents were further analyzed by

their phonetic realizations: voiced (100% of closure has glottal pulsing), partially

devoiced (0<x<100% of closure has glottal pulsing) and devoiced (0% of the closure

has glottal pulsing). The term “voiceless” is used here to denote underlyingly voiceless

obstruents. All ratios are listed by phonetic realization in Table 2.7, and mean V:C

ratios are shown by realization in Figure 2.20. Mean V:C ratios fall into a ranked

pattern, from voiced > (partially) devoiced > voiceless. There are differences between

stops and fricatives, with fricatives having an overall smaller range of ratios. Stops

had a number of outliers above a 5:1 ratio.

Beginning with fricatives, there was a significant effect of phonetic realization

(χ2=298.35, df=3, p<2.2e-16), with significant differences between all groups (Table

2.8), though the difference between partially devoiced and fully devoiced realizations
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Figure 2.20: V:C ratios of fricatives and plosives, by phonetic realization.

Table 2.8: P-values of pairwise comparisons from a post-hoc Dunn test
comparing fricative V:C ratios.

Fricative V:C voiced partially devoiced devoiced voiceless
voiced 0.0000* 0.0000* 0.0000*

partially devoiced 0.0192* 0.0000*
devoiced 0.0000*

was less significant than the other pairwise comparisons. Plosives also had a significant

effect of phonetic realization (χ2=403.03, df=3, p<2.2e-16). Just like the fricatives,

there were significant differences between all groups except devoiced and partially

devoiced.

Mean V:C ratios by phonetic realization were compared across speaker genders

and age groups. There were no significant differences by gender, but there were for

age groups. The results of additional Kruskal-Wallis and Dunn tests for age groups
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Table 2.9: P-values of pairwise comparisons from a post-hoc Dunn test
comparing plosive V:C ratios.

Plosive V:C voiced partially devoiced devoiced voiceless
voiced 0.0000* 0.0001* 0.0000*

partially devoiced 0.4181 0.0000*
devoiced 0.0000*
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Figure 2.21: Younger age group V:C ratios for fricatives (left) and plosives
(right).

are reported in Appendix C. Figures 2.21, 2.22, and 2.23 show box plots for V:C ratios

for younger, middle, and older participant age groups, respectively. For each figure,

the left side shows the fricatives, and the right side shows the plosives. Most pairwise

comparisons were significant, so only non-significant pairings were denoted by “NS.”

Overall, the V:C ratios by phonetic realization are different by age group. For

fricatives, both older and younger age groups show significant differences between all

but one category. Crucially, there are significant differences between voiced, devoiced,

and voiceless categories. However, the middle age group does not have a significant

difference between any of the 3 possible realizations of underlyingly voiced fricatives.
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Figure 2.22: Middle age group V:C ratios for fricatives (left) and plosives
(right).
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Figure 2.23: Older age group V:C ratios for fricatives (left) and plosives
(right).
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In this case, there is only a significant difference between underlyingly voiced and

underlyingly voiceless fricatives.

Plosives show a different pattern that may suggest a cue neutralization in progress.

Older speakers do not show any significant differences in V:C ratios between the

possible realizations of underlyingly voiced plosives. In comparison, younger speakers

do not have a significant difference between devoiced and voiceless plosives, but there

are significant differences between every other pairing. This means that completely

devoiced plosives do not maintain a lengthened preceding vowel as a cue to underlying

voicing.

Plosive closure duration

The closure duration:obstruent duration ratios (“closure ratios”, with obstruent mea-

sured as both closure and burst) were averaged by underlying voicing. If closure

duration were being used as a cue to phonological voicing, we would expect /voiced/

stops to have shorter closures than /voiceless/ stops. When taken as a ratio, /voiced/

stops should have slightly higher ratios since they have weaker and shorter bursts.

Closure ratios were identical between underlyingly voiced and voiceless plosives, with

both ratios equalling 0.71. However, when closure ratios were examined by phonetic

realization, there were significant differences (χ2=95.075, df=3, p<2.2e-16). Fully

voiced stops have the longest mean closure ratio (0.77), followed by underlyingly

voiceless obstruents (0.71, see Table 2.7). Partially devoiced plosives have a slightly

lower closure ratio (0.68), and devoiced plosives have the shortest closure ratio (0.44).

Pairwise comparisons showed significant differences between all realizations except

partially devoiced and voiceless (Table 2.10). Figure 2.24 shows box plots of closure

ratio by phonetic realization.
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Table 2.10: P-values of pairwise comparisons from a post-hoc Dunn test
comparing plosive closure ratios.

Plosive closure ratio voiced partially devoiced devoiced voiceless
voiced 0.0000* 0.0000* 0.0000*

partially devoiced 0.0000* 0.1067
devoiced 0.0000*
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Figure 2.24: Closure ratios by phonetic realization.

The three age groups were largely comparable for plosive closure ratios (see

Appendix C for full statistical test results). Both younger and older speakers did

not have a significant difference between partially devoiced and voiceless stops. All

other pairings were significant. Closure ratios by phonetic realization are shown in

Figures 2.25-2.27.

When V:C ratio and closure ratio cues are considered together, it appears that

closure ratio is the most consistent cue that signals a distinction between voiced,

devoiced, and voiceless stops. V:C ratio shows more variation between age groups.

Vowel duration does consistently distinguish between voiced and voiceless stops, but
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Figure 2.25: Younger age group: closure ratios by phonetic realization.
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Figure 2.26: Middle age group: closure ratios by phonetic realization.

it does not distinguish between voiced and devoiced for the older and middle age

groups, and devoiced and voiceless for the youngest age group.

2.4.4 Individual variation

Finally, previous research shows that acoustic cues can vary between speakers, so it

is useful to examine these cues on a participant-by-participant basis. Following the
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Figure 2.27: Older age group: closure ratios by phonetic realization.

methods of Brunelle et al. (2020), the effect size, or Cohen’s d, was calculated for each

speaker and cue using the effsize package in R (Torchiano, 2020). Cohen’s d measures

the difference between two means, and it was calculated as the standardized mean

difference between all /voiced/ and /voiceless/ obstruents, divided by the pooled

mean of standard deviations for all obstruents. The resulting effect sizes are plotted

for each speaker in Figure 2.28. The speakers are arranged in order of their age, from

youngest (F22) to oldest (M89). All participants are codified by their gender (F or

M) and age. When there are multiple speakers with the same gender and age, prime

(′) marks are added to differentiate between speakers.

For all speakers, vowel duration has the largest Cohen’s d, suggesting it is the most

highly weighted cue in production for differentiating between underlyingly voiced and

voiceless obstruents. All but two speakers (F25′ and M83) show at least medium (0.5)

or large (0.8) effect sizes (Cohen, 1988). Overall, the vowel duration effect size tends to

be smaller in the older populations, especially among the middle aged male speakers

and all of the oldest speakers.
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Figure 2.28: Individual variation in the use of cues to underlying voicing.
Effect sizes, or Cohen’s d, show the distance between underlying voicing categories.
0.2 is considered a small effect size, 0.5 a medium effect size, and 0.8 a large effect
size.

Since the analysis of cues revealed significant differences between phonetic realiza-

tions of underlyingly voiced obstruents, Cohen’s d was also calculated for completely

voiced versus completely devoiced realizations, and the results are shown in Figure

2.29. For a majority of speakers, closure duration has the largest effect size. This

provides more evidence to the claim above that closure duration is the more con-

sistent cue to distinguishing fully voiced versus fully devoiced stops. Differences in

ages can also be seen here, as older participants tend to have smaller effect sizes

overall, indicating that there are not large cue differences between fully voiced and

fully devoiced stops. On the other hand, younger speakers have large effect sizes for

these cues, indicating that they use these cues to differentiate between voiced and

devoiced stops.
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Figure 2.29: Individual variation in the use of cues to differentiate fully
voiced obstruents from fully devoiced obstruents. Effect sizes, or Cohen’s d,
show the distance between phonetic realizations. 0.2 is considered a small effect size,
0.5 a medium effect size, and 0.8 a large effect size. Some speakers do not have Cohen’s
d for a particular cue because there was only one token that was either fully voiced
or fully devoiced.
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2.4.5 Discussion

The second task found that the different phonetic realizations of underlyingly voiced

obstruents also have significantly different preceding vowel durations and, for plosives,

closure durations. For fricatives, V:C ratio was significantly different for each phonetic

realization of underlyingly voiced fricatives, and each realization was significantly

different from underlyingly voiceless fricatives. When there was less glottal pulsing,

from voiced to partially devoiced, and from partially devoiced to completely devoiced,

the mean V:C ratio shortened. In this case, the V:C ratio and glottal pulsing did not

have a compensatory relationship; both cues weakened together. Plosives behaved

similarly, as the V:C ratio also decreased as glottal pulsing decreased. However, there

was not a significant difference between partially and fully devoiced plosives.

Plosive closure duration appears to be the cue that differentiates between fully

voiced and fully devoiced stops in Minnesotan English. Devoicing shows a compen-

satory relationship; when there is less glottal pulsing, the closure is shorter to maintain

the underlying voicing distinction. There also appears to be a direct trade-off of cues,

as partially devoiced stops have smaller closure ratios than fully voiced stops, though

not as small as fully devoiced stops. The devoiced stops having a closure ratio of 0.44

is also something to note; this is an extremely short closure and a long burst. This

may be an effect of the experiment structure: to elicit devoiced productions, speakers

were asked to read sentences that had the token phrase-finally or before another voice-

less obstruent. The phrase-final tokens were often released and produced with some

amount of aspiration, which would lead to a longer burst (since burst was measured

as burst + aspiration), and a subsequently shorter closure to plosive duration ratio.

The results from Task A suggest that devoicing is a stable, but optional, variation;

it does not appear to be a change in progress. The results from Task B show that indi-
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vidual cues can strengthen or weaken over time (as seen in different age groups) while

ultimately maintaining the underlying voicing distinction. Devoiced fricatives have

significantly different V:C ratios in comparison to underlyingly voiceless fricatives,

and plosives have significantly different V:C ratios and closure ratios.

Fully devoiced obstruents create an intermediate contrast in that lexical distinc-

tions can be maintained despite the primary phonetic cue of glottal pulsing being neu-

tralized. In theory, both fully devoiced obstruents and underlyingly voiceless obstru-

ents should be represented featurally as [-voice], since the primary cue of glottal

pulsing is absent. However, the secondary cues to the voicing contrast remain and

signal the segment’s underlying voicing. Thus, one segment has cues that simulta-

neously signal [+voice] and other cues that signal [-voice], which cannot be fully

represented with one binary feature of [±voice].

2.5 Interim conclusion

Phonological voicing in the Twin Cities metro area of Minnesota shows many of the

same patterns of other dialects in surrounding regions. Full devoicing, especially of

/z/, is common, and devoicing is conditioned by a number of linguistic factors that

have also been found to be significant in other dialects. Crucially, the surrounding

phonological environment heavily favors or disfavors devoicing. This and the obstruent

duration partially, but not fully, explain devoicing rates, so it is argued that this dialect

has an active devoicing process in certain contexts.

The study of acoustic cues shows that devoiced obstruents are not identical to

underlyingly voiceless obstruents, despite the fact that the primary cue of glottal

pulsing is weakened or entirely absent. Instead, devoiced and underlyingly voiceless

obstruents have significantly different preceding vowel durations and, for plosives,
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closure durations. These results show that the phonological voicing contrast word-

finally in this region of Minnesota is partially sustained in production through the

use of multiple acoustic cues.

At this point, there is not a way to capture this intermediate contrast in a featural

framework. The primary cue of glottal pulsing can completely or partially neutralize

in this dialect, but the underlying voicing distinction can be preserved through dif-

ferences in preceding vowel duration and plosive closure duration. Cue-based features

would be able to transparently represent this relationship and show the changes in

C:V and closure ratios based on the amount of glottal pulsing present.

In the next chapter, we turn to Afrikaans, a language that has incomplete neutral-

ization word-finally and a neutralization in progress word-initially. While this current

chapter examines word-final voicing cues through production experiments, the next

chapter will also include a perception component. Additionally, there is an investiga-

tion of word-initial voicing cues and neutralization.
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Chapter 3

Afrikaans

Afrikaans historically had a robust voicing distinction in plosives, contrasting pre-

voiced /b,d/ and voiceless unaspirated /p,t/ in all positions (Le Roux and de Vil-

liers Pienaar, 1927; van Wyk, 2006; Wissing, 1982). Like many other West Germanic

languages, word-final voicing contrasts in Afrikaans underwent neutralization over

time.1 Two previous studies have shown that this is a case of incomplete neutraliza-

tion, both in perception and production (van Rooy et al., 2003; Kaplan, 2017). More

recently, a study of word-initial plosive voicing has shown a neutralization in progress

and the beginning of tonogenesis. There are thus two very different neutralization

processes tied to plosive voicing in Afrikaans. It is unclear if or how they may be

related, and if there is a cohesive featural representation of phonological voicing in

the language.

This chapter builds on the previous research with a production and perception

experiment. Relative cue weights to phonological voicing are calculated for both word-

initial and word-final plosives, and compared between age and gender groups. Results

show that word-finally, cue re-weighting is occurring, with vowel duration remaining

as a stable cue to underlying voicing. The other cues appear to be moving towards

complete neutralization. Word-initially, tonogenesis is underway, with gender as a

larger predictor of tonogenetic patterns.
1Van Rooy et al. (2003) and Kaplan (2017) analyze this as a word-final phenomenon,

but see Wissing (2018) for an analysis of this as coda devoicing with word-medial regressive
voicing assimilation.
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3.1 Voicing in Afrikaans

3.1.1 Word-final incomplete neutralization

Van Rooy, Wissing, and Paschall (2003) investigated word-final devoicing in Afrikaans,

both in perception and production. Beginning with production, they examined ten

minimal pairs composed of both real and nonce words that contrast in their word-

final underlying plosive. They measured a number of cues: preceding vowel duration,

vowel transition into the closure, closure duration, release burst, aspiration duration,

voicing during closure, and f0 at the steady-state and offset of the following vowel.

Results showed that participants used aspiration and closure duration to distinguish

between underlyingly voiced and voiceless plosives, although the degree to which

these cues were used varied by speaker. Preceding vowel duration was also significant

in the expected direction, though it was clearer in phonologically long vowels in

comparison to short vowels. Overall, the authors concluded that this was an effect

of experimental conditions, as these cues were more robust in carrier sentences that

encouraged discriminating between minimal pairs (e.g. I have not said X or so, I have

said Y or so) versus natural speech.

The perception experiment used five naturally-produced minimal pairs from the

production test. In one task, participants had to write down what word they heard

with no guidance, and in a second task, they were given two options. Results showed

that listeners were significantly better at correctly identifying words with an under-

lying /t/ than an underlying /d/. There were also significant effects of vowel duration

and aspiration, but more so in the two alternative forced-choice task compared to the

open-response task. There were no main effects for closure duration, burst duration,

or the duration of voicing during closure. Thus, vowel duration and aspiration dura-

tion serve as cues to phonological voicing in both perception and production, and
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closure duration is a cue only in production. The authors conclude that incomplete

neutralization arises by speakers attempting to maintain a phonological distinction

for disambiguating purposes.

Kaplan (2017) compared underlying /d/ and /t/ word-finally (e.g. /hud/ ‘hat’)

and in inflected forms (e.g. /hud-@/ ‘hats’), but excluded minimal pairs. Kaplan mea-

sured preceding vowel duration, closure duration, release duration, and glottal pulses

into the closure and found evidence for incomplete neutralization in preceding vowel

length, as vowels before underlying /d/ were approximately 50 ms longer than before

/t/ (Kaplan, 2017, p. 322). There were no significant differences in the other sec-

ondary cues. Additionally, no evidence was found for neutralized forms affecting the

contrastive forms (e.g. the [d] in [hud@] was not slightly devoiced). In comparison to

the study by van Rooy et al. (2003), fewer cues were utilized by participants, which

could point to a transitional process from incomplete to complete neutralization.

Alternatively, results could differ due to experimental design, which would fit with

the conclusions of van Rooy et al. (2003).

3.1.2 Word-initial neutralization in progress

While word-final glottal pulsing neutralized long ago, word-initial glottal pulsing has

been largely maintained until recently. At present, /b/ and /d/ are frequently real-

ized as their voiceless unaspirated counterparts, especially in younger generations

(Coetzee, Beddor, Shedden, Styler, and Wissing, 2018). Coetzee et al. (2018) exam-

ined this in two populations: female speakers ages 21-23, and female speakers in their

40s through 60s. They first ran a production experiment with 60 target words begin-

ning with voiced and voiceless plosives (15 words per plosive: /p, b, t, d/). For each

token, VOT was measured (positive or negative) along with the f0 of the following

vowel at the boundaries of 20 equidistant intervals. An analysis of production data
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shows that older speakers maintained a VOT difference between underlyingly voiced

and voiceless tokens, but younger speakers did not. Younger speakers also had a much

higher devoicing rate, as they devoiced approximately 83% of the time, while older

speakers devoiced 44% of the time (Coetzee et al., 2018, p. 192). There was also a clear

f0 difference between vowels after underlyingly voiced and voiceless plosives in both

populations, and this remained through the entire duration of the vowel; however,

younger speakers had an f0 range that was 25 Hz higher than the older population

(Coetzee et al., 2018, pp. 193-194). In sum, the historically voiced contrast in onsets

is neutralizing, with the phonological contrast shifting to the f0 of the following vowel

in a process of transphonologization. VOT appears to no longer be the primary cue

to the underlying contrast in the younger generation, and f0 is becoming the primary

cue for everyone.

In order to investigate the cue weighting of these word-initial plosives, the same

participants took part in a perception experiment. Twelve continua varying in VOT

and the following vowel’s f0 were created from natural tokens of a young female

speaker of Afrikaans, with each end of the continuum being one member of a minimal

pair (e.g. [bAs] ‘(tree) bark’ and [pAs] ‘just now’). The f0 continua had seven steps.

One continuum was created with the original [bAs] recording, and another with the

[pAs] recording. A closure duration was spliced from a different token and scaled to

130 ms with 75% intensity of that of the following vowel, and a reduced version of 68

ms was made with intensity being 65% of the following vowel (Coetzee et al., 2018, p.

197). The two VOT types were spliced onto the f0 continua to create three versions: a

continuum with full closure voicing, one with no closure voicing, and one with reduced

closure voicing. In the experiment, participants were told that they would hear a word

and then they would have to identify it. Results show that all participants relied on

both f0 and prevoicing to identify the word-initial plosive. However, when the two
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conflicted, older participants relied more on prevoicing as a cue. When comparing per-

ception and production results, there is evidence for a pattern in that older speakers

are more likely to produce the underlyingly voiced plosives with glottal pulsing, and

glottal pulsing is a more highly weighted cue in perception for older speakers. Thus,

this appears to be a diachronic case of cue-transfer, as different generations are more

heavily weighing different cues both in perception and production.

3.1.3 Research questions and hypotheses

With limited research on Afrikaans, the current status of phonological voicing, espe-

cially any link between the two positional neutralizations, is unclear. Word-finally, it

is unknown if the incomplete neutralization is stable, or if it is moving towards com-

plete neutralization. Additionally, the relative cue weights for final voicing have not

been examined between different demographics, such as age and gender groups. Dif-

ferences between older and younger participants, or female and male speakers, could

signal a change in progress. Finally, in the previous perception study by van Rooy

et al. (2003), the stimuli were comprised of natural speech tokens; there has yet to be

an experiment with artificially-manipulated cues to examine potential boundaries of

categorical perception.

Word-initially, the previous research is limited to only female speakers and the

perception of a young female voice. To more completely understand the change in

progress, production and perception data from male speakers is needed.

The following questions guided this experiment:

1. How are underlyingly voiced and voiceless plosives produced in Afrikaans, word-

initially and word-finally? Which cues are used?
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2. Which cues are used to signal voicing contrasts in perception, word-initially and

word-finally?

3. Are there cue differences in production and perception?

4. Are there differences by age and gender?

If the cue weights that signal plosive voicing contrasts are changing, then it is

hypothesized that there will be differences in perception and production by dif-

ferent demographic groups. Sociophonetic research has shown that women tend to

lead sound change, as they use innovative forms of variables more often than men

(Labov, 2001). Word-initially in Afrikaans, this would mean that female speakers

would devoice more than male speakers and have larger differences in the following

vowel’s f0. Additionally, the apparent time hypothesis predicts that as language

changes, younger speakers will use more innovative forms in comparison to older

speakers (Labov, 1975; Wagner, 2012). If there is an interaction of age and gender,

then it is hypothesized that younger female speakers will devoice the most and have

the largest f0 differences of all age and gender groups. Word-finally, if the incomplete

neutralization is a stage before complete neutralization, then we may expect younger

female speakers to produce word-final voiced plosives with the same cues as word-final

voiceless plosives.

Studies have shown that speech perception is also influenced by social character-

istics (Niedzielski, 1999; Hay et al., 2006; Hay and Drager, 2010). In a study of a

merger-in-progress in New Zealand English, listeners were influenced by their own

social characteristics as well as perceived characteristics of the speaker (Hay et al.,

2006). If plosive voicing perception is affected by age and gender in Afrikaans, then it

is hypothesized that younger female listeners will use f0 as a cue word-initially more

than other groups. Additionally, it is hypothesized that all listeners will rely more
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on f0 as a cue to voicing when listening to a younger female speaker versus other

speakers. Word-finally, it is hypothesized that younger speakers will either not use,

or use fewer, secondary cues to differentiate between underlying voicing distinctions.

However, younger speakers may rely on these cues when listening to an older speaker.

3.2 Overview of the experiment

The current study builds on the previous research with a perception and production

experiment of both word-initial and word-final voicing contrasts. An overview of the

participants, experiment tasks, and procedure are given below. The sections following

that are divided by voicing position (final and initial).

3.2.1 Participants

Participants were thirty-four white native speakers of Afrikaans living in Potchef-

stroom, South Africa. Twenty speakers were ages 20-24 (f=10, m=10), and fourteen

speakers were ages 60-83 (f=7, m=7). None reported any hearing or speaking difficul-

ties. No information was collected on other languages spoken by the participants. For

most participants, the study took place in a sound-attenuated booth at North-West

University, though a few participants took part at a local senior citizen’s activity

center in a quiet conference room. Participants were paid for their time.

3.2.2 Procedure

The entire experiment was run with PsychoPy (Peirce et al., 2019) on a laptop. All

participants completed the production task first to avoid any effects of accommoda-

tion from the perception task (Giles et al., 1973; Goldinger, 1998), which has also

been shown to influence incomplete neutralization (Roettger et al., 2014). The exper-

iment was conducted entirely in Afrikaans, and any verbal instructions were given in
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Afrikaans by a young native speaker to limit experimenter accommodation (Hay et al.,

2009, 2010). The research assistants that gave instructions were men and women in

their early 20s.

During the production task, participants were recorded with a cardioid condenser

lavaliere microphone and a Zoom H4n handheld recorder at a sampling rate of 44.1

kHz. Participants read aloud a randomized word list twice with 36 target stimuli (20

word-initial, 16 word-final) and 39 additional fillers. One word at a time appeared

on the laptop screen, and participants had two seconds to read the word out loud

before the next word appeared. This was done to ensure an isolated phonological

environment, control speech rate, and limit list intonation. After the word list, par-

ticipants read aloud 9 short reading passages at their own pace. There was a total

of 18 reading passages, but to keep the experiment from going too long, participants

were randomly divided into two participant groups, with each group reading half of

the passages. The target words for both groups and the reading passages are given in

Appendix D. The order of these passages was also randomized for each participant.

In total, the production portion took 10-15 minutes to complete.

The perception task had four blocks, with each block presenting a different speaker

voice. Details of the speakers are given in the following section, and stimuli measure-

ments based on their recordings are given in Tables 3.3 and 3.16. Participants were

told that the speakers were either 20 years old or 60 years old. In the analysis, each

speaker voice is codified by their gender and apparent age (e.g. F20 for 20-year-old

female speaker).

The order of the speaker blocks was randomized for each participant. Before each

block, participants were told the age and gender of that speaker (e.g. In hierdie

gedeelte gaan jy na ’n sestigjarige vroulike Moedertaalspreker van Afrikaans luister.

‘In this block, you will hear a 60-year-old female speaker of Standard Afrikaans.’). A
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two-alternative forced-choice task was run with AKG K701 Harman Premium class

performance headphones. Within each block, a token automatically played and two

words were shown on the screen. Participants had to choose which word they heard

(e.g. pad or bad). Participants were encouraged to move quickly, but not so fast as

to make mistakes. They were also told to make their best guess if they were unsure.

Each speaker block contained 400 total tokens, all randomized for each participant.

Participants were given breaks every 40 tokens and in between each speaker block.

The perception task took approximately 45-55 minutes to complete, including breaks.

Both word-initial and word-final stimuli were mixed together in the experiment,

but the two positional neutralizations will be discussed and analyzed separately below.

3.3 Word-final voicing

3.3.1 Stimuli

The word-final production stimuli were 16 tokens that formed 8 underlying minimal

pairs, given in Table 3.1. All tokens were monosyllabic and balanced for vowel quality.

Two minimal pairs with /u/ are included to balance the reading passage stimuli that

were assigned to each participant group, as detailed above. All stimuli words ended

in /t/ or /d/ because word-final bilabial stops are extremely rare in Afrikaans. Each

reading passage was one paragraph long with a token word, repeated five times,

embedded into the narrative. Each repetition had a different following phonological

environment: vowel, nasal, voiced obstruent, voiceless obstruent, or pause (phrase-

final). The order of the five environments was randomized for each reading passage.

See Appendix D for a complete list of narratives and their English translations.

The perception task had two sets of artificially-manipulated continua, one with a

phonologically long vowel (/raat/-/raad/) and one with a phonologically short vowel
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Table 3.1: Word-final underlying minimal pairs in the production task.

vowel voiceless voiced
/i/ biet /bit/ ‘beet’ bied /bid/ ‘offer (to)’
/E/ wet /vEt/ ‘law’ wed /vEd/ ‘bet’
/@/ lit /l@t/ ‘ligament’ lid /l@d/ ‘member’
/a:/ raat /ra:t/ ‘folk medicine’ raad /ra:d/ ‘advice/counsel’
/A/ stat /stAt/ ‘village’ stad /stAd/ ‘city’
/O/ bot /bOt/ ‘blunt’ bod /bOd/ ‘offer’
/u/ voet /fut/ ‘foot’ voed /fud/ ‘feed’ (N)
/u/ moet /mut/ ‘must/ought’ moed /mud/ ‘courage’

(/stAt/-/stAd/). The cues that were manipulated were the preceding vowel duration,

closure duration, and burst duration. There were six types of continua, with either

one or two cues manipulated in five equal steps. The list of continua is given in Table

3.2. When a cue was held steady, it was at a midpoint (ambiguous) value for each

speaker. When two cues changed in one continuum, they were in conflict. For example,

continuum 4 had the following steps:

1. short closure, long burst

2. medium-short closure, medium-long burst

3. medium closure, medium burst

4. medium-long closure, medium-short burst

5. long closure, short burst

The tokens were created based on recordings of four native speakers of Afrikaans,

two female speakers (ages 20 and 61) and two male speakers (ages 37 and 56). All

speakers were living in Washington, DC at the time of recording. Each individual was

recorded in a sound-attenuated booth reading a word list multiple times. A Praat
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Table 3.2: Word-final continua used in the perception task. Stable cues were
held at a mid-range (ambiguous) value, so they would not influence perception of
underlying voicing or voicelessness. When two cues were changing in one continuum,
they were in conflict, e.g. the longest vowel duration (signalling voicing) was paired
with the longest burst (signalling voicelessness), and the shortest vowel duration was
paired with the shortest burst.

continuum stable cue(s) changing cue(s)
1 closure and burst vowel
2 vowel and burst closure
3 vowel and closure burst
4 vowel closure and burst
5 closure vowel and burst
6 burst vowel and closure

script measured the vowel duration, closure duration, and burst duration of all words

ending in /t/ or /d/. Vowel onset was determined to be the beginning of F2, and

vowel offset was the end of F2 (Cho and McQueen, 2005). The closure duration

began at the end of F2 and ended at the plosive burst, which was indicated by a

rapid change in amplitude. The burst duration included both the transient release

spike and any following aspiration. The end of the burst duration was the point at

which the amplitude of the waveform was identical to that of the background noise.

Figure 3.1 gives an example of raad ‘advice/counsel’ with the vowel, plosive closure,

and plosive burst segmented.

The mean, maximum, and minimum values of each type of measurement (vowel,

closure, burst) were recorded for each speaker. Vowels were split into two groups based

on their phonological length. For each measurement with each speaker, the 95th and

5th percentiles were calculated and used as the continua endpoints. Since average

durational differences between underlyingly voiced and voiceless plosives tend to be
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R AA D

raad

Time (s)
37.2 38.02

Figure 3.1: Token word raad with vowel, closure, and burst durations
segmented.
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small, this method was used to create a realistic range of vowel duration measurements

with a noticeable difference between each continuum step, based on the methods of

Warner, Jongman, Sereno, and Kemps (2004).

After the measurement endpoints were calculated, three equidistant steps were

calculated in between. For each speaker, a clear, modal token of /stAt/ and /raat/

were chosen as the base tokens. None of the perception stimuli were created from

underlyingly voiced codas. Vowel, closure, and burst durations were manipulated with

a duration tier in Praat (Boersma and Weenink, 2019). All manipulated tokens were

then normalized for intensity at 70 dB. The durational measurements for each cue,

continuum step, and speaker are reported to the nearest millisecond in Table 3.3.

3.3.2 Analysis

A total of 1,156 tokens were collected from the word list (17 tokens x 2 repetitions

x 34 participants)2 and 1,360 from the passages (8 tokens x 5 repetitions x 34 par-

ticipants). All tokens were annotated and forced-aligned using the Montreal Forced

Aligner (McAuliffe et al., 2017). Segment boundaries were hand-corrected in Praat

(Boersma and Weenink, 2019) by two research assistants, and checked by the author.

The preceding vowel, plosive closure, and plosive burst durations were measured with

a Praat script, following the same measurement criteria outlined above in perception

token creation. Upon inspection, a number of tokens were excluded for the following

reasons: mispronunciation (n=4), noise in recording (n=8), glottalization of the plo-

sive (n=10), lenition of the plosive to a fricative (n=3), and unclear segment bound-

aries (n=7). An additional 20 burst durations were excluded because the plosive was

2This should have been 16 tokens, but due to experimenter error, the token wet ‘law’ was
included in the word list twice and thus yielded 4 repetitions per speaker.
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Table 3.3: Approximate measurements in milliseconds for each word-final
continuum step.

speaker code measurement 1 2 3 4 5
/stAt/-/stAd/

F20
vowel 70 94 118 141 165
closure 140 158 176 193 211
burst 78 97 116 135 154

M20
vowel 57 76 95 114 132
closure 93 119 146 173 200
burst 29 53 76 100 123

F60
vowel 74 89 105 121 136
closure 120 136 152 167 183
burst 101 132 164 196 228

M60
vowel 62 75 89 103 116
closure 115 138 161 184 208
burst 61 84 106 129 152
/raat/-/raad/

F20
vowel 191 224 258 291 325
closure 117 127 138 148 159
burst 69 87 106 124 142

M20
vowel 114 139 164 189 214
closure 94 115 136 157 178
burst 33 58 84 109 134

F60
vowel 195 224 253 282 311
closure 111 125 140 154 168
burst 102 124 147 170 193

M60
vowel 217 266 315 365 414
closure 103 137 171 206 240
burst 83 102 121 140 159
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unreleased. A remaining 2,464 total tokens were analyzed (1,149 from the word list

and 1,315 from the passages).

To examine the effects of the durational cues on phonological voicing, mixed-effects

linear regression models were fitted separately for each cue and phonological vowel

length. Fixed effects were underlying voicing (voiced or voiceless), task (word list or

reading passage), the interaction of voicing and task, participant group (A or B),

speaker age group (younger or older), speaker gender (female or male), and speaker

age group and gender interaction. Participant number was a random effect, and in the

models with phonologically short vowels, token was also included as a random effect.

All models were fitted using the lmer function of the lme4 package (Bates et al., 2015)

in R (R Core Team, 2013).

All responses in the perception task were coded as 0 if the participant chose the

voiceless option (stat or raat), and 1 if they chose the voiced option (stad or raad).

Each continuum was separately fitted with a mixed-effects logistic regression model

with the glmer function (Bates et al., 2015) in a step-up-step-down procedure, with

the dependent variable being token choice (0 or 1).

3.3.3 Results

Production

All measurements for preceding vowels, closure durations, and burst durations are

given for short vowels in Table 3.4 and long vowels in Table 3.5. Unsurprisingly, all

cues were significantly different by task (p<2e-16): all durations were longer in the

word list than in the reading passages. There were no significant effects by participant

group, so it did not make a difference which passages the speakers read.
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Table 3.4: Average durational measurements by speaker group for phono-
logically short vowels. Preceding vowel, closure, and burst durations are given in
milliseconds.

word list reading passages
speaker group Vd Vt difference Vd Vt difference

vowel duration
younger females 124 122 2 105 103 2
younger males 106 110 4 92 87 5
older females 104 100 4 92 89 3
older males 108 102 6 92 90 2

closure duration
younger females 148 150 2 78 87 9
younger males 147 148 1 89 93 4
older females 168 165 3 117 121 4
older males 143 141 2 105 108 3

burst duration
younger females 127 136 9 40 46 6
younger males 106 110 4 36 38 2
older females 107 128 21 39 51 12
older males 93 107 14 36 37 1

In terms of preceding vowel duration, there was a significant difference by under-

lying voicing for phonologically long vowels (p=2.88e-06), but not phonologically

short vowels (p=0.6489). The full output of this model is given in Table 3.6. The

mean vowel duration in /raad/ was 224 milliseconds, compared to a mean of 213

milliseconds in /raat/. There was also a significant interaction with task (p<2e-16),

as vowels preceding an underlying voiced /d/ were significantly longer than vowels

preceding an underlying /t/, but only in the word list. These differences collapsed

in the reading passages, suggesting that the significant differences are from a task

effect. Overall, there were significant differences in short vowel length by age group,

as younger speakers had longer mean vowel durations than older speakers.
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Table 3.5: Average durational measurements by speaker group for /aa/.
Preceding vowel, closure, and burst durations are given in milliseconds.

word list reading passages
speaker group V:d V:t difference V:d V:t difference

vowel duration
younger females 271 241 30 193 193 0
younger males 250 215 35 166 165 1
older females 281 268 13 218 219 1
older males 259 238 21 197 196 1

closure duration
younger females 128 142 14 67 67 0
younger males 136 143 7 84 76 8
older females 144 161 17 103 105 2
older males 125 125 0 94 88 6

burst duration
younger females 114 130 16 28 32 4
younger males 95 104 9 23 23 0
older females 93 102 9 15 30 15
older males 81 109 28 10 28 18

Closure duration was not significantly different by underlying voicing (Table 3.7).

The only significant differences were between demographics: younger speakers had

shorter closure durations than older speakers. In words with underlyingly long vowels,

female speakers overall had longer closure durations than male speakers. There was

also a significant interaction between age and gender for words with long vowels.

Burst duration was significantly different by underlying voicing in words with

phonologically short vowels (p=2.20e-05), but not long vowels (p=0.08). In words

with short vowels, the mean burst duration of underlying /d/ was 70 ms, and the

mean burst duration of underlying /t/ was 80 ms. The burst of raat and raad also

showed significant effects by age group (p=0.00351), as younger speakers had longer

bursts, and gender (p=0.02359), as female speakers had longer bursts than male
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Table 3.6: Fixed effects for predicting preceding vowel duration.

Short vowels
Fixed effect Estimate Std error t-value p-value
(Intercept) 104.909 9.540 10.996 1e-11***

underlyingly voiceless -4.896 10.490 -0.467 0.6489
task: passage -15.695 1.243 -12.625 < 2e-16***

UR voiceless * task: passage 1.339 1.725 0.776 0.4376
participant group: B 1.700 5.124 0.332 0.7424
age group: younger 16.566 7.298 2.270 0.0308*

gender: male 1.709 7.942 0.215 0.8311
age: younger * gender: male -16.096 10.335 -1.557 0.1302

Long vowels
Fixed effect Estimate Std error t-value p-value
(Intercept) 288.871 11.245 25.689 < 2e-16***

underlyingly voiceless -26.863 5.615 -4.784 2.88e-06***
task: passage -73.886 6.011 -12.292 < 2e-16***

UR voiceless * task: passage 27.160 7.559 3.593 0.00039***
age group: younger -16.706 12.839 -1.301 0.20348

gender: male -24.157 14.056 -1.719 0.09610 .
participant group: B -1.662 9.687 -0.172 0.86464

age: younger * gender: male -5.207 18.257 -0.285 0.77749
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Table 3.7: Fixed effects for predicting closure duration.

Short vowels
Fixed effect Estimate Std error t-value p-value
(Intercept) 170.68942 7.99698 21.344 < 2e-16***

underlyingly voiceless 0.07137 3.18711 0.022 0.98237
task: passage -56.11863 1.96443 -28.567 < 2e-16***

UR voiceless * task: passage 5.02550 2.72338 1.845 0.06513 .
participant group: B -2.37656 6.56013 -0.362 0.71972
age group: younger -27.02526 9.33965 -2.894 0.00717**

gender: male -18.24183 10.16571 -1.794 0.08319 .
age: younger * gender: male 21.78445 13.22633 1.647 0.11038

Long vowels
Fixed effect Estimate Std error t-value p-value
(Intercept) 156.626 7.508 20.860 < 2e-16***

underlyingly voiceless 8.902 5.074 1.755 0.08052 .
task: passage -54.296 5.431 -9.998 < 2e-16***

UR voiceless * task: passage -9.788 6.830 -1.433 0.15305
participant group: B -8.882 6.613 -1.343 0.18545
age group: younger -26.265 8.035 -3.269 0.00351**

gender: male -21.464 8.858 -2.423 0.02359*
age: younger * gender: male 26.631 11.488 2.318 0.02971*
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Table 3.8: Fixed effects for predicting burst duration.

Short vowels
Fixed effect Estimate Std error t-value p-value
(Intercept) 112.655 10.432 10.799 5.51e-12***

underlyingly voiceless 11.159 2.623 4.254 2.20e-05***
task: passage -71.967 2.584 -27.847 < 2e-16***

UR voiceless * task: passage -6.222 3.572 -1.742 0.0817 .
participant group: B -1.525 8.732 -0.175 0.8626

age: younger 6.407 12.508 0.512 0.6124
gender: male -10.441 13.614 -0.767 0.4493

age: younger * gender: male -2.669 17.713 -0.151 0.8813
Long vowels

Fixed effect Estimate Std error t-value p-value
(Intercept) 156.626 7.508 20.860 < 2e-16***

underlyingly voiceless 8.902 5.074 1.755 0.08052 .
task: passage -54.296 5.431 -9.998 < 2e-16***

UR voiceless * task: passage -9.788 6.830 -1.433 0.15305
participant group: B -8.882 6.613 -1.343 0.18545
age group: younger -26.265 8.035 -3.269 0.00351**

gender: male -21.464 8.858 -2.423 0.02359*
age: younger * gender: male 26.631 11.488 2.318 0.02971*

speakers. There was a also a significant interaction of age and gender (p=0.02971).

The full results are given in Table 3.8.

Perception

Continua 1-3: Single cue manipulation

In continua 1-3, only one cue at a time was manipulated while the other two cues

were held at a mid-range (and thus ambiguous) value. The first set of continua had the

preceding vowel duration changing from short (step 1) to long (step 5). The output
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Table 3.9: Output of the logistic regression model fitted to continuum type
1. Only vowel duration was manipulated.

Fixed effect Estimate Std error t-value p-value
(Intercept) -1.89705 0.28641 -6.624 3.51e-11***

vowel duration: 2 0.44367 0.12644 3.509 0.000450***
vowel duration: 3 0.83791 0.12423 6.745 1.53e-11***
vowel duration: 4 0.97927 0.12386 7.906 2.65e-15***
vowel duration: 5 1.16529 0.12369 9.421 < 2e-16***
continuum: stat -0.11491 0.13298 -0.864 0.387517

vowel dur: 2 * continuum: stat 0.35798 0.17890 2.001 0.045397*
vowel dur: 3 * continuum: stat 0.59439 0.17635 3.371 0.000750***
vowel dur: 4 * continuum: stat 0.66620 0.17635 3.778 0.000158***
vowel dur: 5 * continuum: stat 0.59520 0.17643 3.374 0.000742***

group: B 0.40854 0.22630 1.805 0.071029 .
listener age: younger 0.62889 0.32442 1.938 0.052563 .
listener gender: male 0.30165 0.35322 0.854 0.393111

l. age: younger * l. gender: male -0.32624 0.45923 -0.710 0.477454
speaker: F60 0.02853 0.07554 0.378 0.705621
speaker: M20 -0.09789 0.07586 -1.291 0.196868
speaker: M60 0.14193 0.07535 1.884 0.059610 .

of the logistic regression model shows that vowel duration is a significant effect in

the perception of underlying voicing (Table 3.9); the shortest vowels (step 1 of the

continua) are perceived as underlyingly voiced 24% of the time, while the longest

vowels (step 5) are perceived as underlyingly voiced 54% of the time. Figure 3.2

shows the mean percentage that the /voiced/ option was chosen at each step in the

vowel continua. There was also a significant interaction with duration and continuum

(stat versus raat), as vowel duration had a larger effect on the phonologically short

vowel continuum (stat).

Closure duration was largely insignificant, as most listeners perceived these stimuli

at chance (Figure 3.3). There was only a significant difference between steps 1 and
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Figure 3.2: Perception of artificially-manipulated stimuli with preceding
vowel duration changing from shortest (1) to longest (5) in equal steps.
Closure and burst durations were held stable at an ambiguous duration.

5 of the continua (p=0.04), but a look at Figure 3.3 shows that this effect is largely

carried by the two male speakers. Overall, this trend is in the way we would expect:

the shortest closures are associated more with underlying voicing, and the longest

closures are associated more with underlying voicelessness. There were significant

differences between the two continua (p=0.000152), as the stat-stad continuum was

more likely to be perceived as voiced at every step. Similarly, burst duration did

not have a significant effect on the perception of underlying voicing. There were

significant differences by speaker (Figure 3.4) and by listener age group, as younger

listeners were overall more likely to perceive a token as voiced.
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Table 3.10: Output of the logistic regression model fitted to continuum
type 2. Only closure duration was manipulated.

Fixed effect Estimate Std error t-value p-value
(Intercept) -0.84825 0.31684 -2.677 0.007424**

closure duration: 2 -0.04837 0.11743 -0.412 0.680429
closure duration: 3 -0.16683 0.11787 -1.415 0.156960
closure duration: 4 -0.16682 0.11786 -1.415 0.156969
closure duration: 5 -0.23739 0.11819 -2.008 0.044593*
continuum: stat 0.44383 0.11717 3.788 0.000152***

closure dur: 2 * continuum: stat -0.12213 0.16560 -0.737 0.460837
closure dur: 3 * continuum: stat 0.05082 0.16592 0.306 0.759373
closure dur: 4 * continuum: stat -0.01729 0.16590 -0.104 0.917010
closure dur: 5 * continuum: stat 0.16227 0.16617 0.977 0.328787

group: B 0.44600 0.25743 1.733 0.083180 .
listener age: younger 0.70935 0.36866 1.924 0.054338 .
listener gender: male 0.21048 0.40127 0.525 0.599903

l. age: younger * l. gender: male -0.27543 0.52218 -0.527 0.597866
speaker: F60 -0.15434 0.07424 -2.079 0.037612*
speaker: M20 -0.21824 0.07436 -2.935 0.003336**
speaker: M60 0.12342 0.07404 1.667 0.095518 .
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Figure 3.3: Perception of artificially-manipulated stimuli with plosive clo-
sure duration changing from shortest (1) to longest (5) in equal steps.
Preceding vowel and burst durations were held stable at an ambiguous duration.
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Table 3.11: Output of the logistic regression model fitted to continuum
type 3. Only burst duration was manipulated.

Fixed effect Estimate Std error t-value p-value
(Intercept) -0.73399 0.30015 -2.445 0.014469*

burst duration: 2 -0.06327 0.11852 -0.534 0.593439
burst duration: 3 -0.21245 0.11902 -1.785 0.074258 .
burst duration: 4 -0.16956 0.11885 -1.427 0.153659
burst duration: 5 -0.16241 0.11882 -1.367 0.171676
continuum: stat 0.23035 0.11819 1.949 0.051292 .

burst dur: 2 * continuum: stat 0.25868 0.16736 1.546 0.122196
burst dur: 3 * continuum: stat 0.27511 0.16759 1.642 0.100681
burst dur: 4 * continuum: stat 0.23921 0.16746 1.428 0.153177
burst dur: 5 * continuum: stat 0.11364 0.16743 0.679 0.497295

group: B 0.44478 0.27532 1.615 0.106206
listener age: younger 0.63495 0.27920 2.274 0.022954*
listener gender: male 0.04203 0.27530 0.153 0.878652

speaker: F60 -0.21901 0.07495 -2.922 0.003478**
speaker: M20 -0.26428 0.07504 -3.522 0.000428***
speaker: M60 0.09226 0.07475 1.234 0.217080
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Figure 3.4: Perception of artificially-manipulated stimuli with plosive burst
duration changing from shortest (1) to longest (5) in equal steps. Preceding
vowel and closure durations were held stable at an ambiguous duration.
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Table 3.12: Output of the logistic regression model fitted to continuum
type 4. The plosive closure and burst durations were manipulated, and the preceding
vowel duration was held steady.

Fixed effect Estimate Std error t-value p-value
(Intercept) -1.109791 0.316961 -3.501 0.000463***

step 1 0.139766 0.118184 1.183 0.236960
step 2 0.091145 0.118338 0.770 0.441176
step 3 0.042204 0.118524 0.356 0.721783
step 4 0.028167 0.118581 0.238 0.812245

continuum: stat 0.427713 0.117749 3.632 0.000281***
step 1 * continuum: stat -0.126137 0.166066 -0.760 0.447517
step 2 * continuum: stat -0.186661 0.166231 -1.123 0.261479
step 3 * continuum: stat 0.066821 0.166323 0.402 0.687864
step 4 * continuum: stat -0.007728 0.166338 -0.046 0.962946

group: B 0.423027 0.257094 1.645 0.099883 .
listener age: younger 0.819909 0.368188 2.227 0.025955*
listener gender: male 0.335635 0.400852 0.837 0.402421

l. age: younger * l. gender: male -0.491731 0.521503 -0.943 0.345726
speaker: f60 -0.193289 0.074322 -2.601 0.009303**
speaker: m20 -0.207218 0.074354 -2.787 0.005321**
speaker: m60 0.128649 0.073965 1.739 0.081981 .

Continua 4-6: Two cue manipulation

Continuum type 4 had the vowel duration held steady, and the closure and burst

duration were in conflict. There were no significant differences between the continua

steps (Table 3.12); the mean percentage of /voiced/ responses fell between 44-46%

at each step. Younger listeners were significantly more likely to judge a token as

/voiced/ overall, and steps in the /stAt/ continuum were also significantly more likely

to be perceived as voiced. Finally, speaker identity was also a significant effect, but

no obvious patterns emerged when comparing the speakers’ ages and genders.
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The fifth type of continuum held closure duration steady, and the preceding vowel

and burst duration were in conflict. Each step of the continua was significantly dif-

ferent (Table 3.13), and the direction is in favor of vowel duration. Figure 3.5 shows

that with increasing preceding vowel length, stimuli are significantly more likely to

be perceived as /voiced/: at the lowest step, between 19-29% of tokens are perceived

as /voiced/, and at the highest step, 43-65% of tokens are perceived as /voiced/,

depending on the continuum and the speaker. The effects of vowel duration are larger

in the /stAt/ continuum than the /raat/ continuum, and this interaction is significant

in /stAt/. In no case does an elongated burst outweigh the effect of vowel duration.

There were significant differences by listener (Figure 3.6), as younger listeners were

again more likely to judge a token as /voiced/.

The final set of continua had vowel and closure duration in conflict while the burst

was held steady. The differences between each step were significant (Table 3.14): as

preceding vowel duration increased, so did the percentage of /voiced/ responses. An

increase in closure duration did not outweigh an increase in vowel duration. There

was also a significant difference between the continua (p=0.00040), with a significant

interaction between each continua step and the /stAt/ continuum. Overall, vowel

duration had a larger effect on the phonologically short vowel continuum than the

long one. There were also significant differences between the perception of the 20-

year-old female speaker and both male speakers.

3.3.4 Discussion

The word-final plosive voicing contrast in Afrikaans shows effects of incomplete neu-

tralization, both in perception and production. Beginning with production, there was

a difference in cues by phonological vowel length. Burst duration was a significant
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Table 3.13: Output of the logistic regression model fitted to continuum
type 5. The preceding vowel and plosive burst durations were manipulated, and the
closure duration was held steady.

Fixed effect Estimate Std error t-value p-value
(Intercept) -1.81119 0.26796 -6.759 1.39e-11***

step 2 0.44304 0.12417 3.568 0.000360***
step 3 0.76037 0.12249 6.207 5.39e-10***
step 4 0.95930 0.12202 7.862 3.78e-15***
step 5 1.09035 0.12194 8.942 < 2e-16***

continuum: stat -0.15428 0.13090 -1.179 0.238559
step 2 * continuum: stat 0.30855 0.17651 1.748 0.080449 .
step 3 * continuum: stat 0.62815 0.17436 3.603 0.000315***
step 4 * continuum: stat 0.68013 0.17437 3.900 9.60e-05***
step 5 * continuum: stat 0.69773 0.17472 3.993 6.51e-05***

group: B 0.39662 0.21012 1.888 0.059082 .
listener age: younger 0.69469 0.30128 2.306 0.021121*
listener gender: male 0.27735 0.32806 0.845 0.397872

l. age: younger * l. gender: male -0.43161 0.42650 -1.012 0.311548
speaker: f60 -0.01973 0.07507 -0.263 0.792733
speaker: m20 -0.07924 0.07521 -1.054 0.292087
speaker: m60 0.18710 0.07476 2.503 0.012322*
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Figure 3.5: Perception of artificially-manipulated stimuli with preceding
vowel duration and plosive burst duration in conflict. Durations range from
low (1) to high (5). The top row shows the /stAt/-/stAd/ continuum, and the bottom
row shows /raat/-/raad/. All participants’ responses are shown for each speaker voice,
which are codified by their gender (f or m) and age (20 or 60).
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Figure 3.6: Perception of artificially-manipulated stimuli with preceding
vowel duration and plosive burst duration in conflict, by listener age group.

Table 3.14: Output of the logistic regression model fitted to continuum
type 6. The preceding vowel and plosive closure durations were manipulated, and
the burst duration was held steady.

Fixed effect Estimate Std error t-value p-value
(Intercept) -1.46842 0.27227 -5.393 6.92e-08***

step 2 0.39776 0.12061 3.298 0.000974***
step 3 0.54066 0.11996 4.507 6.58e-06***
step 4 0.69385 0.11950 5.806 6.39e-09***
step 5 0.67398 0.11955 5.638 1.72e-08***

continuum: stat -0.46025 0.13011 -3.537 0.000404***
step 2 * continuum: stat 0.43261 0.17531 2.468 0.013597*
step 3 * continuum: stat 0.93459 0.17385 5.376 7.62e-08***
step 4 * continuum: stat 0.93906 0.17367 5.407 6.40e-08***
step 5 * continuum: stat 1.11206 0.17410 6.387 1.69e-10***

group: B 0.33768 0.21577 1.565 0.117587
listener age: younger 0.59395 0.30915 1.921 0.054700 .
listener gender: male 0.29333 0.33654 0.872 0.383424

l. age: younger * l. gender: male -0.41889 0.43776 -0.957 0.338627
speaker: F60 -0.03620 0.07460 -0.485 0.627519
speaker: M20 -0.21427 0.07513 -2.852 0.004348**
speaker: M60 0.17646 0.07428 2.376 0.017516*
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Figure 3.7: Perception of artificially-manipulated stimuli with vowel and
plosive closure duration in conflict. Durations range from low (1) to high (5).
The top row shows the /stAt/-/stAd/ continuum, and the bottom row shows /raat/-
/raad/. All participants’ responses are shown for each speaker voice, which are codified
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predictor of underlying voicing in tokens with phonologically short vowels, and pre-

ceding vowel duration was a significant predictor in tokens with phonologically long

vowels. Vowel duration having a larger effect in long vowels is consistent with the

results of van Rooy et al. (2003). Closure duration was not a significant predictor

of underlying voicing in any of the tokens, contrary to what van Rooy et al. (2003)

found. When a cue was significant, there was also a significant effect of task, with

differences between cues maintained in the word list, but generally not in the reading

passages (with the exception of burst duration in phonologically long vowels, produced

by older speakers). This suggests that incomplete neutralization in production may

be due to a task effect. When producing word lists, speakers use careful speech and

may emphasize particular cues for lexical disambiguation. On the other hand, when

reading out loud, speech is less careful, and there is additional context to understand

what is being said. An emphasis of cues, such as preceding vowel length in raat versus

raad, would not be needed to help comprehension.

There were some significant differences in vowel, closure, and burst duration when

comparing the age groups of the speakers. Older speakers had larger differences in

burst duration in phonologically short vowels in the word list, and long vowels in

the reading passages. Younger speakers had larger differences in vowel duration in

phonologically long vowels only in the word list. Additionally, female speakers had

larger differences in closure duration in phonologically long vowels in the word list,

but this did not reach significance.

The results of the perception task also show effects of incomplete neutralization,

primarily through differences in preceding vowel duration. When one cue at a time

was manipulated, only vowel duration showed significant differences between each

continuum step; shorter vowels led to tokens being perceived as underlyingly voiceless,

and longer vowels led to tokens being perceived as underlyingly voiced. This effect was
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greater in the continuum with a phonologically short vowel. Interestingly, there were

no differences between listener age and gender, or between speakers, when it came to

the effect of preceding vowel duration; all listener demographic groups demonstrated

the same pattern for all four speakers.

When two cues were in conflict, preceding vowel duration was a significant pre-

dictor of underlying voicing. The cue weighting of vowel duration is higher than that

of closure or burst duration, since neither could overpower the effects of a long or

short vowel. Additionally, when both closure and burst duration were in conflict, lis-

teners tended to respond to stimuli at chance, suggesting that neither is more highly

weighted than the other. There were significant differences by age in the conflicting

continua, but generally, younger speakers judged more tokens as voiced overall at each

continuum step.

Taken together, these results demonstrate that word-final incomplete neutraliza-

tion in Afrikaans is not identical between perception and production, though they

may be linked. In perception, preceding vowel duration appears to be a stable cue

to underlying voicing. There are not differences between the older and younger age

groups that would suggest that one group is using vowel duration as a cue, and

the other is not. In production, younger speakers rely on vowel duration, but older

speakers, in particular older male speakers, rely on burst duration. Gender and age

had a significant interaction in predicting burst duration, which would make the burst

cue overall less reliable for listeners. In this case, the burst duration would be less

informative, so listeners may not use it in perception. The differences may also be due

to a change in perception strategies over the lifespan. In a discussion of near-mergers,

Labov, Karen, and Miller (1991) note that speakers who maintain a distinction in

production may not maintain a distinction in perception if they are in close contact

with a broader community that does not make the distinction. It could be that the
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older speakers in the present study may maintain a burst difference in production,

but it has ceased to be useful in perception, so they no longer pay attention to it.

When compared to previous studies, the results of this experiment suggest that

incomplete neutralization is a step towards complete neutralization. Van Rooy et al.

(2003) found that in production, speakers had significant differences in burst duration

(burst+aspiration, difference of 25.8 ms), closure duration (11.2 ms), and preceding

vowel duration (16.8 ms). However, the differences were larger in phonologically long

vowels versus short vowels. In their perception experiment, burst duration had the

largest effect, followed by vowel length. Kaplan (2017) found that speakers produced

significant differences only in preceding vowel length (50 ms). While 50 ms is much

greater than 16.8 ms from the prior study, this could be due to differences in method-

ology or experiment pool, as the speakers in that study were living in the United

States versus South Africa.

In the present study, the production task showed significant differences in burst

duration, though much more for older speakers (16 ms) versus younger (9 ms), and

preceding vowel length, though only in phonologically long vowels (11 ms), not short

vowels (2 ms). Comparing this to past studies, a natural progression emerges. Burst

duration was and still is significant in production, but the differences by underlying

voicing have decreased. Now, younger populations have a much smaller distinction

that does not reach significance. Additionally, closure and burst durations were per-

ceptual cues in van Rooy et al. (2003), but not in this study. All of this points to

a complete neutralization of the closure cue, and a neutralization in progress of the

burst duration cue.

Finally, the results suggest that preceding vowel duration is also weakening. In

the production task of van Rooy et al. (2003), the differences were significant in

both phonologically long and short vowels. Vowel duration was also significant in
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perception, though less so than burst duration. Now, the difference in duration has

collapsed in phonologically short vowels, but is still maintained in long vowels and

used in perception.

In sum, word-final incomplete neutralization is still present in Afrikaans, though

weakly so. Differences in secondary cues to underlying voicing are likely emphasized

from task effects for lexical disambiguation purposes. A comparison with previous

studies also suggests that this incomplete neutralization is weakening, and the cues

are moving toward complete neutralization. In the next section, word-initial voicing

neutralization is examined.

3.4 Word-initial voicing

3.4.1 Stimuli

In the production task, stimuli were 20 monosyllabic (near-)minimal pairs (Table

3.15). The words were balanced for place of articulation (bilabial and alveolar) and

following vowel. Each paragraph-long reading passage contained one token word that

was repeated four times. Each repetition had a different preceding phonological envi-

ronment: vowel, nasal, obstruent, or pause (phrase-initial). The order of the four

environments was randomized for each reading passage.

The perception task had two sets of artificially-manipulated continua that varied

the amount of prevoicing and the following vowel’s f0. The bilabial set was made

with /pAd/ ‘road’ and /bAd/ ‘bath’, with a natural utterance of /pAd/ from a native

speaker as the base. The alveolar set was made with /tAl/ ‘quantity’ and /dAl/ ‘valley’,

with /tAl/ as the base. Each continuum had a total of five steps. In continua types 1-3,

one cue was held steady and one cue changed. In continuum type 4, both cues changed
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Table 3.15: Word-initial (near-)minimal pairs in the production task.

vowel voiceless voiced
/i/ piek /pik/ ‘peak’ bieg /bix/ ‘confess’
/E/ perk /pErk/ ‘limit’ berk /bErk/ ‘birch tree’
/A/ pad /pAt/ ‘road’ bad /bAt/ ‘bath’
/O/ pol /pOl/ ‘hassock’ bol /bOl/ ‘ball’
/u/ poel /pul/ ‘pool’ boel /bul/ ‘bulldog’

/i/ tien /tin/ ‘ten’ dien /din/ ‘be of service’
/e/ telg /tElx/ ‘descendent’ delg /dElg/ ‘paying off debt’
/A/ tal /tAl/ ‘quantity’ dal /dAl/ ‘valley’
/O/ tol /tOl/ ‘top’ dol /dOl/ ‘crazy’
/u/ toe /tu/ ‘closed’ doel /dul/ ‘purpose’

and were conflicting (i.e. highest f0 was paired with 100% prevoicing). Descriptions

of the continua are given below:

1. No prevoicing; f0 changes from low (step 1) to high (step 5)

2. Full prevoicing; f0 changes from low (step 1) to high (step 5)

3. Prevoicing changes from 0% (step 1) to 100% (step 5); f0 is constant and at
mid-range

4. Prevoicing and f0 conflict:

• 0% prevoicing and low pitch

• 25% prevoicing and medium-low pitch

• 50% prevoicing and medium pitch

• 75% prevoicing and medium-high pitch

• 100% prevoicing and high pitch

The tokens were created from the same four speakers in the word-final experi-

ment. The speakers’ word lists were examined and the duration of any prevoicing was
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Table 3.16: Speaker measurements used to create word-initial continua.

speaker base token lowest onset f0 highest onset f0 ave prevoicing

F20 pad 155 Hz 243 Hz 106 mstal 174 Hz 245 Hz

M20 pad 95 Hz 127 Hz 105 mstal 88 Hz 134 Hz

F60 pad 180 Hz 231 Hz 117 mstal 184 Hz 226 Hz

M60 pad 76 Hz 110 Hz 83 mstal 77 Hz 111 Hz

measured. Means and ranges were then calculated for each speaker. For each token,

the f0 of the following vowel was measured at 10% increments throughout the vowel.

A clear, modal token of /pAd/ and /tAl/ with the highest f0 at onset was selected for

each speaker. Similarly, a clear, modal token of /bAd/ and /dAl/ with the lowest f0

at onset was selected for each speaker. The two tokens (per speaker) were normalized

for duration, and the entire vowel contour from the highest f0 at onset was used as

the fifth step of any continua with f0 changing (continua 1, 2, and 4). This became

the base token. Using Praat’s Pitch Synchronous Overlap and Add function (Boersma

and Weenink, 2019), the pitch tier was extracted from the base token and replaced

with the pitch tier of the token with the lowest f0 at onset, creating the bottom step

of continua 1, 2, and 4. Three equidistant steps were calculated and created between

the two end contours, totalling five steps in the continua. The lowest (step 1) and

highest (step 5) f0 for each base token and each speaker are given in Table 3.16.

To create the prevoicing continuum, each speaker’s mean prevoicing duration in

milliseconds was calculated. A token of /bAd/ and /dAl/ with clear prevoicing was

selected from each speaker. The duration of the prevoicing was scaled to be the
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speaker’s mean (Table 3.16), and this was spliced onto the third step of the f0 con-

tinua of /pAd/ or /tAl/, respectively. This token became step 5 of the prevoicing

continuum, and the duration of prevoicing was scaled down in 25% increments, cre-

ating a continuum from no prevoicing to full prevoicing (0-25%-50%-75%-100%).

To create the fourth continuum, where prevoicing and f0 conflict, scaled prevoicing

durations from continuum 3 were spliced onto individual tokens from the first con-

tinuum (steps 2 through 5). Finally, all tokens were normalized for intensity at 70

dB.

3.4.2 Analysis

The word list and reading passages yielded 2,720 total tokens: 1,360 from the word list

and 1,360 from the reading passages (40 per task x 2 tasks x 34 participants), which

were annotated and then aligned with the Montreal Forced Aligner (McAuliffe et al.,

2017). Segment boundaries were hand-corrected in Praat (Boersma and Weenink,

2019). Underlyingly voiced plosives were coded as to whether or not there was any

prevoicing. Prevoicing was determined to begin at the start of visible periodic voicing,

no matter the amplitude, and the end of prevoicing was indicated by the plosive burst.

All following vowels were measured for f0 at 11 time points from onset to offset,

totalling 29,920 measurements. A total of 2,164 measurement points were excluded

because the Praat pitch tracking algorithm was unable to determine an f0 (860 from

word list, 1,304 from reading passages). Between both tasks, an additional 20 tokens

were excluded for mispronunciation (n=6), lenition removing the plosive closure and

burst (n=1), noise in the recording (n=4), or a participant misreading and/or did

not produce the token (n=9). All f0 measurements were then analyzed by gender,

with group means and standard deviations calculated. Outliers beyond 2.5 standard
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deviations for each gender group were excluded. All f0 measurements were then z-

normalized based on an R script from Brunelle et al. (2020). Following their method-

ology, z-normalized f0 values were then converted back into Hertz-like measurements

for readability. This was done using the mean and standard deviation for all speakers

(group mean + z-score * group SD, see Brunelle et al. 2020:8).

The perception task was analyzed as follows. Each individual participant response

in the two-alternative forced choice task was coded as 0 if the participant chose the

voiceless option (pad or tal), and 1 if they chose the voiced option (bad or dal). Each

continuum was separately fitted with a mixed-effects logistic regression model in a

step-up-step-down process using the glmer function of the lme4 package (Bates et al.,

2015) in R (R Core Team, 2013), with the dependent variable being token choice (0

or 1).

3.4.3 Results

Production

The total devoicing rate varied by task; 46% of underlyingly voiced tokens were

devoiced in the word list, and 23% of tokens were devoiced in the reading passages.

Means from age and gender groups ranged from approximately 26-66% in the word

list and 9-28% in the passages (Table 3.17). Individual variation ranged from 0-100%

devoicing rates in the word list and 0-65% in the reading passages. Figure 3.8 shows

each individual participant’s mean devoicing rate in the word list (left graph) and

the reading passages (right graph). Participants fell into two groups with the word

list: 12 participants devoiced approximately 70-100%, and all others devoiced 0-50%.

Each individual participants’ devoicing means by task are given in Figure 3.9. A
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Table 3.17: Percent of tokens devoiced in both Afrikaans production tasks.

speaker group word list devoicing rate passage devoicing rate
younger female speakers 66.16% 25.50%
younger male speakers 38.50% 28.00%
older female speakers 50.00% 25.71%
older male speakers 26.43% 9.29%
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Figure 3.8: Percent of tokens devoiced in the word list (left) and the
reading passages (right). Each dot represents one participant.

Pearson’s Correlation test shows that participants’ means by task are positively corre-

lated (r(32) = 0.59, p<0.0003); higher rates of devoicing in the word list are correlated

with higher rates of devoicing in the reading passages.

The data from all underlyingly voiced obstruents was fitted with a mixed-effects

logistic regression model to predict (1) devoicing or (0) maintenance of prevoicing.

Fixed effects were task, place of articulation, speaker age, speaker gender, and the

interaction between speaker age and gender. Random effects were the token word

and the participant number. There was a significant difference between tasks, as

devoicing was more likely to occur in the word list in comparison to the reading
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Table 3.18: Output of the logistic regression model fitted to all devoicing
results.

Fixed effect Estimate Std Error z-value p-value
(Intercept) -0.4388 0.5168 -0.849 0.396

speaker age: younger 0.7905 0.6020 1.313 0.189
speaker gender: male -0.6871 0.6529 -1.052 0.293

sp. age: young * sp. gender: male -0.0751 0.8538 -0.088 0.930
place of articulation: bilabial -0.3067 0.3357 -0.913 0.361

task: passage -1.2686 0.1779 -7.133 9.84e-13***

Table 3.19: Output of the logistic regression model fitted to just the reading
passage results.

Fixed effect Estimate Std error z-value p-value
(Intercept) -3.4118 0.7001 -4.874 1.10e-06***

speaker age: younger 0.7337 0.5424 1.353 0.176
speaker gender: male -0.6124 0.5943 -1.031 0.303

sp. age: young * sp. gender: male 0.8625 0.7602 1.135 0.257
participant group: B -0.4296 0.4374 -0.982 0.326

place of articulation: bilabial -0.5523 0.3731 -1.480 0.139
preceding environment: pause 3.1591 0.5502 5.741 9.39e-09***

preceding environment: obstruent 2.8052 0.5312 5.281 1.29e-07***
preceding environment: vowel -0.2207 0.6979 -0.316 0.752

passages (p=9.84e-13). No other factors were significant. A separate model was fitted

to just the reading passage data, with participant group (A or B) and preceding

environment (obstruent, sonorant, vowel, pause) added to the list of fixed effects,

and task was removed. There was a significant effect of preceding environment, as

both obstruents (p=1.29e-07) and pauses (p=9.39e-09) were significant predictors of

devoicing. The output of both models is given in Tables 3.18 and 3.19.
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Normalized f0 trajectories of the following vowel are shown for the word list in

Figure 3.10 and for the reading passages in Figure 3.11. In both tasks, vowels following

underlyingly voiceless plosives were produced with higher f0s than vowels following

underlyingly voiced plosives, regardless of their voicing realization (i.e. prevoiced or

devoiced). At vowel onset, the f0s of vowels following devoiced plosives were also con-

sistently higher than vowels following prevoiced plosives. This difference in f0 following

prevoiced and devoiced plosives was largely maintained in the reading passages, espe-

cially for the female speakers, but it collapsed in the word list at approximately 20%

of the way through the vowel.

One interesting thing to note is the slope of the f0 trajectory following the plosives.

A positive slope is expected after a voiced plosive, as voicing has a depressor effect

on f0, and a negative slope is expected after a voiceless plosive. In this case, there are

negative slopes for all realizations and participant groups, with one exception: older

male speakers maintain a positive slope following prevoiced plosives. Additionally,

older female speakers have only a slightly negative slope. Younger speakers have

steeper slopes, suggesting that this is a change in progress.

A linear mixed-effects model was fitted to the normalized f0 data. The indepen-

dent variable was normalized f0 at onset (time point 1). Fixed effects were realiza-

tion (voiceless, devoiced, voiced), place of articulation, task, speaker age, speaker

gender, and the interaction between speaker age and gender. Participant number was

a random effect. There were significant differences between devoiced and voiceless

plosives (p<2e-16) and devoiced and voiced plosives (p<2e-16). Place of articulation

was significant (p=0.000848), as f0 values at onset were generally higher for vowels

following alveolar plosives (Figure 3.12). There was also a significant difference in

speaker age group (p=0.02865). Younger participants had overall higher f0s following
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Figure 3.10: Normalized f0 trajectories of vowels following initial plosives
in the word list. The different colors represent vowels following voiceless /p,t/,
devoiced /b,d/, and (pre)voiced /b,d/ plosives. Time point 1 is the onset of the
vowel, and time point 11 is the offset. Each grid shows a different speaker group.
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Figure 3.11: Normalized f0 trajectories of vowels following initial plosives
in the reading passages. The different colors represent vowels following voiceless
/p,t/, devoiced /b,d/, and (pre)voiced /b,d/ plosives. Time point 1 is the onset of
the vowel, and time point 11 is the offset. Each grid shows a different speaker group.
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Table 3.20: Output of the linear regression model fitted to the normalized
f0 data.

Fixed effect Estimate Std error t-value p-value
(Intercept) 174.199 6.922 25.166 <2e-16***

realization: voiced -29.333 3.062 -9.581 <2e-16***
realization: voiceless 58.474 2.916 20.056 <2e-16***
speaker age: younger 19.039 8.279 2.300 0.028650*
speaker gender: male -10.873 8.912 -1.220 0.232295

poa: bilabial -6.463 1.934 -3.343 0.000848***
task: word list -2.645 1.943 -1.361 0.173712

sp. age: younger * sp. gender: male 3.590 11.670 0.308 0.760539

prevoiced and devoiced plosives (Figure 3.13). The full output of the model is given

in Table 3.20.

Perception

Continuum 1: No prevoicing

The first type of continuum had no prevoicing, and f0 changed in five equal steps

from low (1) to high (5). There was a clear effect of f0 for all listener groups and

speaker voices: lower f0s were more often perceived as /voiced/, even in the absence

of prevoicing, and higher f0s were often perceived as /voiceless/ (Figures 3.14 and

3.15). There were differences between listener age groups, as younger participants

in general were more likely to perceive a token as /voiceless/. There were also clear

differences between the perception of the four different speakers: the perception of

tokens from both female speakers were more influenced by f0 levels than tokens from

their male counterparts.

The model with the best fit had the following fixed effects: f0 level (1-5), con-

tinuum (pad or tal), group (A or B), listener age (younger or older), speaker age,
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abials and alveolars. The different colors represent vowels following voiceless /p,t/,
devoiced /b,d/, and (pre)voiced /b,d/ plosives. Time point 1 is the onset of the vowel,
and time point 11 is the offset.
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Figure 3.13: Normalized f0 trajectories of vowels following all plosives,
separated by age group. The different colors represent vowels following voiceless
/p,t/, devoiced /b,d/, and (pre)voiced /b,d/ plosives. Time point 1 is the onset of
the vowel, and time point 11 is the offset.
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Figure 3.14: Perception of /pAd/-/bAd/ continuum with no prevoicing and
f0 changing from low (1) to high (5) in equal steps. Each grid shows younger
versus older listeners’ responses to each speaker voice.
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Figure 3.15: Perception of /tAl/-/dAl/ continuum with no prevoicing and
f0 changing from low (1) to high (5) in equal steps. Each grid shows younger
versus older listeners’ responses to each speaker voice.
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Table 3.21: Output of the logistic regression model fitted to continuum
type 1.

Fixed effect Estimate Std Error z-value p-value
(Intercept) 2.57254 0.22355 11.508 < 2e-16***
f0 level -0.84759 0.02494 -33.990 < 2e-16***

continuum: tal -0.10583 0.06041 -1.752 0.0798 .
group: B 0.14740 0.21889 0.673 0.5007

listener age: younger -1.16650 0.22267 -5.239 1.62e-07***
speaker age: younger 0.84324 0.08388 10.053 < 2e-16***
speaker gender: male -0.43911 0.08553 -5.134 2.84e-07***

sp. age: younger * sp. gender: male -1.07152 0.12188 -8.792 < 2e-16 ***

speaker gender, and the interaction between speaker age and gender. Participant

number was a random effect. A number of factors were significant; crucially, the f0

level was a significant predictor of listeners’ responses (p<2e-16). There were also

significant differences in listener age (p=1.62e-0). Speaker age (p<2e-16), speaker

gender (p=2.84e-0), and their interaction (p<2e-16) were all significant. Listener

group, a carryover from the production task, was not significant, so listeners’ per-

ception was not influenced by their own repeated productions of one minimal pair

in the reading passages (bad and pad, or dal and tal). Additionally, there was not

a significant difference between the bilabial and alveolar continua. The full model

output is given in Table 3.21.

Continuum 2: Full prevoicing

The second type of continuum had full prevoicing (100%) while f0 changed in

five equal steps from low (1) to high (5). The results show that prevoicing is still

a dominant cue for perceiving word-initial voicing contrasts. Regardless of f0 level,

nearly all tokens were perceived as voiced (Figure 3.16). One exception can be seen
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Figure 3.16: Perception of both continua with full prevoicing and f0
changing from low (1) to high (5) in equal steps. Each grid shows a different
speaker voice.

for listeners hearing the 20-year-old male speaker. Older female listeners perceived

the lowest f0 level as /voiced/ 81% of the time, and the highest f0 level as /voiced/

56% of the time. This 25% decrease shows that higher f0 levels lead to ambiguity,

with listener responses nearly at chance. The downward trend is seen in all listener

groups, though to a much smaller magnitude among the younger listeners and the

older male listeners.

The best-fitting regression model had f0 level, speaker age, speaker gender,

speaker age * gender interaction, listener age, listener gender, and listener age *

gender interaction as fixed effects (Table 3.22). The f0 level was a significant pre-

dictor of listener responses (p=2.97e-1), though this is likely weighted by the results

from the 20-year-old male speaker, as the speaker age and gender interaction was sig-

nificant (p=3.22e-1), but neither factor was individually significant. There were also
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Table 3.22: Output of the logistic regression model fitted to continuum
type 2.

Fixed effect Estimate Std error z-value p-value
(Intercept) 5.01059 0.29596 16.930 < 2e-16***
f0 level -0.27362 0.03751 -7.296 2.97e-13***

listener age: older -1.53245 0.33993 -4.508 6.54e-06***
listener gender: male -0.68199 0.31897 -2.138 0.032506*

l. age group: older * l. gender: male 1.66954 0.48204 3.463 0.000533***
speaker age: younger 0.25434 0.18978 1.340 0.180199
speaker gender: male -0.15244 0.17336 -0.879 0.379205

sp. age: younger * sp. gender: male -1.63892 0.23522 -6.968 3.22e-12***

significant differences between listener age (p=6.54e-0), listener gender (p=0.032506),

and their interaction (p=0.00053). This is again likely weighted by the older female

listeners’ perception of the 20-year-old male speaker. Other regression models with

interactions between speaker and listener demographics failed to converge, as well as

models with an f0 level * speaker interaction.

Continuum 3: Ambiguous f0, prevoicing changing

The third type of continuum had f0 held at mid-range (equal to step 3 of the

f0-changing continua), which was meant to be ambiguous in signalling underlying

voicing. The percentage of prevoicing varied from none (0%) to full (100%) in 25%

increments. For both continua and all speakers and listeners, no prevoicing led to

/voiced/ judgements from 17-69% of tokens (Figure 3.18). Older listeners had average

/voiced/ judgements nearly at chance (43-69%). Any amount of prevoicing led to the

perception of voiced plosives when listening to both female speakers (Figure 3.17),

but this pattern was not seen with the male speakers. The perception of the 60-year-

old male speaker hit ceiling at approximately 50% prevoicing, while perception of the
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Figure 3.17: Perception of the bilabial and alveolar continua with
ambiguous f0 and prevoicing changing from 0% to 100% in equal steps.
Each grid shows a different speaker voice.

20-year-old male speaker reached ceiling at full prevoicing. There was also a slight

difference by continuum, as the bilabial tokens were more likely to be perceived as

voiced at prevoicing levels 25-50% in comparison to the alveolar tokens.

The model with the best fit had the following fixed effects: prevoicing level (0-25-

50-75-100%), continuum, listener age, listener gender, speaker age, speaker gender,

and the interaction between speaker age and gender (Table 3.23). Participant number

was a random factor. The difference between no prevoicing and each prevoicing level

was significant (p<2e-16), as the presence of prevoicing led to the perception of

voiced stops. The difference between continua was also significant (p=6.03e-1). No

listener characteristics were significant, but all speaker characteristics were: speaker

age (p=0.000125), speaker gender (p=0.000127), and their interaction (p<2e-16).
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Figure 3.18: Perception of continua with ambiguous f0 and prevoicing
changing from 0% to 100% in equal steps, by listener age group. Each
grid shows a different speaker voice.

Table 3.23: Output of the logistic regression model fitted to continuum
type 3.

Fixed effect Estimate Std error z-value p-value
(Intercept) -0.09765 0.20344 -0.480 0.631249

prevoicing: 25% 2.30272 0.09806 23.482 < 2e-16***
prevoicing: 50% 3.16318 0.11715 27.002 < 2e-16***
prevoicing: 75% 3.46441 0.12686 27.308 < 2e-16***
prevoicing: 100% 3.72626 0.13701 27.198 < 2e-16***
continuum: tal -0.26931 0.07392 -3.643 0.000269***

listener age: younger -0.16755 0.20194 -0.830 0.406700
listener gender: male -0.03679 0.19860 -0.185 0.853029
speaker age: younger 0.44306 0.11552 3.835 0.000125***
speaker gender: male -0.41095 0.10726 -3.831 0.000127***

sp. age: younger * sp. gender: male -1.28751 0.15247 -8.445 < 2e-16***
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Continuum 4: F0 and prevoicing in conflict

The fourth continuum type had both f0 and prevoicing changing, and the two

were in conflict. The lowest f0 was paired with no prevoicing, while the highest f0 was

paired with full prevoicing. The results of these continua show that prevoicing is still

the dominant cue; when prevoicing is present, listeners overwhelmingly report hearing

a voiced token (Figure 3.19). This is true for all listener groups and speaker voices

(Figure 3.20). However, there is still an effect of f0, as tokens with no prevoicing but

low f0s were still perceived as voiced in high amounts, especially when listening to the

20-year-old female speaker (“f20” in Figure 3.20). Additionally, some of the highest

percentages of perceived voiced responses are at steps 3 or 4, and the percentage

of voiced responses decreases at a higher step. For example, younger male listeners

perceived the 60-year-old female speaker (“f60” in Figure 3.20) as voiced 97% of the

time at step 3, but 87% at step 4 and 89% at step 5. While this is a small difference,

it might suggest that higher f0s can occasionally outrank high amounts of prevoicing.

One final note to make is in regards to gender: non-prevoiced tokens from the two

male speakers were perceived as voiced less often in comparison to non-prevoiced

tokens from the two female speakers.

The results of continuum type 4 were fitted with a regression model with the

following fixed effects: prevoicing level, continuum, listener age, listener gender, lis-

tener age * gender interaction, speaker age, speaker gender, and speaker age * gender

interaction. F0 level could not be included in the model since there is only one level

corresponding to each prevoicing level. The full output of the model is given in Table

3.24.

A number of factors were significant; crucially, the differences between 0% pre-

voicing and all other levels of prevoicing were highly significant (p<2e-16). There was

also a significant difference between the two continua (p=2.85e-05), as all tokens in
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Figure 3.20: Listener groups’ perception of continua with prevoicing and
f0 in conflict. Each column shows a different speaker voice, codified by their gender
(f or m) and age (20 or 60). Each row shows a different listener group.
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Table 3.24: Output of the logistic regression model fitted to continuum
type 4.

Fixed effect Estimate Std error z-value p-value
(Intercept) 1.32924 0.23108 5.752 8.81e-09***

prevoicing: 25% 1.23194 0.10574 11.650 < 2e-16***
prevoicing: 50% 1.78237 0.11815 15.086 < 2e-16***
prevoicing: 75% 1.63079 0.11422 14.277 < 2e-16***
prevoicing: 100% 1.80125 0.11867 15.179 < 2e-16***
continuum: tal -0.31401 0.07503 -4.185 2.85e-05***

listener age: younger 0.50320 0.27189 1.851 0.0642 .
listener gender: male 0.52918 0.29663 1.784 0.0744 .

l. age: younger * l. gender: male -0.95862 0.38649 -2.480 0.0131*
speaker age: younger 0.89368 0.15903 5.620 1.91e-08***
speaker gender: male -1.06588 0.11336 -9.402 < 2e-16***

sp. age: younger * sp. gender: male -1.63333 0.18187 -8.981 < 2e-16***

the alveolar continuum were less often perceived as /voiced/. Social characteristics

were also significant. First, there was a significant interaction between listener age and

gender, as younger male speakers overall perceived tokens as less voiced (p=0.0131).

Additionally, speaker age (p=1.91e-08), speaker gender (p<2e-16), and their interac-

tion (p<2e-16) were all significant.

3.4.4 Discussion

The results of this experiment show that cue weighting is not changing uniformly in

Afrikaans; there are differences between perception and production, and within those,

differences between ages and genders. That said, there are two emerging patterns in

this case of tonogenesis: production appears to be leading perception, and female

speakers of all ages are leading the change.
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Beginning with the production results, all speakers, regardless of their demo-

graphics, had significant and reliable f0 differences. These differences appeared not

only between underlyingly voiced and voiceless plosives, but also between underlyingly

voiceless and surface devoiced plosives. Thus, even in the absence of prevoicing, the

cue in the f0 difference remained steady. In terms of age, older speakers had larger

differences in f0 than younger speakers, which was not hypothesized. It is possible

that the secondary cue of f0 was produced with more exaggerated differences in that

generation as the cue weight increased, but over time the difference has lessened as f0

has become a part of the phonological representation. This could be in opposition to

the change in perception strategy that was proposed for the word-final neutralization:

extreme differences in production are needed to establish a reliable perceptual cue. It

is also possible that this is a generational cue flux, as was seen in Minnesotan English,

or that Afrikaans is ultimately not going to complete tonogenesis. More research on

tonogenetic patterns in different demographics is needed to better understand the

change in f0 differences.

In terms of prevoicing, all female speakers, young and old, devoiced significantly

more than male speakers when reading the word list. These differences collapsed in

the reading passages, but older male speakers were still the most likely to maintain

prevoicing. Taken together, the female speakers devoiced the most, followed by the

younger male speakers, and finally the older male speakers. Thus, women appear to

be driving the devoicing part of the sound change.

The perception results show the same patterns. In the absence of prevoicing,

f0 is a significant factor in the perception of phonological voicing. However, when

prevoicing is present, it is the dominant cue. Some listeners perceive extremely high

f0s as voiceless tokens, even with full prevoicing, but the f0 cue is not yet strong

enough on a language-wide level to outweigh prevoicing as a cue.
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Speaker gender was also a significant factor in perception. In the absence of pre-

voicing, f0 effects were stronger in the perception of female speakers versus male

speakers. Also, there was also a significant difference when f0 was ambiguous and

prevoicing changed: listeners perceived any amount of prevoicing in the female voices

as /voiced/, while there was some ambiguity when the male voices had prevoicing

levels of 25-50%. This suggests that prevoicing is more highly weighted when listening

to female voices versus male voices.

3.5 Interim conclusion

Plosive voicing in Afrikaans has two different positional neutralizations, resulting in

different cues representing the underlying contrast. Word-finally, underlying voicing

is still weakly signalled by preceding vowel and burst duration in production, and

by preceding vowel duration in perception. Word-initially, /b,d/ are devoiced at high

rates, but voicing is consistently signalled by differences in the following vowel’s f0.

In perception of word-initial plosives, both prevoicing and differences in f0 signal

underlying voicing.

Through the comparison of speaker age groups, it appears that both neutral-

izations are still in progress. Word-finally, the incomplete neutralization appears to

be heading towards complete neutralization. Closure duration, which was significant

in prior studies, was not significant in this study. Burst duration is significant only

in production, and only with the older generation, whereas previous studies found

significant differences in both perception and production. Finally, differences in pre-

ceding vowel duration are mainly in phonologically long vowels, not phonologically

short vowels, in contrast to previous studies. Word-initially, there are differences in

devoicing rates by gender, as female speakers devoice more often than male speakers.
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In perception, prevoicing is still the dominant cue to word-initial underlying voicing,

but f0 shows strong effects, particularly in the perception of female speakers. Word-

initial voicing contrasts appear to be re-weighting, as prevoicing is weakening and the

following vowel’s f0 is strengthening.

There currently is not a way to fully represent the patterns of phonological voicing

in Afrikaans in terms of features. Word-finally, [-voice] is not fully accurate, as sec-

ondary cues are still preserving the voicing contrast. Word-initially, a high or low f0

can signal [-voice] or [+voice], respectively, even in the absence of prevoicing, which is

the primary cue. Both cases of neutralization share a common factor: a significant cue

to underlying voicing is not linked to the plosive segment, but rather the preceding

or following vowel. A binary feature that maps solely to the plosive segment cannot

represent the importance of the preceding vowel duration or the following vowel’s f0

in these underlying representations. All of these problems are solved through cue-

based features, which can have different cues by phonological position, transparent

cue weights, and cues that map to different segments. Voicing in Afrikaans is fully

described with cue-based features in Chapter 5, and models of tonogenesis and incom-

plete neutralization are given through changing cue weights.

The next chapter examines Dutch, the mother language of Afrikaans. Dutch shows

the same two types of neutralizations, which are examined in an identical experiment.

The results of the Afrikaans and Dutch experiments will be further compared in

Chapter 5 to better understand the trajectories of neutralization.
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Chapter 4

Dutch

Plosive voicing contrasts have been extensively studied in Dutch. Just like its daughter

language, Afrikaans, Dutch historically contrasted voiced and voiceless unaspirated

plosives in all positions. The primary voicing cue was identified as the presence

or absence of glottal pulsing before the plosive burst (Lisker and Abramson, 1964;

Slis and Cohen, 1969), and secondary cues include burst duration, burst amplitude,

duration of silent interval, preceding vowel duration, and vowel formant transitions,

including transition time and the range in the F1 frequency shift from plosive burst

to vowel (Slis and Cohen, 1969). Over time, Dutch underwent a word-final voicing

neutralization, which has subsequently been studied in the context of incomplete

neutralization (Jongman et al., 1992; Baumann, 1995; Warner et al., 2004; Ernestus

and Baayen, 2006, 2007). More recent analyses of word-initial plosives suggest that

a second positional neutralization is occurring, with prevoicing occasionally absent

and secondary cues gaining significance (van Alphen and Smits, 2004; Pinget, 2015;

Pinget et al., 2019).

This chapter examines word-final and word-initial voicing neutralization in Dutch

with a production and perception experiment, and compares different gender and

age groups. The structure of the experiment is nearly identical to the one run with

speakers of Afrikaans in Chapter 3. Given the historical relationship of the languages,
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the results of the two experiments can inform us more broadly about voicing neu-

tralization over time. First, this chapter will begin with an overview of Dutch plosive

voicing, both word-finally and word-initially.

4.1 Phonological voicing in Dutch

4.1.1 Word-final incomplete neuralization

The first studies of word-final devoicing in Dutch claimed that neutralization was com-

plete. Jongman, Sereno, Raaijmakers, and Lahiri (1992) measured preceding vowel

duration and consonant closure duration and found no differences between underly-

ingly voiced and voiceless consonants. Similarly, Baumann (1995) reported complete

voicing neutralization except in plosive closure duration utterance-finally (p. 138),

and in a perception test, listeners could not correctly identify underlying voicing at a

rate better than chance (e.g. identifying if the speaker said raat or raad). However, in

both of these studies, there was a limited number of speakers (two and four, respec-

tively), so any effects could have been masked by a low participant count (Kirby and

Sonderegger, 2018).

Incomplete neutralization was first reported by Warner, Jongman, Sereno, and

Kemps (2004) in a study that included fifteen speakers. Warner et al. (2004) exam-

ined productions of twenty minimal pairs with underlyingly voiced versus voiceless

consonants and found significant effects of underlying voicing. Preceding vowel dura-

tion was significantly longer before underlying /d/, with a mean difference of 3.5 ms.

burst duration was also significant, as /t/ bursts were on average 9 ms longer than

/d/ bursts.

Three perception experiments followed that assessed the relative cue weighting

of word-final plosive voicing. In the first experiment, listeners heard natural produc-
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tions from four different speakers that took part in the production study. Two of the

speakers produced longer vowels before /d/, one speaker did not produce differences

in vowel duration, but had longer bursts in /d/ (unexpected), and the fourth speaker

had longer vowels before /t/ and longer bursts in /d/ (both unexpected). The lis-

teners were given an identification task, and results varied by speaker: tokens were

correctly identified at a rate significantly better than chance for the two speakers with

longer vowels before /d/, showing perceptual effects of incomplete neutralization in

the expected direction. The listeners were unable to distinguish between the pro-

ductions of the speaker without vowel duration differences, and they interpreted the

fourth speaker’s productions in the opposite direction as what was originally intended

by the speaker, as productions of /t/ (with longer vowels and shorter bursts) were

perceived as /d/. The results of this experiment show that listeners are most sensitive

to differences in vowel duration, and they can use those differences to make lexical

decisions.

The second perception experiment had 16 continua with artificially-manipulated

vowel durations. The continua had a total of 11 steps, with the original productions

(from the first production experiment) in the middle of the continuum, and each

end adding or subtracting approximately 50 ms. Sixteen participants were instructed

to say what word the stimulus sounded like, and the results showed a significant

effect of continuum step, as longer vowel durations were associated with underlying

/d/. However, there was not a perfect categorical perception curve; instead there was

a linear trend in the effect of continuum step. Warner et al. (2004) concluded that

listeners could distinguish between underlying /t/ and /d/, but not to the same extent

as a traditional categorical distinction.

Closure duration was manipulated in 11 steps in the third perception experiment.

The original productions were in the middle of each continuum, and endpoints at
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plus or minus approximately 100 ms. Results showed that listeners associated longer

closure durations with /t/, but only after phonologically long vowels. It is interesting

to note that closure duration did not vary in the production experiment, but par-

ticipants could utilize it in perception as a cue for underlying voicing. Warner and

colleagues (2004) interpreted this as participants using whatever cue they could to

distinguish lexical items, and since closure was the only factor that was varying,

listeners attended to it.

Ernestus and Baayen (2006) further examined whether Dutch incomplete neu-

tralization was a task affect, and how functional these secondary cues are in speech

perception. They had a speaker read word lists of pseudo verb stems with final obstru-

ents either spelled with voiceless or voiced graphemes in Dutch. They found that the

orthographically voiceless graphemes were produced with longer release noises (119

ms average in comparison to 96 ms; p. 34), but there were no significant differences

between preceding vowel duration or closure duration. Participants listened to either

the voiced or voiceless grapheme list and wrote down the past tense of the pseu-

doword, with forms ending in te or de analyzed, as these correspond to roots ending

in a voiceless or voiced obstruent, respectively. Participants wrote de more often for

tokens ending in a plosive from the voiced list than the voiceless list, suggesting that

listeners took advantage of the differences in release duration to choose the underlying

voicing specification.

The previous studies have thus found evidence for incomplete neutralization word-

finally, both in perception and production, though many speakers may be needed to

see the effect, which in itself is small. Underlying phonological voicing can still be

realized and perceived through differences in the preceding vowel duration, closure

duration, and/or burst duration, though mainly as a task effect for lexical disambigua-

tion. Additionally, these durational differences are not equivalent to the durational
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differences in non-neutralized positions. Durational differences in incomplete neutral-

ization tend to be very short, in the tens of milliseconds. It is unknown if incomplete

neutralization in Dutch is seen in connected speech, whether or not it is heading

towards completion, or how cue weights to phonological voicing may vary by age and

gender. The present study will address these questions.

4.1.2 Word-initial neutralization in progress

Lisker and Abramson (1964) examined word-initial plosive voicing in Dutch. A single

native speaker of standard Dutch produced 216 different plosive-initial words, and the

VOT in milliseconds was measured for each. All voiced plosives were produced with

prevoicing; the average prevoicing length was 80-85 ms, with a range of 45-145 ms.

All voiceless plosives were produced with voicing lag, with an average lag duration of

10-25 ms and range of 0-35 ms.

Slis and Cohen (1969) examined multiple acoustic cues to word-initial conso-

nant voicing in Dutch and tested their perceptual relevance. In a perception experi-

ment with artificially-manipulated stimuli, CV syllables were created with prevoicing

ranging in six steps from 40 to 200 ms, and voicing lag which varied in three steps

from 10 to 40 ms. Three subjects heard each stimulus and identified which sound

they heard. Results showed that /b,d/ were associated with prevoicing, and /p,t/

with voicing lag.

The f0 contour following the plosive burst was also studied. Twelve naturally-

produced /Ca/ syllables with voiced consonants were compared to 15 syllables with

voiceless consonants, and the results showed that there were differences in the initial

f0 at the onset of the vowel. The vowel onset following voiceless consonants measured

6 Hz higher than that following voiced consonants.
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Van Alphen and Smits (2004) expanded on the previous work. In a production

study, ten speakers, five women and five men, produced 64 tokens in isolation. The

presence or absence of prevoicing was examined, and considerable variation was found.

Overall, 75% of tokens were produced with prevoicing. Three speakers produced 100%

of tokens with prevoicing, while all other participants fell between 100% and 38%.

Participant gender was a significant factor in predicting the presence or absence of

prevoicing; male speakers produced more tokens with prevoicing than female speakers.

However, there were no significant differences in gender when it came to the duration

of prevoicing. Place of articulation was also a significant factor, with labials having

significantly more prevoicing than alveolars.

Of the 64 tokens, 48 that formed minimal pairs were selected and further ana-

lyzed for 6 potential voicing cues, including the f0 at vowel onset and the overall f0

trajectory into the vowel steady-state. Van Alphen and Smits found that the mean

f0 following voiced plosives was 160.0 Hz, and the mean f0 following voiceless plo-

sives was 176.1 Hz. A difference of 16.1 Hz is 2.5 times greater than that reported

by Slis and Cohen (1969), which may suggest a change in progress. These were non-

normalized f0 measurements, so it is possible that there were differences by gender

groups that were not made explicit.

In a perception study, 16 participants heard the plosive and first half of the vowel

from the 48 minimal pairs in the production study. They were asked to identify which

phoneme they heard. The authors found a significant effect of prevoicing: voiced plo-

sives were more often misidentified when they were produced without prevoicing.

There was also a significant interaction between prevoicing and place of articulation,

as more voiced labials without prevoicing were perceived as voiceless than alveolars

produced without prevoicing. Van Alphen and Smits conclude that plosive voicing per-
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ception in Dutch is asymmetrical, as prevoicing presence signals phonological voicing,

but its absence does not necessarily signal phonological voicelessness.

Word-initial neutralization was analyzed as a possible change in progress by Pinget

(2015) and Pinget, Kager, and Van de Velde (2019). Pinget et al. (2019) analyzed both

the devoicing of word-initial /v/ in Dutch, which is a change already in an advanced

stage (see Pinget et al. 2019 and references within), and the devoicing of word-initial

/b/. A production and perception experiment was conducted with 100 participants

across five different regions in the Netherlands and the north part of Belgium. There

were multiple production tasks, ranging from a word list to spontaneous speech,

which were meant to elicit different phonetic realizations within the standard variety

of Dutch. Prevoicing occurred in /b/ 75-80% of the time, though the authors note

that there were some individuals “with clear devoiced realizations of (b)” (Pinget et al.

2019:670). The rate of /b/ devoicing was also consistent across the five regions. For

a perception experiment, a continuum was made between /b/ and /p/, with varying

durations of VOT, ranging from -90 ms to +38 ms. Participants heard each token

and chose if they heard /b/ or /p/. The results showed highly categorical perception,

with the category boundary at approximately -10 ms of VOT. Pinget and colleagues

conclude that it is currently unclear if this plosive devoicing is a stable variation or

if this is the beginning of a sound change.

Re-examining Dutch voicing cues with the knowledge of cue re-weighting hap-

pening in Afrikaans may suggest that there is also an imminent sound change in

Dutch. While prevoicing was still shown to be the primary cue to voicing in Dutch, van

Alphen and Smits (2004), Pinget (2015), and Pinget et al. (2019) found a devoicing

rate of approximately 25%, with notable individual variation. Additionally, Slis and

Cohen (1969) found a mean difference of 6 Hz at vowel onset following voiced versus

voiceless plosives, while van Alphen and Smits (2004) found a difference of 16.1 Hz.
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This suggests that the secondary cue of f0 may be strengthening while the primary

cue is slightly weakening.

4.1.3 Research questions and hypotheses

The present study is an examination of Dutch word-final and word-initial plosive

voicing. The goals are to assess positional cue weights and stages of neutralization.

This study builds on prior research by specifically analyzing effects of age and gender,

both in production and perception. The overarching research questions are as follows:

1. How are underlyingly voiced and voiceless plosives produced in Dutch, word-

initially and word-finally? In comparison to previous studies:

(a) Is word-final neutralization still incomplete?

(b) Have word-initial devoicing and f0 differences increased?

2. Which cues are used to signal voicing contrasts in perception, word-initially and

word-finally?

3. Are there cue differences in production and perception?

4. Are there differences by age and gender?

If Dutch word-final neutralization is heading towards completion, then we would

expect there to be differences between age and gender groups. It is hypothesized that

younger speakers would have less or no significant differences between underlying /t/

and /d/ in comparison to older speakers, and female speakers would have less or no

significant differences in comparison to male speakers. In perception, it is hypothesized

that the preceding vowel, closure, and burst durations would not affect the perception

of voicing in younger speaker voices, but they would affect the perception of older

speaker voices.
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If Dutch word-initial neutralization is following the same path as Afrikaans and

leading to tonogenesis, then higher rates of devoicing are expected in this study in

comparison to previous studies. Additionally, it is hypothesized that there will be

greater differences by underlying voicing in the following vowel’s f0. In perception, it

is hypothesized that f0 will affect the perception of younger speakers more than older

speakers, and female speakers more than male speakers.

4.2 Methods

4.2.1 Participants

Participants were 25 native speakers of standard Dutch living in Amsterdam, the

Netherlands. Fourteen speakers were ages 22-29 (f=7, m=7) and eleven speakers were

ages 61-71 (f=5, m=6). The experiment took place in the Speech Lab at the University

of Amsterdam, and participants were compensated for their time. The experiment

was conducted entirely in Dutch, and any oral instructions were given by a native

Dutch speaker to limit experimenter accommodation (Hay et al., 2009, 2010). All older

participants were instructed by a male speaker in his 20s, and all younger participants

were instructed by a female speaker in her 20s.

4.2.2 Procedure

A production task and perception task were run with PsychoPy (Peirce et al., 2019).

Participants were seated in front of a computer monitor and microphone in a sound-

attenuated booth. To avoid effects of accommodation, the production task was first

(Giles et al., 1973; Goldinger, 1998). Participants read aloud a randomized word list

twice and were recorded at a sampling rate of 44.1 kHz. During the task, one word

at a time appeared on the computer screen and participants had two seconds to read
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the word out loud before the next word appeared. As in the previous experiment, this

was done to ensure an isolated phonological environment, control speech rate, and

limit list intonation. After the word list, participants read 10 reading passages. There

were 20 total passages, so participants were divided into two groups, and each read

half. The participant groups and reading passages are given in Appendix E.

The perception task consisted of four blocks, with each block presenting a different

speaker voice. Details of the speakers are given in the following section, and stimuli

measurements based on their recordings are given in Tables 4.3 and 4.16. Participants

were told that the speakers were either 20 years old or 60 years old. In the analysis,

each speaker voice is codified by their gender and apparent age.

The order of the speaker blocks was randomized for each participant. Before each

block, participants were told the age and gender of that speaker (e.g. In dit blok,

zal u luisteren naar een zestig-jaar-oude vrouw uit Nederland. ‘In this block, you will

listen to a twenty-year-old woman from the Netherlands.’). This was a two-alternative

forced choice task: within each block, a token automatically played and two words were

shown on the screen. Participants had to choose which word they heard. Participants

were encouraged to move quickly, but not so fast as to make mistakes. They were also

told to make their best guess if they were unsure. Each speaker block contained 400

total tokens that were randomized for each participant. Breaks were given every 40

tokens and in between each speaker block.

4.3 Word-final voicing

4.3.1 Stimuli

The word-final stimuli consisted of ten underlying minimal pairs, which are listed

in Table 4.1. Stimuli were balanced by phonological vowel length and vowel quality.
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Table 4.1: Word-final underlying minimal pairs in the production task.

vowel voiceless voiced
/i/ biet /bit/ ‘beet’ bied /bid/ ‘I offer’
/I/ bit /bIt/ ‘(horse) bit’ bid /bId/ ‘to pray’
/e:/ eet /e:t/ ‘eat’ eed /e:d/ ‘oath’
/E/ wet /VEt/ ‘law’ wed /VEd/ ‘bet’
/a:/ raat /ra:t/ ‘honeycomb’ raad /ra:d/ ‘advice’
/A/ wat /VAt/ ‘what’ wad /VAd/ ‘mudflat’
/o:/ boot /bo:t/ ‘boat’ bood /bo:d/ ‘I offered’
/O/ bot /bOt/ ‘blunt’ bod /bOd/ ‘offer’ (N)
/u/ voet /fut/ ‘foot’ voed /fud/ ‘feed’
/u/ moet /mut/ ‘must/ought’ moed /mud/ ‘courage’

A phonologically long /u:/ is not in the phonemic inventory of Dutch (Collins and

Mees, 2003), so two minimal pairs with short /u/ are included to balance the reading

passage tokens that each participant group read. All tokens end in underlying alveolar

plosives because word-final bilabial plosives are rare, and Dutch lacks a voiced velar

plosive.

As stated above, each participant group read half (10) of the reading passages with

word-final stimuli. The passages were constructed identically to those of the Afrikaans

experiment: each was one paragraph long with one token word that was repeated

five times. Each repetition had a different and randomized following phonological

environment: vowel, nasal, voiced obstruent, voiceless obstruent, or pause (phrase-

final). All narratives and their English translations are given in Appendix E.

The perception task was created with two sets of artificially-manipulated continua.

The first set had a phonologically short vowel (/VAt/-/VAd/), and the second had a

phonologically long vowel (/ra:t/-/ra:d/). There were six types of continua, with

either one or two cues manipulated in five equal steps. Identical to the methods of
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Table 4.2: Word-final continua used in the Dutch perception task. Stable
cues were held at a mid-range (ambiguous) value, so they would not influence per-
ception of underlying voicing or voicelessness. When two cues were changing in one
continuum, they were in conflict, e.g. the longest vowel duration (signalling voicing)
was paired with the longest burst (signalling voicelessness), and the shortest vowel
duration was paired with the shortest burst.

continuum stable cue(s) changing cue(s)
1 closure and burst vowel
2 vowel and burst closure
3 vowel and closure burst
4 vowel closure and burst
5 closure vowel and burst
6 burst vowel and closure

the Afrikaans experiment, the cues that were manipulated were the preceding vowel

duration, closure duration, and burst duration. When a cue was held stable, it was

at a mid-range (and thus ambiguous) value, and when two cues were manipulated in

a single continuum, they were in conflict. The list of continua is given in Table 4.2.

To make the stimuli, four native speakers of Dutch, two female speakers (ages 19

and 58) and two male speakers (ages 19 and 62), were recorded in a sound-attenuated

booth reading a randomized word list. All words ending in underlying /t/ or /d/

were measured for preceding vowel duration, closure duration, and burst duration.

Vowel duration was measured starting at the onset of F2 and ending at the offset

of F2 (Cho and McQueen, 2005). The closure period began at the offset of F2 and

ended at the plosive burst, which was signalled by a rapid change in amplitude. The

burst duration included the transient release spike and any following aspiration. The

end of the burst duration was the point at which the amplitude of the waveform was

identical to that of the background noise.
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Measurements were analyzed separately by phonological vowel length. Each

speaker’s mean, maximum, and minimum values of each measurement by vowel

length were recorded. For each measurement with each speaker, the 95th and 5th

percentiles were calculated and used as the continua endpoints. Since average dura-

tional differences between underlying voicing are small, this method was used to

create a realistic range of vowel duration measurements with a noticeable difference

between each continuum step, based on the methods of Warner et al. (2004).

After the measurement endpoints were calculated, three equidistant steps were

calculated in between, for a total of five steps per continuum. For each speaker, a

clear, modal token of /VAt/ and /ra:t/ was chosen as the base tokens. Vowel, closure,

and burst durations were manipulated with a duration tier in Praat (Boersma and

Weenink, 2019). All manipulated tokens were then normalized for intensity at 70 dB.

Measurements for each cue, step, and speaker are given to the nearest millisecond in

Table 4.3.

4.3.2 Analysis

A total of 2,250 tokens were collected in the production task: 1,000 from the word list

(20 tokens x 2 repetitions x 25 participants) and 1,250 from the reading passages (10

tokens x 5 repetitions x 25 participants). All tokens were annotated and then aligned

using the Montreal Forced Aligner (McAuliffe et al., 2017), and segment boundaries

were hand-corrected in Praat (Boersma and Weenink, 2019) by two research assis-

tants, and checked by the author. The preceding vowel, plosive closure, and plosive

burst durations were measured with a Praat script, following the same measurement

criteria outlined above in perception token creation. Fifty-seven tokens were excluded

because the plosive was lenited to a fricative, 10 were excluded because the recording

was unclear, and 2 were lost because the recorder was not yet started. An additional
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Table 4.3: Approximate measurements in milliseconds for each word-final
continuum step.

speaker code measurement 1 2 3 4 5
/VAt/-/VAd/

F20
vowel 117 135 153 172 190
closure 74 97 120 144 167
burst 64 84 105 125 145

M20
vowel 88 105 121 138 154
closure 44 57 71 84 97
burst 82 107 132 157 182

F60
vowel 87 109 132 155 177
closure 39 53 67 81 95
burst 52 80 108 136 164

M60
vowel 108 127 146 164 183
closure 45 57 69 80 92
burst 139 167 195 224 252
/raat/-/raad/

F20
vowel 229 255 280 306 331
closure 46 61 76 91 106
burst 80 98 117 135 154

M20
vowel 160 183 207 230 253
closure 36 50 64 78 92
burst 92 116 139 163 187

F60
vowel 168 204 240 277 313
closure 37 53 69 85 101
burst 44 70 96 122 148

M60
vowel 225 251 277 302 328
closure 31 45 59 73 87
burst 140 163 186 209 232
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76 burst durations from the reading passages were excluded because the plosive was

unreleased.

To examine the effects of the durational cues on phonological voicing, mixed-

effects linear regression models were fitted separately for each cue and phonological

vowel length. All models had the same fixed effects, which were underlying voicing

(voiced or voiceless), task (word list or reading passage), the interaction of voicing

and task, participant group (A or B), speaker age group (younger or older), speaker

gender (female or male), and speaker age group and gender interaction. Participant

number and token were included as random effects. All models were fitted using the

lmer function of the lme4 package (Bates et al., 2015) in R (R Core Team, 2013).

All responses in the perception task were coded as 0 if the participant chose the

voiceless option (wat or raat), and 1 if they chose the voiced option (wad or raad).

Each continuum was separately fitted with a mixed-effects logistic regression model

with the glmer function (Bates et al., 2015) in a step-up-step-down procedure, with

the dependent variable being token choice (0 or 1).

4.3.3 Results

Production

When averaged across all speakers, the preceding vowel duration varied by phono-

logical length, the underlying voicing of the plosive, and task. Underlying voicing

was significant in phonologically long vowels, but not short vowels (see Table 4.6 for

the full output of the regression model). First, phonologically short vowels were on

average 102 ms before /d/ and 101 ms before /t/, suggesting a complete neutralization

of that cue in both the word list and the reading passages. There was a significant dif-

ference between vowel duration in younger and older speakers (p=0.0058), as younger
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Table 4.4: Average durational measurements by speaker group for phono-
logically short vowels. Preceding vowel, closure, and burst durations are given in
milliseconds.

word list reading passages
speaker group Vd Vt difference Vd Vt difference

vowel duration
younger females 150 150 0 93 93 0
younger males 128 124 4 88 88 0
older females 100 94 6 89 90 0
older males 94 93 1 75 76 1

closure duration
younger females 97 93 4 49 52 3
younger males 80 85 5 49 55 6
older females 111 111 0 65 73 8
older males 79 77 2 54 59 5

burst duration
younger females 213 215 2 51 60 9
younger males 170 172 2 54 61 7
older females 174 177 3 59 70 11
older males 177 174 3 64 72 8

speakers had longer mean vowel durations, but this did not interact with underlying

voicing. Phonologically long vowels had an average duration of 197 ms before /d/

and 188 ms before /t/, which was significant. This effect was seen in both the word

list and the reading passages for younger female speakers, but only the word list

for the remaining speaker groups. Finally, phonologically short and long vowels were

overall significantly longer in duration in the word list than in the reading passages

(p<2e-16). All cue measurements by demographic group are given in Table 4.4 for

phonologically short vowels and Table 4.5 for phonologically long vowels.

Neither plosive closure nor burst was significantly different by underlying voicing.

Burst duration was significantly different by task, as bursts were longer in the word
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Table 4.5: Average durational measurements by speaker group for phono-
logically long vowels. Preceding vowel, closure, and burst durations are given in
milliseconds.

word list reading passages
speaker group V:d V:t difference V:d V:t difference

vowel duration
younger females 266 259 7 177 160 17
younger males 243 224 19 151 149 2
older females 217 207 10 169 170 1
older males 197 181 16 150 151 1

closure duration
younger females 87 87 0 39 44 5
younger males 72 81 9 46 51 5
older females 98 100 2 53 64 11
older males 72 73 1 42 52 10

burst duration
younger females 195 194 1 57 54 3
younger males 151 166 15 52 60 8
older females 178 170 8 63 72 9
older males 194 179 15 61 67 6

list than the reading passages (p=0.0322), but this did not interact with underlying

voicing. Finally, participant group was not significant for any cue, so it did not make

a difference which reading passages each participant read. The output of the linear

regression models fitted to the closure duration is given in Table 4.7, and Table 4.8

gives the output of the models fitted to the burst duration.

Perception

Continua 1-3: Single cue manipulation

In the first three sets of continua, one cue at a time was manipulated from shortest

duration (step 1) to longest duration (step 5), with an intermediate duration in the
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Table 4.6: Fixed effects for predicting preceding vowel duration in Dutch.

Short vowels
Fixed effect Estimate Std error t-value p-value
(Intercept) 111.200 7.487 14.853 4.68e-14***

underlyingly voiceless -2.665 3.865 -0.690 0.5008
task: passage -33.590 1.686 -19.920 < 2e-16***

underlyingly voiceless * task: passage 3.390 2.380 1.424 0.1546
participant group: B 1.456 5.982 0.243 0.8101
speaker age: younger 26.587 8.606 3.089 0.0058**
speaker gender: male -9.383 8.921 -1.052 0.3055

sp. age: younger * sp. gender: male -5.231 11.887 -0.440 0.6646
Long vowels

Fixed effect Estimate Std error t-value p-value
(Intercept) 224.115 11.938 18.774 3.12e-15***

underlyingly voiceless -11.900 4.413 -2.697 0.0072**
task: passage -71.072 4.387 -16.202 < 2e-16***

underlyingly voiceless * task: passage 8.464 6.092 1.389 0.1653
participant group: B 9.340 9.871 0.946 0.3552
speaker age: younger 24.634 14.323 1.720 0.1007
speaker gender: male -19.839 14.827 -1.338 0.1958

sp. age: younger * sp. gender: male 3.821 19.768 0.193 0.8487
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Table 4.7: Fixed effects for predicting word-final plosive closure duration
in Dutch.

Short vowels
Fixed effect Estimate Std error t-value p-value
(Intercept) 60.76168 83.95540 0.724 0.474

underlyingly voiceless -0.07538 78.66390 -0.001 0.999
task: passage 33.63863 54.08439 0.622 0.534

underlyingly voiceless * task: passage 69.06467 76.33693 0.905 0.366
participant group: B -28.33484 58.82992 -0.482 0.634
speaker age: younger 28.28599 80.13037 0.353 0.728
speaker gender: male 10.31274 83.32918 0.124 0.903

sp. age: younger * sp. gender: male 75.00006 110.91365 0.676 0.506
Long vowels

Fixed effect Estimate Std error t-value p-value
(Intercept) 66.64 60.20 1.387 0.171

underlyingly voiceless 3.36 45.76 0.073 0.941
task: passage -40.23 45.46 -0.885 0.377

underlyingly voiceless * task: passage 64.03 63.16 1.014 0.311
participant group: B 27.71 33.33 0.831 0.413
speaker age: younger 42.25 47.83 0.883 0.385
speaker gender: male -21.79 49.14 -0.444 0.661

sp. age: younger * sp. gender: male -36.56 65.79 -0.556 0.583
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Table 4.8: Fixed effects for predicting word-final plosive burst duration in
Dutch.

Short vowels
Fixed Effects Estimate Std error t-value p-value
(Intercept) 80.2707 148.1165 0.542 0.5920

underlyingly voiceless 0.8975 94.2721 0.010 0.9924
task: passage 193.7580 90.3744 2.144 0.0322*

underlyingly voiceless * task: passage -43.7659 127.5102 -0.343 0.7315
participant group: B -152.3225 116.0149 -1.313 0.2035
speaker age: younger 151.4434 167.3774 0.905 0.3761

gender: male 75.7905 173.8341 0.436 0.6674
age group: younger * gender: male 166.4198 231.4806 0.719 0.4803

Long vowels
Fixed effect Estimate Std error t-value p-value
(Intercept) 66.64 48.05 1.387 0.171

underlyingly voiceless 3.36 45.76 0.073 0.941
task: passage -40.23 45.46 -0.885 0.377

underlyingly voiceless * task: passage 64.03 63.16 1.014 0.311
participant group: B 27.71 33.33 0.831 0.413
speaker age: younger 42.25 47.83 0.883 0.385
speaker gender: male -21.79 49.14 -0.444 0.661

sp. age: younger * sp. gender: male -36.56 65.79 -0.556 0.583
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middle of the continuum (step 3). To assess how a manipulated cue affected underlying

voicing perception, the two other cues were held stable at at an intermediate and thus

ambiguous duration. All three continua types had significant effects of continuum (wat

or raat), as the raat continua were overall more likely to be perceived as underlyingly

voiced. Participant group was not significant, so the reading passage tokens from the

production portion did not effect listeners’ perception.

Vowel duration was the most significant cue to underlying voicing. In the first set

of continua, where preceding vowel duration was manipulated, there were significant

differences between each durational step (see Table 4.9 for the full model output).

Figure 4.1 shows the participants’ responses to wat and raat continua with manip-

ulated vowel duration. The mean percent that participants chose the voiced option

(i.e. wad or raad) is given on the y-axis, and durational steps are on the x-axis from

low (1) to high (5). Longer vowel durations correspond to higher levels of /voiced/

tokens chosen: 45% of responses to step 1 of raat chose the /voiced/ option, and 72%

of responses to step 5 chose the /voiced/ option. For wat, 27% of responses chose the

/voiced/ option at step 1 compared to 46% at step 5. The effect of preceding vowel

duration was thus larger for the phonologically long vowel. In terms of social factors,

listener age and gender were not significant, but there were significant differences by

speaker voice (F60: p=0.008; M60: p=0.0495), though there were no clear patterns by

speaker age or gender. Figure 4.2 shows responses to each individual speaker voice.

The second set of continua manipulated only the closure duration. The results of

these continua show that closure duration is weakly related to underlying voicing;

there was only a significant difference between the continua endpoints (p=0.01915),

but not any other steps. Table 4.10 contains the full output of the logistic regression

model. The significant effect of closure was largely carried by the raat continuum;

Figure 4.3 shows that the shortest raat closure duration was associated with under-
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Figure 4.1: Perception of continua with artificially-manipulated preceding
vowel duration. Duration ranged from shortest length (1) to longest (5) in equal
steps. Closure and burst durations were held stable at an ambiguous duration.
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Figure 4.2: Perception of continua with artificially-manipulated preceding
vowel duration, separated by speaker voice. Duration ranged from shortest
length (1) to longest (5) in equal steps. Closure and burst durations were held stable
at an ambiguous duration.
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Table 4.9: Output of the logistic regression model fitted to continuum type
1. Only vowel duration was manipulated.

Fixed effect Estimate Std error z-value p-value
(Intercept) -0.15837 0.37156 -0.426 0.669930

step 2 0.44058 0.13594 3.241 0.001191**
step 3 0.86524 0.13907 6.222 4.92e-10***
step 4 1.15086 0.14271 8.064 7.38e-16***
step 5 1.33477 0.14578 9.156 <2e-16***

continuum: wat -0.84511 0.14231 -5.939 2.88e-09***
step 2 * continuum: wat -0.20727 0.19929 -1.040 0.298317
step 3 * continuum: wat -0.54116 0.20078 -2.695 0.007033**
step 4 * continuum: wat -0.69932 0.20254 -3.453 0.000555***
step 5 * continuum: wat -0.45306 0.20335 -2.228 0.025884*
listener age: younger 0.25344 0.46665 0.543 0.587047
listener gender: male -0.90287 0.48581 -1.858 0.063099 .

l. age: younger * l. gender: male 0.77958 0.64621 1.206 0.227668
speaker: F60 -0.23562 0.08945 -2.634 0.008436**
speaker: M20 -0.03461 0.09054 -0.382 0.702259
speaker: M60 0.17535 0.08929 1.964 0.049541*

lying voicing (64% of responses were /voiced/), and the longest closure duration was

associated with underlying voicelessness (58% of responses were /voiced/). However,

wat showed the opposite effect, as 32% of responses were /voiced/ at the shortest

closure step, and 36% were /voiced/ at the longest closure step. Listener age was a

significant effect on underlying voicing, as younger participants were significantly more

likely to hear a stimulus as /voiced/. Additionally, there were significant differences

between speaker F20 and the two male speakers, as the male speakers overall were

more likely to be perceived as /voiced/. Perception of the 20-year-old male speaker in

particular did not appear to be influenced by closure duration, as nearly all responses

were at chance. Figure 4.4 shows the mean percentage of /voiced/ responses to each

speaker by continuum.
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Figure 4.3: Perception of continua with artificially-manipulated closure
duration. Duration ranged from shortest length (1) to longest (5) in equal steps.
Preceding vowel and burst durations were held stable at an ambiguous duration.
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Figure 4.4: Perception of continua with artificially-manipulated closure
duration by speaker voice. Duration ranged from shortest length (1) to longest (5)
in equal steps. Preceding vowel and burst durations were held stable at an ambiguous
duration.
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Table 4.10: Output of the logistic regression model fitted to continuum
type 2. Only plosive closure duration was manipulated.

Fixed effect Estimate Std error z-value p-value
(Intercept) 0.42649 0.39420 1.082 0.27930

step 2 -0.02102 0.14500 -0.145 0.88474
step 3 -0.04194 0.14480 -0.290 0.77207
step 4 -0.16512 0.14369 -1.149 0.25048
step 5 -0.33387 0.14252 -2.343 0.01915*

continuum: wat -1.57057 0.14581 -10.771 < 2e-16***
step 2 * continuum: wat 0.45116 0.20291 2.223 0.02619*
step 3 * continuum: wat 0.14574 0.20430 0.713 0.47563
step 4 * continuum: wat 0.34003 0.20309 1.674 0.09408 .
step 5 * continuum: wat 0.54887 0.20206 2.716 0.00660**

group: B -0.01894 0.37174 -0.051 0.95936
listener age: younger 0.74101 0.37223 1.991 0.04651*
listener gender: male -0.66491 0.36963 -1.799 0.07204 .

speaker: F60 -0.16038 0.08956 -1.791 0.07333 .
speaker: M20 0.26201 0.09085 2.884 0.00393**
speaker: M60 0.42884 0.08983 4.774 1.81e-06***

The third continuum manipulated the plosive burst length. The results of the

perception task show that burst duration was not a significant cue for underlying

voicing; the percent of /voiced/ responses to the stimuli fell within 5% of each other

at each step. The perception of the raat continuum was significantly different from

the wat continuum (p=1.04e-15), as responses to the raat continuum were /voiced/

nearly twice as often. Figure 4.5 shows that responses ranged from 62-66% /voiced/

for the raat continuum in comparison to 33-38% for the wat continuum. The full

output of the regression model is given in Table 4.11.
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Figure 4.5: Perception of continua with artificially-manipulated burst
duration. Duration ranged from shortest length (1) to longest (5) in equal steps.
Preceding vowel and closure durations were held stable at an ambiguous duration.

Continua 4-6: Two cue manipulation

In continua types 4-6, two cues were manipulated at a time while the third cue was

held constant. The two changing cues were also in conflict to see if one cue is weighted

more highly than another; for example, the longest vowel duration (signalling voicing)

is paired with the longest closure duration (signalling voicelessness), so if speakers

tend to perceive that token as underlyingly voiced, then it can be inferred that vowel

duration is weighted more heavily than closure duration in perception. In all three

continua types, there was a significant difference by continuum (wat versus raat),

as all tokens of raat were more often perceived as voiced than tokens of wat, and

a significant difference by gender, as female listeners more often perceived a token

as /voiced/ than male speakers. Overall, the results of continua types 4-6 suggest

that preceding vowel duration is the most highly weighted cue in signalling word-final

underlying voicing.
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Table 4.11: Output of the logistic regression model fitted to continuum
type 3. Only plosive burst duration was manipulated.

Fixed effect Estimate Std error z-value p-value
(Intercept) 0.506336 0.372506 1.359 0.17406

step 2 0.171742 0.142161 1.208 0.22701
step 3 0.079854 0.141226 0.565 0.57178
step 4 0.039719 0.140859 0.282 0.77796
step 5 0.192472 0.142395 1.352 0.17648

continuum: wat -1.121594 0.139813 -8.022 1.04e-15***
step 2 * continuum: wat -0.337745 0.199379 -1.694 0.09027 .
step 3 * continuum: wat -0.265825 0.198847 -1.337 0.18128
step 4 * continuum: wat -0.097621 0.197820 -0.493 0.62167
step 5 * continuum: wat -0.418665 0.199965 -2.094 0.03629*

group: B 0.004941 0.303594 0.016 0.98701
listener age: younger 0.343874 0.438848 0.784 0.43328
listener gender: male -0.905982 0.457314 -1.981 0.04758*

l. age: younger * l. gender: male 0.731930 0.608009 1.204 0.22866
speaker: F60 -0.067125 0.088846 -0.756 0.44993
speaker: M20 0.081146 0.090161 0.900 0.36812
speaker: M60 0.272991 0.089058 3.065 0.00217**

Continuum type 4 held vowel duration steady and manipulated the closure and

burst. There were no significant differences by step (Table 4.12), and the mean per-

centage of responses that were /voiced/ was at chance for all steps. This suggests that

neither closure nor burst duration is ranked above the other, and given the results

of continua types 1-3, they have a minimal effect on the perception of underlying

voicing.

The fifth continuum had preceding vowel duration and burst duration in conflict.

There were significant differences by continuum step (Table 4.13); Figure 4.6 shows

that shorter vowel lengths are associated with fewer /voiced/ responses, and longer

vowel lengths are associated with more /voiced/ responses. An increase in burst dura-
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Table 4.12: Output of the logistic regression model fitted to continuum
type 4. Both closure and burst durations were manipulated, and preceding vowel
duration was held steady.

Fixed effect Estimate Std error z-value p-value
(Intercept) 6.194e-01 3.668e-01 1.689 0.09127 .
burst step 2 -7.314e-06 9.991e-02 0.000 0.99994
burst step 3 -5.494e-02 9.990e-02 -0.550 0.58237
burst step 4 -9.989e-03 9.991e-02 -0.100 0.92036
burst step 5 -1.998e-02 9.991e-02 -0.200 0.84148

continuum: wat -1.344e+00 6.418e-02 -20.939 < 2e-16***
listener age: younger 3.434e-01 4.382e-01 0.784 0.43322
listener gender: male -9.051e-01 4.567e-01 -1.982 0.04750*

speaker: F60 -6.705e-02 8.879e-02 -0.755 0.45016
speaker: M20 8.104e-02 9.010e-02 0.899 0.36844
speaker: M60 2.726e-01 8.900e-02 3.063 0.00219**
group: B 4.999e-03 3.032e-01 0.016 0.98685

l. age: younger * l. gender: male 7.312e-01 6.072e-01 1.204 0.22847

tion is unable to overpower the effect of the preceding vowel duration, with possibly

one exception of speaker M20. At step 4 in the wat continuum, 60% of responses were

/voiced/, and at step 5, the longest burst duration, 51% of responses were /voiced/.

In all other cases, the preceding vowel duration appears to be more highly weighted

than the burst duration. Of the four speakers, the 60-year-old female speaker (F60)

had the strongest relationship between vowel length and underlying voicing.

The final continuum type had preceding vowel and plosive closure duration in

conflict, while the burst duration was held steady. Continuum step was significant

(Table 4.14), and vowel duration appeared to be more highly weighted than closure

duration. As vowel length increased, so did the perception of underlying voicing.

Figure 4.6 shows the percentage of /voiced/ responses for each speaker and continuum.

There were significant differences by speaker, and as with the previous continuum
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Figure 4.6: Perception of continua with artificially-manipulated vowel and
burst durations. Duration ranged from shortest length (1) to longest (5) in equal
steps. The plosive closure was held stable at an ambiguous duration.

Table 4.13: Output of the logistic regression model fitted to continuum
type 5. Both preceding vowel duration and plosive burst duration were manipulated,
and closure duration was held steady.

Fixed effect Estimate Std error z-value p-value
(Intercept) -0.02955 0.36723 -0.080 0.93587

step 2 0.68751 0.13744 5.002 5.67e-07***
step 3 0.88570 0.13925 6.361 2.01e-10***
step 4 1.03101 0.14096 7.314 2.59e-13***
step 5 1.33314 0.14559 9.157 < 2e-16***

continuum: wat -1.00872 0.14526 -6.944 3.80e-12***
step 2 * continuum: wat -0.54911 0.20481 -2.681 0.00734**
step 3 * continuum: wat -0.37942 0.20288 -1.870 0.06146 .
step 4 * continuum: wat -0.22624 0.20259 -1.117 0.26412
step 5 * continuum: wat -0.22355 0.20517 -1.090 0.27590

group: B 0.01732 0.30011 0.058 0.95397
listener age: younger 0.18137 0.43316 0.419 0.67543
listener gender: male -1.11960 0.45227 -2.476 0.01330*

l. age: younger * l. gender: male 0.86648 0.60071 1.442 0.14918
speaker: F60 -0.45247 0.09024 -5.014 5.33e-07***
speaker: M20 0.02729 0.09084 0.300 0.76387
speaker: M60 0.21704 0.08972 2.419 0.01556*
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Figure 4.7: Perception of continua with artificially-manipulated vowel and
closure durations. Duration ranged from shortest length (1) to longest (5) in equal
steps. The plosive burst was held stable at an ambiguous duration.

type, the burst duration had the largest effect on the perception of the 60-year-old

female speaker voice.

In the final two continua types, where vowel duration was in conflict with the

closure and burst, respectively, there was an interesting pattern with listener age

group. This did not reach significance, but overall, vowel duration had a larger effect

on the perception of underlying voicing in younger listeners. Figure 4.8 shows the

responses to the continua by age group, with continuum 5 (vowel x closure) shown

above continuum 6 (vowel x burst). In both cases, the perception of the tokens as

/voiced/ nearly doubled for younger listeners from step 1 to step 5 of vowel length.

In comparison, the perception of voicing only increased in older listeners by 30%

(closure continuum) and 50% (burst continuum). It is also noteworthy how similar the
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Table 4.14: Output of the logistic regression model fitted to continuum type
6. The preceding vowel duration and plosive closure duration were manipulated, and
burst duration was held steady.

Fixed effect Estimate Std error z-value p-value
(Intercept) -0.006095 0.381038 -0.016 0.987239

step 2 0.450994 0.136150 3.312 0.000925***
step 3 0.868468 0.139353 6.232 4.60e-10***
step 4 1.122773 0.142610 7.873 3.46e-15***
step 5 0.919812 0.139927 6.574 4.91e-11***

continuum: wat -1.374135 0.152880 -8.988 < 2e-16***
step 2 * continuum: wat 0.218900 0.207637 1.054 0.291771
step 3 * continuum: wat -0.014996 0.208369 -0.072 0.942626
step 4 * continuum: wat -0.065356 0.209471 -0.312 0.755037
step 5 * continuum: wat 0.518496 0.206870 2.506 0.012197*

group: B 0.063724 0.312391 0.204 0.838362
listener age: younger 0.150717 0.450841 0.334 0.738151
listener gender: male -1.152699 0.471450 -2.445 0.014485*

l. age: younger * l. gender: male 0.907535 0.625877 1.450 0.147052
speaker: F60 -0.386303 0.089962 -4.294 1.75e-05***
speaker: M20 -0.124432 0.090744 -1.371 0.170299
speaker: M60 0.256374 0.089599 2.861 0.004218**
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percentage of /voiced/ responses are between continua types 5 and 6, demonstrating

a consistency in the effect of preceding vowel duration as a cue to underlying voicing.

4.3.4 Discussion

Preceding vowel duration can still be used as a cue to word-final voicing in Dutch,

both in perception and production. However, the strength of this cue appears to be

weakening overall; while younger listeners appear to use it more in the perception of

continua types 5 and 6, where both vowel duration and another cue was manipulated,

there were no differences in the continua where only vowel duration was manipulated.

Additionally, while the preceding vowel duration was a significant predictor in the per-

ception of underlying voicing, this effect was greater for phonologically long vowels.

In production, the preceding vowel duration was also only significantly different by

underlying voicing in phonologically long vowels, not short vowels. Overall, it appears

that in the process of neutralization in Dutch, cue durational differences are neutral-

izing more quickly in short vowels.

The differences by phonological vowel length also extended to closure: closure dura-

tion was not significant in production, but it was very weakly significant in perception

(significant difference between continuum steps 1 and 5) with the phonologically long

vowel continuum. Meanwhile, burst duration was not significant in either perception

or production. As plosive closure and burst durations no longer reliably signal under-

lying voicing, and vowel duration is weakening, the word-final neutralization appears

to be heading towards completion.

When these results are compared to previous studies, a pattern arises in the neu-

tralization process. Warner et al. (2004) found that both vowel and closure durations

were significant in production. In perception, vowel duration was significant, and clo-

sure was significant only with phonologically long vowels. In the present study, it
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Figure 4.8: Perception of continua types 5 and 6 by age group.
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appears that the closure cue had neutralized in production and in the perception of

plosives with preceding short vowels. The closure cue had a very weak effect in the

perception of words with phonologically long vowels. Additionally, vowel duration is

now only significant in phonologically long vowels in production, and while it is sig-

nificant in perception, it has a greater effect for phonologically long vowels. Overall,

there is a pattern of neutralization occurring first in phonologically short vowels and

then in phonologically long vowels. There is also a mismatch between perception and

production, as one cue can neutralize in one way but still be maintained in the other.

Finally, both Warner et al. (2004) and this study did not find significant differences

in burst durations, contrary to Ernestus and Baayen (2006). However, Ernestus and

Baayen (2006) only measured a single speaker, which affects the comparability of the

study.

Although word-final voicing neutralization in Dutch appears to be moving towards

completion, the hypotheses that there would be differences by age and gender were not

borne out. In production, there were differences in mean preceding vowel duration by

age group, but this did not interact with underlying voicing. In perception, younger

speakers consistently perceived tokens as /voiced/ more often than older speakers,

but this again did not interact with the manipulated cues and underlying voicing. It

could be that age and gender differences were present at earlier stages of neutraliza-

tion, but as the cues are nearly completely neutralized, demographic differences have

disappeared. More research is needed on age and gender in relation to incomplete

neutralization to better understand the full neutralization process.

Finally, both Warner et al. (2004) and Ernestus and Baayen (2006) suggested that

incomplete neutralization in Dutch is a tool to help lexical disambiguation, and thus

arises as a task effect. In comparing the word list and the reading passages, there

were significant differences in cue duration by task, but these did not interact with
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underlying voicing. The effects of incomplete neutralization were still found in the

reading passages, and in some instances, the differences were even larger in the reading

passages in comparison to the word list. This suggests that incomplete neutralization

may not arise only for disambiguation purposes, but rather cue durations are a part

of the overall phonological representation.

4.4 Word-initial voicing

4.4.1 Stimuli

In the production task, stimuli were 20 monosyllabic (near-)minimal pairs beginning

with /p,b/ and /t,d/, balanced by the following vowel. The minimal pairs are given

in Table 4.15.

Table 4.15: (Near-)minimal pairs in the production task.

voiceless voiced
piek /pik/ ‘peak’ biecht /bixt/ ‘confess’
perk /pErk/ ‘limit’ berk /bErk/ ‘birch tree’
pad /pAd/ ‘trail’ bad /bAd/ ‘bath’
pol /pOl/ ‘patch of grass’ bol /bOl/ ‘ball’
poel /pul/ ‘puddle’ boel /bul/ ‘crowd’
tien /tin/ ‘ten’ dien /din/ ‘be of service’
telg /tElx/ ‘descendent’ delg /dElx/ ‘pay off debts’
tal /tAl/ ‘quantity’ dal /dAl/ ‘valley’
tol /tOl/ ‘top’ dol /dOl/ ‘crazy’
toe /tu/ ‘shut’ doel /dul/ ‘goal’

The perception task had two sets of artificially-manipulated continua that varied

by the amount of prevoicing and the following vowel’s f0. The bilabial set was made

with /pAd/ ‘trail’ and /bAd/ ‘bath,’ with a natural utterance of /pAd/ from a native

speaker as the base. The alveolar set was made with /tAl/ ‘quantity’ and /dAl/ ‘valley,’

with /tAl/ as the base. In continuum types 1-3, one cue was held constant and one was

manipulated in five equal steps. In the fourth type of continuum, both cues changed
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and were in conflict (i.e. highest f0 was paired with 100% prevoicing). Descriptions

of the continua are given below:

1. No prevoicing; f0 changes from low (step 1) to high (step 5)

2. Full prevoicing; f0 changes from low (step 1) to high (step 5)

3. Prevoicing changes from 0% (step 1) to 100% (step 5); f0 is constant and at
mid-range

4. Prevoicing and f0 conflict:

• 0% prevoicing and low pitch

• 25% prevoicing and medium-low pitch

• 50% prevoicing and medium pitch

• 75% prevoicing and medium-high pitch

• 100% prevoicing and high pitch

The tokens were created based on the recordings of the four aforementioned native

speakers of Dutch. The four speaker’s word list productions were analyzed and the

duration of any prevoicing was measured. Means and ranges were calculated for each

individual speaker. For each token, the f0 of the following vowel was measured at 10%

increments throughout the vowel. The highest f0 at onset associated with a clear,

modal token of /pAd/ and /tAl/ was selected for each speaker. Similarly, the lowest f0

at onset associated with a clear, modal token of /bAd/ and /dAl/ was selected for each

speaker. The two tokens (per speaker) were normalized for duration, and the entire

vowel contour from the highest f0 at onset was used as the fifth step of continuum

type 1. This became the base token. Using Praat’s Pitch Synchronous Overlap and

Add function, the pitch tier was extracted from the base token and replaced with

the pitch tier of the token with the lowest f0 at onset, creating the bottom step of

continuum type 1. Three equidistant steps were calculated and created between the
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Table 4.16: Speaker measurements used to create word-initial continua.

speaker base token lowest onset f0 highest onset f0 ave prevoicing

F20 pad 102 Hz 229 Hz 86 mstal 111 Hz 246 Hz

M20 pad 94 Hz 132 Hz 86 mstal 102 Hz 131 Hz

F60 pad 142 Hz 229 Hz 98 mstal 129 Hz 274 Hz

M60 pad 87 Hz 144 Hz 123 mstal 94 Hz 164 Hz

two ends, totalling five steps in the continua. The lowest (step 1) and highest (step

5) f0 for each base token and each speaker are given in Table 4.16.

To create continuum type 2, the prevoicing continuum, each speaker’s mean pre-

voicing duration in milliseconds was calculated. A token of /bAd/ and /dAl/ with

clear prevoicing was selected from each speaker. The duration of the prevoicing was

scaled to be the speaker’s mean (Table 4.16), and this was spliced onto all steps of

the first continuum. This resulted in continua where f0 changed from low to high, and

there was 100% prevoicing at every step.

The third continuum had prevoicing changing while f0 was held constant. Each

speaker’s prevoicing from continuum 2 was spliced onto the third step of the f0 con-

tinua (type 1) of /pAd/ or /tAl/, respectively. This token became step 5 of the pre-

voicing continuum, as prevoicing was at 100% and f0 was mid-range and ambiguous.

The duration of prevoicing was scaled down for each step in 25% increments, creating

a continuum from no prevoicing to full prevoicing (0-25%-50%-75%-100%), with f0

held at an ambiguous level.
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To create the fourth continuum, where prevoicing and f0 conflict, scaled prevoicing

durations from continuum 3 were spliced onto the tokens from the first continuum,

where f0 changed.

4.4.2 Analysis

The production task yielded 2,000 tokens (40 per participant x 25 participants x 2

tasks), which were annotated and then aligned using the Montreal Forced Aligner

(McAuliffe et al., 2017). Segment boundaries were hand-corrected in Praat (Boersma

and Weenink, 2019). Underlyingly voiced plosives were coded as to whether or not

there was any prevoicing. Following the methods of Slis and Cohen (1969) and van

Alphen and Smits (2004), prevoicing was determined to begin at the start of vis-

ible periodic voicing, no matter the amplitude, and the end of prevoicing was indi-

cated by the plosive burst. To analyze devoicing, a mixed-effects logistic regression

model was fitted using the glmer function of the lme4 package (Bates et al., 2015)

in R (R Core Team, 2013), with the dependent variable being voicing (voiced=0,

devoiced=1). Participant number was included as a random effect. Fixed effects were

place of articulation (bilabial/alveolar), task (word list/reading passages), speaker

age (younger/older), speaker gender (female/male), and the interaction between age

and gender. A separate model was fitted just for the reading passages with preceding

environment as a fixed effect (vowel/sonorant consonant/obstruent/pause).

The vowels following the initial plosives were measured for f0 at 11 time points

from onset to offset, totalling 22,000 measurements. A total of 395 measurement

points were excluded because the Praat pitch tracking algorithm was unable to deter-

mine an f0. All f0 measurements were then analyzed by gender, with group means

and standard deviations calculated. Outliers beyond 2.5 standard deviations for each

gender group were excluded. All f0 measurements were then z-normalized based on
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an R script from Brunelle et al. (2020). Following their methodology, z-normalized f0

values were then converted back into Hertz-like measurements for readability. This

was done using the mean and standard deviation for all speakers (group mean + z-

score * group SD, see Brunelle et al. 2020:8). A mixed-effects linear regression model

was then fitted to the data using the lmer function of the lme4 package (Bates et al.,

2015), with normalized f0 as the dependent variable. Fixed effects were realization

(voiced/devoiced/voiceless), place of articulation, task, speaker age, speaker gender,

and the interaction between speaker age and gender.

The perception task was analyzed as follows. Each individual participant response

in the two-alternative forced choice task was coded as 0 if the participant chose the

voiceless option (pad or tal), and 1 if they chose the voiced option (bad or dal). Each

continuum was separately fitted with a mixed-effects logistic regression model in a

step-up-step-down procedure, with the dependent variable being token choice (0 or

1).

4.4.3 Results

Production

The number of underlyingly voiced plosives that were produced with no prevoicing

was significantly different by task (p=0.0001): 14% of tokens were devoiced in the word

list (69 of 500), and 7% were devoiced in the reading passages (35 of 500). There was

variation between individuals and between age and gender groups. Overall, younger

female speakers had the highest devoicing rate, then younger male speakers, then

older male speakers (see Table 4.17). Only one token from the older female speaker

group was devoiced, and that was in the reading passages. Individual devoicing rates

ranged from 0% to 70% in the word list and 0% to 45% in the reading passages
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Table 4.17: Percent of tokens devoiced in both Dutch production tasks.

speaker group word list devoicing rate passage devoicing rate
younger female speakers 25.00% 16.43%
younger male speakers 16.43% 5.71%
older female speakers 0% 1.00%
older male speakers 9.17% 2.50%

Table 4.18: Fixed effects in the logistic regression model fitted to predict
word-initial devoicing.

Fixed effect Estimate Std Error z-value p-value
(Intercept) -5.3527 1.2077 -4.432 9.34e-06***
poa: bilabial -0.4723 0.2366 -1.996 0.045943*
task: passage -0.9287 0.2436 -3.813 0.000137***

participant group: B 0.2505 0.5797 0.432 0.665667
speaker age: younger 4.2114 1.2644 3.331 0.000866***
speaker gender: male 2.6019 1.3063 1.992 0.046384*

sp. age: young * sp. gender: male -3.5605 1.4825 -2.402 0.016322*

(Figure 4.9). There was a significant difference between gender groups (p=0.046), as

female speakers had higher rates of devoicing in both tasks in comparison to male

speakers. Age was also significant (p=0.0009), as younger speakers were more likely

to devoice than older speakers. Each participant’s means by task were compared

with a Pearson’s Correlation test, which showed that participants’ means by task are

positively correlated (r(32)=0.63, p=0.0007304); higher rates of devoicing in the word

list are correlated with higher rates of devoicing in the reading passages. Finally, there

was a significant difference between bilabial and alveolar plosives (p=0.046): 12% of

alveolars were devoiced, and 9% of bilabials were devoiced. The full output of the

logistic regression model is given in Table 4.18.
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Figure 4.9: Percent of underlyingly voiced tokens produced without pre-
voicing in the word list (left) and the reading passages (right). Each dot
represents one participant.

In a separate model fitted to just the reading passages, the effects of preceding

environment were assessed. Only a preceding sonorant consonant was significant: an

underlyingly voiced plosive was more likely to be prevoiced when following a sonorant.

While not significant, a preceding vowel favored the maintenance of prevoicing, and a

preceding pause favored devoicing. The full results of the reading passage model are

given in Table 4.19.

Normalized f0 trajectories of the vowel following the plosive are shown in Figure

4.10. In both tasks, the f0 following a voiceless plosive is consistently higher than the f0

following a voiced plosive, from vowel onset (time point 1) to vowel offset (time point

11). Following a devoiced stop, the f0 at onset is at an intermediate position, between

that of voiceless and fully voiced plosives. At 10% of the way through the vowel (time

point 2), the f0 drops below the mean f0 for fully voiced plosives, and it remains lower

for the duration of the vowel. The differences between the realizations at vowel onset

were all significant (Table 4.20). There were also significant differences by place of

articulation (p=7.27e-0), as alveolars overall had higher f0 values at onset, and by
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Table 4.19: Fixed effects in the logistic regression model fitted to just the
reading passage data.

Fixed effect Estimate Std error z-value p-value
(Intercept) -0.6687 0.6439 -1.039 0.29902
poa: bilabial -0.7203 0.4967 -1.450 0.14696

preceding env: pause 0.3585 0.5147 0.697 0.48609
preceding env: sonorant cons -2.0771 0.8547 -2.430 0.01509*

preceding env: vowel -19.8205 591.2070 -0.034 0.97326
participant group: B -0.8015 0.6677 -1.200 0.22997
speaker age: older -3.1695 1.2085 -2.623 0.00872**

speaker gender: male -2.1126 0.8470 -2.494 0.01262*
sp. age: older * sp. gender: male 3.1857 1.5705 2.028 0.04251*

Table 4.20: Output of the linear regression model fitted to predict the
following vowel’s f0 at onset.

Fixed effect Estimate Std Error t-value p-value
(Intercept) 181.608 8.166 22.238 < 2e-16***

realization: voiced -28.725 4.472 -6.423 1.74e-10***
realization: voiceless 37.665 4.427 8.507 < 2e-16***

poa: bilabial -7.210 1.813 -3.977 7.27e-05***
task: word list -5.319 1.814 -2.933 0.0034**

speaker age: younger 13.032 8.844 1.473 0.1555
speaker gender: male 4.718 9.137 0.516 0.6110

sp. age: young * sp. gender: male -13.560 12.223 -1.109 0.2798

task (p=0.0034), as the word list had an overall wider range of f0 values. For the

purpose of comparison with previous studies, non-normalized values of underlyingly

voiced and voiceless plosives are given in Table 4.21.

There were no significant differences in normalized f0 at onset by speaker age or

gender (Figure 4.11). However, there are patterns that may be indicative of a change

in progress. In the previous studies of Dutch plosive voicing, the transition from the
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Figure 4.10: Normalized f0 trajectories following prevoiced, devoiced, and
voiceless plosives. Time point 1 is the onset of the vowel, and time point 11 is the
offset.

Table 4.21: Non-normalized f0 values following voiced and voiceless plo-
sives. Mean values are given for each speaker group and task.

word list passages
speaker group /p,t/ /b,d/ difference /p,t/ /b,d/ difference
younger female 238 204 34 Hz 235 206 29 Hz
younger male 141 122 19 Hz 139 121 18 Hz
older female 237 181 56 Hz 242 187 55 Hz
older male 140 119 21 Hz 148 124 24 Hz
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onset to the steady-state resulted in a negative slope for vowels following voiceless

plosives (i.e. the f0 falls from onset to steady-state) and a positive slope for vowels

following voiced plosives (f0 rises from onset to steady-state). This is not the case

for all demographic groups in this study; all younger speakers have a negative slope

from vowel onset to steady-state for all plosives. Only older female speakers show a

positive slope for (pre)voiced plosives, and older male speakers have a slightly nega-

tive slope. Additionally, older speakers produce nearly the same mean f0 at onset for

devoiced and voiceless plosives, while younger speakers differentiate between devoiced

and voiceless plosives. These two generational differences also correspond to the dif-

ference in devoicing rates. Older speakers rarely devoice, and when they do, the f0 at

onset is not different from a voiceless stop. Younger speakers devoice more often, and

when they do, they maintain a difference in f0.

Perception

Continuum 1: No prevoicing

In the absence of any prevoicing, f0 can serve as a cue to underlying voicing, but the

strength of the effect is dependent upon the speaker. Figure 4.12 shows participants’

reactions to the /tAl/-/dAl/ continuum with no prevoicing, and f0 changing in five

equal steps. Each grid shows a separate speaker voice, with all listener ages and

genders collapsed. The percent that dal was chosen is shown on the y-axis, and the

f0 level from low (1) to high (5) is shown on the x-axis. The difference in speaker

identity is clear, as there is no effect of f0 for the 20-year-old female speaker, as

nearly all responses are at chance. On the other hand, the three other speakers have

high f0s associated with voicelessness, and low f0s associated with voicing, even in

the absence of any prevoicing. The 20-year-old male speaker and 60-year-old female

speaker exhibit the largest f0 effect.
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Figure 4.11: Normalized f0 trajectories following underlyingly voiced and
voiceless plosives in the word list. Underlyingly voiced plosives are shown by
their phonetic realization – (pre)voiced or devoiced. Time point 1 is the onset of the
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Figure 4.12: Perception of artificially-manipulated stimuli with no pre-
voicing and f0 changing from low (1) to high (5) in equal steps. Each grid
shows all participants’ responses to each speaker voice.
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Table 4.22: Output of the logistic regression model fitted to continuum
type 1.

Fixed effect Estimate Std error z-value p-value
(Intercept) -1.53531 0.41052 -3.740 0.000184***
f0 level -0.41160 0.02961 -13.902 < 2e-16***

continuum: tal 1.25723 0.08431 14.913 < 2e-16***
listener age: younger 0.18189 0.51950 0.350 0.726238
listener gender: male 1.19040 0.53513 2.225 0.026115*
speaker age: younger 1.06533 0.08280 12.866 < 2e-16***
speaker gender: male -0.70831 0.08145 -8.696 < 2e-16***

l. age: younger * l. gender: male -1.70366 0.71650 -2.378 0.017418*

The strength of the f0 effect was assessed with a mixed-effects logistic regres-

sion model. Token choice was the independent variable, and the dependent vari-

ables were f0 level (1-5), place of articulation (bilabial/alveolar), speaker age group

(younger/older), speaker gender, and the interaction between listener age group and

listener gender. F0 level was a significant predictor (p<2e-16), with higher f0 levels

associated with voicelessness, and lower f0 levels associated with voicing. There was

also a significant difference by place of articulation (p<2e-16). Overall, the alveolar

continuum showed some effect of f0, while the bilabial continuum did not. In terms

of listener identity, gender was significant (p=0.027) as well as its interaction with

age group (p=0.017), as male speakers were overall more likely to perceive a token

as voiced. The speaker voice was also significant both in terms of age and gender

(p<2e-16).

Continuum 2: Full prevoicing

The second continuum type had full (100%) prevoicing and f0 changing in five

equal steps. Overall, the effect of prevoicing was large, as nearly all token responses

were /voiced/. Figure 4.13 shows token choice at near ceiling, with each speaker
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Figure 4.13: Perception of artificially-manipulated stimuli with full pre-
voicing and f0 changing from low (1) to high (5) in equal steps. Each grid
shows all participants’ responses to each speaker voice.

voice in a separate grid. One exception is with the 60-year-old female speaker. In her

case, higher f0 levels elicited approximately 25% tal responses. All participant groups

reacted in the same way to this speaker.

The regression model with the best fit had only f0 level and speaker as fixed effects,

and participant number as a random effect. F0 level was significant (p=8.89e-05) as

well as the 60-year-old female speaker voice (p=3.39e-13). Participant demographics

were not significant in earlier models that were fitted in the analysis.

Continuum 3: Ambiguous f0, prevoicing changing

In the third type of continuum, the f0 was held at an ambiguous pitch (step 3 of

continua 1 and 2) and the prevoicing amount changed in five equal steps. Figure 4.14

shows that when f0 is ambiguous, no prevoicing is associated with voiceless plosives.
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Table 4.23: Output of the logistic regression model fitted to continuum
type 2.

Fixed effect Estimate Std error z-value p-value
(Intercept) 4.29964 0.38126 11.278 < 2e-16***
f0 level -0.16241 0.04144 -3.919 8.89e-05***

speaker M20 -0.03736 0.18301 -0.204 0.838
speaker F60 -1.17484 0.16143 -7.278 3.39e-13***
speaker M60 -0.09941 0.18015 -0.552 0.581

One exception is when listening to the 20-year-old female speaker, who elicited nearly

equal amounts of voiced and voiceless responses when there was no prevoicing. There

is some ambiguity with small amounts of prevoicing (25%), but 50% and higher lead

to the perception of voiced plosives.

This model was fitted with prevoicing level as a fixed effect, as well as listener

age, listener gender, place of articulation, speaker age, speaker gender, and their

interaction. Participant number was a random effect. Prevoicing level was significant

(p<2e-16) as well as place of articulation (p=1.44e-11). Listener gender was not sig-

nificant, but age group was marginally significant (p=0.04). Speaker age (p<0.001),

gender (p=2.77e-09), and their interaction (p<0.001) were all significant.

Continuum 4: Conflicting cues

The final continuum type had f0 and prevoicing conflicting, so that no prevoicing

was paired with the lowest f0, and full prevoicing was paired with the highest f0. Figure

4.15 shows all participants’ responses to each speaker. The f0 level is given on the y-

axis, and the prevoicing amount on the x-axis. The different speaker voices are shown,

codified by their gender (f or m) and perceived age (20 or 60). Overall, prevoicing
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Figure 4.14: Perception of artificially-manipulated stimuli with an
ambiguous f0 and prevoicing changing from 0% (no prevoicing) to 100%
(full prevoicing) in five equal steps. Each grid shows all participants’ responses
to each speaker voice.

Table 4.24: Output of the logistic regression model fitted to continuum
type 3.

Fixed effect Estimate Std error z-value p-value
(Intercept) -1.350580 0.402620 -3.354 0.000795***

prevoicing level 0.054182 0.001721 31.475 < 2e-16***
listener age: younger -0.856195 0.423814 -2.020 0.043361*
listener gender: male 0.215049 0.420506 0.511 0.609068

continuum: tal 0.568471 0.084176 6.753 1.44e-11***
speaker age: younger 0.425892 0.115773 3.679 0.000234***
speaker gender: male 0.700299 0.117800 5.945 2.77e-09***

sp. age: young * sp. gender: male -0.567675 0.167481 -3.390 0.000700***
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is still the dominant cue, as the higher f0s cannot overpower 75-100% prevoicing.

However, both older speakers are perceived as /voiced/ more in the middle of the

f0 scale than at the top; for example, the 60-year-old female speaker is perceived as

saying dal 97% of the time at an ambiguous pitch (f0 level 3), but at her highest pitch,

she is perceived as saying dal only 73% of the time. The 60-year-old male speaker

shows a similar trend, but to a smaller degree; perception of voicing peaks at 92 and

98% and falls to 88 and 90%, respectively.

There were differences by place of articulation. In general, a lack of prevoicing leads

to the perception of voicelessness in the bilabial continuum, but a lack of prevoicing is

ambiguous when listening to three speakers in the alveolar continuum. Both younger

speakers and the older female speaker are perceived as saying dal anywhere from 45-

63% when they are at their lowest pitch but do not have any prevoicing. On the other

hand, they are perceived as saying bad 16-26% of the time with the same conditions.

There were no effects observed for listener age and gender.

The final logistic regression model was fitted with fixed effects being step in the

continuum, place of articulation, and speaker. Continuum step was used because f0

level and prevoicing level were matched one-to-one, so they could not be used as

separate factors. Participant number was a random effect. The output of the model

is given in Table 4.25. There were significant differences between each step (p<2e-16)

and between places of articulation (p=6.67e-06). Perception of the 20-year-old male

speaker was also significantly different (p=7.78e-05) from the baseline, which was the

20-year-old female speaker.

4.4.4 Discussion

The results of the perception and production experiments suggest that Dutch word-

initial plosives are undergoing a cue re-weighting; both prevoicing and f0 can be used
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Figure 4.15: Perception of artificially-manipulated stimuli with prevoicing
and f0 in conflict. F0 changes from low (1) to high (5) while prevoicing changes
from 0% to 100%. The left column shows the /pAd/-/bAd/ continuum, and the right
shows /tAl/-/dAl/. All participants’ responses are shown for each speaker voice, which
are codified by their gender (f or m) and age (20 or 60).

Table 4.25: Output of the logistic regression model fitted to continuum
type 4.

Fixed effect Estimate Std error z-value p-value
(Intercept) -1.18271 0.22789 -5.190 2.11e-07***

step 2 1.89492 0.10952 17.302 < 2e-16***
step 3 3.09896 0.13199 23.479 < 2e-16***
step 4 4.00453 0.16388 24.435 < 2e-16***
step 5 3.32976 0.13857 24.030 < 2e-16***

continuum: tal 0.37215 0.08263 4.504 6.67e-06***
speaker m20 0.47111 0.11923 3.951 7.78e-05***
speaker f60 0.03877 0.11358 0.341 0.733
speaker m60 0.12415 0.11425 1.087 0.277
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to signal phonological voicing, though prevoicing is still the dominant cue in both

perception and production. This change in cue weights is not equal across age and

gender groups.

Beginning with the production cues, previous research has shown that speakers

devoice approximately 25% of word-initial plosives, though there is a lot of individual

variation. The results of this study suggest that the prevoicing cue has remained

relatively unchanged since the study from 2004. A total of 13.8% of plosives were

devoiced in this study, but group means ranged from 0-25%. The speakers of this

study also included people in their 60s and 70s, who were not expected to devoice

as much as speakers in their 20s. This prediction was born out, as younger speakers

devoiced significantly more often.

While prevoicing has remained steady, the cue of the following vowel’s f0 appears

to have strengthened. Prior studies showed small differences between the f0 value

following voiced versus voiceless plosives, from 6 Hz (Slis and Cohen, 1969) to 16

Hz (van Alphen and Smits, 2004). When divided by age and gender, the production

results in this study showed that male speakers have a 23-24 Hz difference, while

female speakers have a 35-59 Hz difference. When the f0 values were z-normalized to

compare across all participants, the differences by underlying voicing were significant,

though speaker age and gender were not. Thus, all participants show significant dif-

ferences in the following vowel’s f0, and the raw values show that these differences are

larger than those found in previous studies. This suggests that f0 is becoming more

prominent as a cue to word-initial plosive voicing.

The perception results also show that both prevoicing and f0 are used as cues to

underlying voicing, though the strength of the effect varies by place of articulation

and speaker voice. Overall, f0 is a stronger cue to voicing in alveolars than in bilabials.

This fits with the production results in that alveolars were more often devoiced than
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bilabials, which leads to a compensatory relationship. Since alveolar plosives are more

often lacking prevoicing, f0 strengthens to signal voicing.

In the absence of prevoicing, high f0s cue voicelessness, and low f0s cue voicing. If

this is an ongoing sound change, we might expect to see a stronger effect of f0 when

listening to female versus male speakers, or when listening to younger versus older

speakers. This was not the case; listeners did not respond to changing f0 in the voice

of the 20-year-old female speaker. They did respond to changing f0 when listening

to the other three speakers, though to different extents. F0 cued voicing more when

listening to the 20-year-old male speaker and the 60-year-old female speaker, and less

when listening to the 60-year-old male speaker.

When prevoicing was present, most listeners perceived all the tokens as voiced.

The one exception was when listening to the 60-year-old female speaker, for whom

some tokens with high f0 were perceived as voiceless. This speaker effect is unexpected,

as it was hypothesized that f0 would have the largest effect for the younger female

speaker.

Finally, when f0 is low or ambiguous and prevoicing is presented in increments,

a certain amount of prevoicing is needed to cue phonological voicing. From 0-25%,

there is ambiguity, especially in the perception of the 20-year-old male speaker. These

results suggest that prevoicing is slightly weakening in cue weighting; the absence of

prevoicing does not necessarily signal voicelessness, and the presence of prevoicing

does not necessarily signal voicing.

While there were not significant differences overall between the listener demo-

graphic groups, there were clear differences in how the four speaker voices were per-

ceived. It is unclear if the differences are due to the age and gender groups that the

individual speakers represent, or if there is something in particular about a speaker’s

voice that did or did not signal underlying voicing. The stimuli in this study were cre-
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ated from four native speakers’ productions. While this resulted in natural sounding

stimuli, a drawback is that the f0 ranges and average prevoicing values were unique

to each speaker. For example, the two female speakers had similar f0 ranges at onset

in their /tAl/-/dAl/ continua. The younger female speaker had a difference between

f0 steps 1 and 5 of approximately 135 Hz, while the older female speaker had a dif-

ference of 145 Hz. However, the older female speaker’s highest f0 was 274 Hz, while

the younger speaker’s was 246 Hz. It is possible that differences like these affected

perception. This research would benefit from a follow-up study with methodology

similar to Hay et al. (2006), where listeners hear identical acoustic stimuli, but dif-

ferent participant groups are presented with different descriptions of each speaker in

terms of social characteristics.

4.5 Interim conclusion

Plosive voicing in Dutch is in the beginning stages of neutralization word-initially, and

in the ending stages of neutralization word-finally. Word-initially, the rate of devoicing

has not changed in comparison to previous studies, but the individual speakers with

the largest devoicing rates were all in the younger age group. Following the apparent

time hypothesis, this could be a sign that a sound change is underway. Additionally,

the difference in Hertz values at f0 onset was also the largest that has been reported

so far, providing further evidence that f0 may be becoming a more important cue to

voicing.

The results of the perception task show that prevoicing is still the dominant cue

to initial voicing in Dutch, though f0 can also used by all listeners to distinguish

between underlyingly voiced and voiceless plosives. The largest effect occurs in the

absence of prevoicing, but mid-range f0 values and short prevoicing lengths can lead
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to ambiguity. While van Alphen and Smits (2004) concluded that the absence of

prevoicing does not necessarily mean voicelessness, the present study adds that the

presence of some degree of prevoicing does not always signal phonological voicing.

Word-finally, incomplete neutralization is maintained in production of preceding

(phonologically long) vowels, but not closure or burst durations. In perception, pre-

ceding vowel duration is still a significant cue to underlying voicing, while closure

and burst appear to have neutralized. Changes in their durations are not perceived

as changes of phonological contrast.

The featural representation of voicing in Dutch is complex, as binary features

cannot capture the phonological contrast maintained word-finally by preceding vowel

duration, nor the use of f0 word-initially to signal underlying voicing in the absence

of prevoicing. This [voice] contrast is traditionally described as having a primary cue

of glottal pulsing, but word-initially, glottal pulsing can be absent, and a low f0 can

reliably signal [+voice]. Word-finally, glottal pulsing has already been neutralized, but

[±voice] can be signalled at a rate better than chance through differences in preceding

vowel duration. In current phonological theory, there is not a way to capture this

intermediate contrast word-finally and change in progress word-initially.

The final chapter concludes by comparing the results of the Minnesotan English,

Afrikaans, and Dutch experiments. Together, these studies reveal patterns about cue

change over time and the voicing neutralization process. The chapter then goes into

depth with an explanation of cue-based features, how the model works, and how

voicing in Minnesotan English, Afrikaans, and Dutch can be modeled word-initially

and word-finally. Additionally, the processes of tonogenesis and incomplete neutral-

ization are modeled through cue-based features.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion: Cue-based features

The experiments of this dissertation examine cues to phonological voicing in three

different West Germanic languages, each of which has positional voicing neutraliza-

tion. Through production and perception experiments, these cases of neutralization

are analyzed and described in terms of acoustic cues to phonological voicing. In each

case, a binary feature of [±voice] is not able to fully capture the voicing contrast. The

following section summarizes the three experiments and the main findings, which are

then used to introduce the framework of cue-based features.

5.1 Summary of experiments and findings

Chapter 2 began with a production experiment with speakers of Minnesotan English, a

dialect of American English with gradient word-final devoicing. The first task analyzed

devoicing rates and conditioning factors, finding a trimodal distribution of voicing

realization: underlyingly voiced obstruents surfaced as fully voiced (glottal pulsing

through the entire fricative or plosive closure), fully voiceless (no glottal pulsing), or

partially devoiced (glottal pulsing through only part of the fricative or plosive closure).

The surrounding phonological environment and obstruent duration partially, but not

fully, explained devoicing rates. Instead, it is argued that this dialect has an active

devoicing process in certain contexts.

In the second task, devoicing was analyzed in terms of acoustic cues. The results

showed that different phonetic realizations of underlyingly voiced obstruents also have
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significantly different preceding vowel durations and closure durations (in plosives).

Glottal pulsing and V:C ratio are correlated: with less glottal pulsing, the vowel to

consonant ratio was smaller. Fully devoiced obstruents have a V:C ratio that falls in

between fully voiced and underlyingly voiceless plosives. On the other hand, plosive

closure duration demonstrates a compensatory effect: the shortest closure duration is

found in fully devoiced plosives. Finally, a comparison of age and gender shows that

this is a stable phenomenon; the gradient neutralization is not a change in progress.

Chapter 3 examined word-final incomplete neutralization and word-initial neu-

tralization (in progress) in Afrikaans. Word-finally, the production task showed that

underlying voicing is still signalled by the preceding vowel duration in phonologically

long vowels, as well as the plosive burst duration. In the perception task, only the pre-

ceding vowel duration was significant. When compared to previous studies, it appears

that incomplete neutralization in Afrikaans is a stage before complete neutralization:

fewer cues are significant in this study.

Word-initially, all speakers had significant and reliable f0 differences following

underlying voiced versus voiceless plosives. Devoicing rates were higher for female

speakers, and the differences in the following vowel’s f0 were larger for older speakers.

The weakening of the primary cue of glottal pulsing is thus led by female speakers,

but the strengthening of the f0 cues is called into question, as older generations do not

normally lead sound change. It is possible that this is just a cue fluctuation between

generations, similar to what was found in Minnesotan English, but more research

is needed to say definitively. In perception, prevoicing is still the dominant cue to

plosive voicing in Afrikaans, but in the absence of prevoicing, f0 can serve as a cue to

plosive voicing. The effects of f0 were also stronger in the perception of female speaker

voices, which suggests that f0 is more highly weighted when listening to female voices.
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Afrikaans is thus still undergoing neutralization, with cues neutralizing at different

rates by different age and gender groups.

Chapter 4 details the voicing neutralization processes in Dutch. Word-finally,

Dutch is similar to to Afrikaans in that it appears to be heading towards complete

neutralization. Only preceding vowel duration was a significant cue to underlying

voicing in production, and this was also only in phonologically long vowels. In per-

ception, preceding vowel duration was a significant predictor of voicing for both vowel

lengths, though the effect was greater for phonologically long vowels. Closure duration

had an extremely weak effect that was found in perception only, and burst duration

has been completely neutralized.

Word-initial voicing shows evidence for cue re-weighting. Compared to previous

studies, the devoicing rate has not changed, but the differences in the following vowel’s

f0 have increased. There were differences by age that suggested a change in progress,

as younger speakers devoiced significantly more often than older speakers. The differ-

ences in normalized f0 values were not significantly different by age groups, though.

In perception, prevoicing is still dominant, though f0 can be used as a cue to voicing

in the absence of prevoicing. It is possible that Dutch will continue to neutralize the

voicing contrast word-initially and undergo transphonologization, where the phono-

logical contrast shifts to the f0 of the following vowel.

These three experiments have given insight into the neutralization rates of cues,

task effects, production versus perception, the role of age and gender, and the trajec-

tory of sound change. The major findings are outlined and discussed below.

1. Cues undergo re-weighting at different rates.

This dissertation examined the use of cues in production and cue weights in per-

ception across different languages, ages, and genders. In each case, cues can neutralize
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at different rates. When comparing word-final incomplete neutralization in Afrikaans

and Dutch, we see that Afrikaans first neutralized closure duration. Burst duration

is now nearly neutralized, and preceding vowel duration will likely be next, given its

weakened status in comparison to earlier studies. In Dutch, burst duration is no longer

relevant, and closure duration will likely be the next to fully neutralize based on the

experimental results, followed by vowel duration. Neutralization also happened first

in phonologically short vowels, and is still in progress in phonologically long vowels.

This pattern of neutralizing happening in short vowels before long vowels is seen in

both Afrikaans and Dutch.

Neutralization can also vary between perception and production. Word-finally,

both Afrikaans and Dutch showed a cue neutralization in production that was still

maintained in perception. Word-initially, prevoicing is still the dominant cue in per-

ception, despite its weakening status in production.

2. The role of age and gender can differ by stage of neutralization.

The second finding is directly related to the first, as cue re-weighting can differ

by age and gender. However, these social characteristics may have different effects at

different points in the neutralization process.

The word-initial neutralization that is happening in both Afrikaans and Dutch

is still in progress. In this early stage of sound change, age and gender play a large

role. Female speakers of all ages devoiced significantly more often in Afrikaans, while

younger speakers, both female and male, devoiced significantly more often in Dutch.

These results are consistent with the apparent time hypothesis and with the hypoth-

esis that women will lead sound changes (Labov, 1975, 2001; Wagner, 2012). However,

in both languages, older speakers had larger differences in the following vowel’s f0,

which was unexpected. As mentioned above, it is possible that this is just a gen-
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erational flux. There are other possibilities though, especially since both languages

showed this pattern; perhaps differences in secondary cues need to be exaggerated in

production before they can become the target of rephonologization. It is also possible

that both languages are not going to complete tonogenesis. Further research is needed

to understand if this is a characteristic of the word-initial neutralizations in Afrikaans

and Dutch, or if this is a part of the process of tonogenesis and cue re-weighting more

generally.

The word-final neutralization in Afrikaans and Dutch is nearing completion. At

this point, there are no significant differences by age and gender that align with the

apparent time hypothesis or the hypothesis that women will lead sound changes. It

appears that age and gender may play a larger role at the beginning of a sound change

than at the end, though this conclusion is based on a small sample set and will need

to be tested more rigorously in future work.

Finally, if neutralization is stable, cues can still differ significantly by age and

gender. This was seen in Minnesotan English; speakers from different age groups had

significant differences in their acoustic cues by phonetic realization. Older speakers

did not show significant differences in V:C ratios between voiced, partially devoiced,

and fully devoiced plosives, but there was a significant difference between underly-

ingly voiced and underlyingly voiceless plosives. Younger speakers on the other hand

did not have significant differences in V:C duration between devoiced and underly-

ingly voiceless plosives, but they had a significant (and compensatory) difference in

burst duration. The underlying contrast is thus maintained by both generations, but

through the use of different cues.
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3. Task effects contribute to cue differences, but do not cause them.

Examining task effects was one of the goals of the Afrikaans and Dutch exper-

iments, as word-final incomplete neutralization has been attributed to a task effect

(Warner et al., 2004; Ernestus and Baayen, 2006; Roettger et al., 2014). In both

Afrikaans and Dutch, the preceding vowel, closure, and burst durations were signif-

icantly different by task. Unsurprisingly, all durations were longer in the word list,

which contained careful speech in isolation, and shorter in the reading passages, which

were meant to elicit more connected speech.1 However, some cues still maintained a

significant difference in the reading passages. In Afrikaans, preceding vowel duration

in phonologically short vowels was significantly different by underlying voicing in the

reading passages, and in Dutch, the same was true with phonologically long vowels

(though the effect was mostly due to the young female speakers).

The word-initial neutralization in progress in Afrikaans and Dutch also shows

a task effect. Devoicing rates were significantly higher in the word list than in the

reading passages, where speech was less careful. However, and crucially, the f0 differ-

ences were maintained in both tasks. Even in a larger prosodic context, speakers had

significant differences in f0 at onset by underlying voicing.

These results show that task does contribute to cue differences, as they may be

enhanced in the word list for purposes of lexical disambiguation, or they can be

weakened, such as word-initial devoicing in the word list, likely for ease of articulation.
1Read speech is still an artificial task, and as such, the speech will be more formal

than spontaneous productions. Though the narratives were designed in a way to mask the
repetition, it is still possible that speakers were clued into the importance of the target words.
However, there was still evidence of natural speech through other phonological processes in
Afrikaans, such as /s/ palatalizing to [S], especially in coda /rs/ clusters, /d/-reduction, and
voicing assimilation (Wissing, 2018). There were even examples of these occurring together,
such as in anders wed /AndErs vEd/, which was produced by some speakers as [AnErZ vEt].
So while wed was repeated multiple times, it was still being produced in a more natural
speech context.
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However, even in more connected speech with contextual information from the reading

passage narratives, differences in these cues are still produced. Tasks therefore have an

effect on cues and the cue differences between underlyingly voiced and underlyingly

voiceless obstruents, but the cues must be part of the cognitive representation to

begin with in order to be accessed and utilized in this way.

In the remainder of this chapter, I will discuss the implications of these findings

for phonological feature theory. I will discuss why features in phonological repre-

sentations, while necessary, are not sufficient in describing all phonological contrast.

Then, the framework of cue-based features will be introduced with examples from

Minnesotan English, Afrikaans, and Dutch. Additional models of tonogenesis and

incomplete neutralization, two sound changes driven by cue re-weighting, will also be

shown. This chapter will conclude with remarks on limitations and avenues for future

work.

5.2 Where features fall short

Distinctive features are fundamental in phonology, serving a number of functions: they

capture contrast and distinguish phonemes, define natural classes and capture phono-

logical patterns, and describe the phonetic realization of these patterns (Chomsky and

Halle, 1968; Clements et al., 2011; Cohn, 2011; Ridouane and Clements, 2011). They

are also central to the structuring and organization of phonological inventories, such

as the property of feature bounding, which places an upper limit on the number of

contrasts in a language (Clements, 2009). However, traditional feature theories are

inadequate for capturing all types of phonological contrast, as contrast is not always

limited to a single segment, and not all contrast is equal. Each of these points is

discussed below.
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5.2.1 Features are limited to single segments

Secondary cues may originate as byproducts of a primary cue, but they are fully

controlled and can furthermore signal phonological contrast. For example, final voicing

in Afrikaans was originally signalled by glottal pulsing, which came at an articulatory

cost of a lengthened preceding vowel. The glottal pulsing has neutralized over time,

but the voicing contrast is still signalled by differences in the length of the preceding

vowel, despite the fact that there is no glottal pulsing. The secondary cue became

independent of the primary cue and absorbed the phonological contrast. If /bit/ and

/bid/ are modeled in Afrikaans using just features, then the final /t/ and /d/ have

an underlying voicing contrast that is neutralized on the surface. Written in an SPE

rule:

(3) /+voice/ –> [-voice] / _ #

The underlying voiced /d/ in /bid/ will surface as [t]. The issue is that the contrast

is not entirely neutralized; native speakers produce the two sounds in Example 4

differently, and these differences can be and often are statistically significant.

(4) a. /d/ –> [t]1

b. /t/ –> [t]2

Furthermore, these cues are used in perception to distinguish between two lexical

items. [bit] with a slightly longer [i] can be understood as ‘beet,’ while [bit] with

a slightly shorter [i] can be understood as ‘offer (to),’ even in the absence of any

other context. If the difference in lexical judgement is not lost, the contrast is not

neutralized.

With features alone, there is not a good way to show that a contrast is not fully

neutralized. The final stop has to be either [+voice] or [-voice]. If a neutralized /d/
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results in [-voice], then it does not make sense for /bid/ and /bit/ to be pronounced

and perceived differently. If neutralized /d/ retains its [+voice] specification, then it

should have glottal pulsing, which is the primary cue in Afrikaans.

One could argue that the phonological contrast has now become a property of

the vowel, while the consonants are neutralized. However, Afrikaans has a length

distinction in vowels, so it would be incorrect to equate this vowel lengthening to a

[+long] vowel feature. There are two additional arguments against this: there is also

a quality difference between long and short vowels in Afrikaans, and the differences in

vowel length are not comparable. The differences that distinguish underlying voicing

are anywhere from 2-36 ms, while the differences that distinguish phonological length

can be 150 ms or more.

A featural account is not enough to capture the differences in the way native

speakers produce and perceive /bit/ and /bid/. Features are limited to single seg-

ments, while phonological contrast is not. Through various cues such as preceding

vowel duration, closure duration, burst duration, and f0 transitions, plosive voicing

is signaled before, during, and after the consonant. One feature, which maps to the

consonant, cannot account for that.

Similarly, the word-initial neutralization that is occurring in Afrikaans and Dutch

divides phonological contrast between two segments. Currently, underlying voicing is

signalled by both glottal pulsing and the f0 of the following vowel. Glottal pulsing

is directly mapped to the plosive, but the f0 is mapped to the following segment.

When glottal pulsing is absent entirely, a high f0 can signal [-voice] and a low f0 can

signal [+voice]. In traditional feature theory frameworks, an acoustic component of

an adjacent vowel cannot activate an obstruent contrast.
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5.2.2 Degrees of phonological contrast

The second issue with features is that they are limited in degrees of contrastiveness; a

segment is specified as either [+] or [-]. However, research has shown that phonological

contrast is not always so clear; segments can have intermediate contrasts that are not

equal in strength to phonemic contrasts (Scobbie and Stuart-Smith, 2008; Kiparsky,

2015; Renwick and Ladd, 2016, 2019).

One example is Scottish English, which has a vowel length rule where long vowels

appear in open syllables, before voiced fricatives, and before /r/, while short vowels

appear before all stops, voiceless fricatives, nasals, and /l/ (Scobbie and Stuart-Smith,

2008, p. 98). Additionally, the distribution of long and short vowels depends on mor-

phological information. The word need [nid] has a short vowel since it precedes a

stop, and the word knee [ni:] has a long vowel since it occurs in an open syllable.

However, when suffixing the past tense -ed, as in kneed, the long vowel remains, and

there is a distinction between need [nid] and kneed [ni:d] that we would not otherwise

expect. This creates a conundrum where length variants are predictable but inter-

changeable and lexically distinctive. Scottish English could be described as having a

[±long] vowel feature, but that would disproportionately represent this alternation;

when comparing this to languages with phonological length contrasts, this is not equal

in contrastive magnitude. It is also clearly not the same as other phonemic contrasts

in Scottish English, such as the contrast between /n/ and /d/.

A second example comes from Italian mid vowels, which are phonetically distinct,

as they occupy separate areas of the acoustic space, but lexically variable, as speakers

do not always use the same vowel in each production of a given word (Renwick and

Ladd, 2016, 2019). Additionally, these mid vowels create some minimal pairs, such as

/peska/ ‘fishing’ and /pEska/ ‘peach,’ but the lexical distribution is also phonolog-
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ically conditioned in some speakers who centralize vowels in pretonic position. The

authors argue that the mid vowels are thus less contrastive than other phonemic

contrasts in Italian, but they are also not entirely allophonic. Distinctive features

cannot account for the variable phonetic productions and marginal status of these

mid vowels, as the binarity of features is incapable of showing that these contrasts

are smaller in magnitude than other contrasts.

Intermediate contrasts were also seen in the studies in this dissertation. Word-

finally, devoiced obstruents in Minnesotan English are significantly different from

underlyingly voiceless obstruents. The cues of preceding vowel duration and (for plo-

sives) closure duration signal [+voice], while the complete neutralization of the pri-

mary cue of glottal pulsing signals [-voice]. This means that a fully devoiced /d/ in

card is distinguishable from an underlyingly voiceless /t/ in cart, maintaining the

phonological contrast. The contrast is weaker though than /t/ and /d/ word-initially,

for example, where robust differences in VOT reliably signal the contrast.

In both Afrikaans and Dutch, word-final incomplete neutralization also presents

examples of intermediate contrasts. While glottal pulsing is neutralized, there are

still remaining acoustic cues, such as the preceding vowel duration, that differentiate

between underlyingly voiced and voiceless plosives. As cues have neutralized over time

(as evidenced by a comparison of cues active in previous studies), the voicing contrast

has become extremely weak in both languages, and will likely completely neutralize.

At the moment, though, preceding vowel duration can signal underlying voicing, so

it is unclear what the featural specification of these obstruents should be.
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5.3 Cue-based features

The idea of features having different cues, and these cues being part of our phonetic

knowledge, is not new. Keating (1985) writes that universal phonetics that are pro-

posed by Chomsky and Halle (1968) are not necessarily universal, citing examples of

extrinsic and intrinsic vowel duration and voicing timing. Keating concludes by sug-

gesting that all phonetic processes are phonologized and part of our representations.

Similarly, Pierrehumbert (1990, p. 391) writes that “the existence of language partic-

ular phonetic interpretation rules...implies that there is a mental representation of at

least some quantitative aspects of phonetics.” While Kingston and Diehl (1994) argue

for a controlled phonetics, they also distinguish between cues that are phonologized

and cues that are merely controlled. It is therefore widely recognized that phonetic

cues are independently controlled, and that features and cues do not have a one-to-one

mapping (Keating, 1985; Pierrehumbert, 1990; Kingston and Diehl, 1994; Kingston

et al., 2008), but excluding cues from featural representations cannot account for the

experimental results seen in this dissertation, where voicing contrasts are realized in

production across two segments, and where cues that are not necessarily linked to

the definition of a distinctive feature are used in perception to map speech to lexical

entries.

I am proposing here an explicit model of how acoustic cues activate features. This

model, cue-based features, seeks to incorporate what we already know about cues into

distinctive feature theory. More specifically, cues have different weights, these weights

are variable, and they can change over time. Cues can additionally have enhancing or

compensatory relationships, and a change in cues over time can lead to a change in

a language’s phonology. Finally, this framework allows contrast to not be bound to a

single segment, unlike features, and it allows for differing levels of contrast.
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5.3.1 The fundamentals of cue-based features

In this framework, each feature is made up of a bundle of acoustic cues. The cues

themselves are universal and not language-specific, as they are shaped by our artic-

ulatory and perceptual abilities. However, each language has a subset of active cues

that signal a particular feature, which are learned. Describing obstruent voicing con-

trasts with a set of all possible cues, but language-specific subsets, maintains larger

cross-linguistic patterns while remaining true to each language’s phonetics.

Inside of the cue bundles, each active cue has a range of weights. The actual

cue weight will change between each realization, to allow for variation in perception

or production, but the weight will always fall inside of the specified range in the

underlying representation. Across all cues, there are cumulative weight thresholds

that must be hit in order to activate a particular feature specification. In this way,

features can be activated by different cues, or different weights, in different contexts.

For example, word-initial obstruent voicing in English will have a highly weighted

aspiration cue, while word-final obstruent voicing may have balanced preceding vowel

and glottal pulsing cues.

This framework allows for the modeling of synchronic differences at the cue level,

and diachronic change at the featural level. For example, if a certain cue is repeatedly

emphasized in production, the average cue weight range in perception will change.

Eventually, this can lead to change at the featural level, such as how cue re-weighting

can lead to processes like tonogenesis or incomplete neutralization. Finally, cue-based

features allow for the modelling of intermediate contrasts. When factoring in all the

cues that make up each feature, there is more flexibility in describing segments. Dif-

ferences in cue weighting can boost segments to be phonetically distinctive, but the
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a d a[
voice

]


glottal pulsing
closure duration
burst duration
f0 transition

vowel duration


Figure 5.1: Acoustic cues can map beyond segment boundaries. The first
three cues in gray map directly onto the segment with the [voice] feature, the cue
in blue maps onto the transition period between the segment and the preceding and
following segments, and the cue in green maps onto the preceding segment.

feature can ultimately remain the same. Additionally, two segments can have the same

feature specification, but one can be a stronger contrast than the other.

5.3.2 Representing the relationship between features and cues

Cue-based features can account for phonological contrast that spans beyond the

boundaries of the segment. While the feature maps to one segment, the acoustic cues

that map to that feature can connect the segment to its surrounding environment.

Figure 5.1 represents this idea, showing an intervocalic [d] with a [voice] feature. The

cues are listed below the [voice] feature in curly brackets. Note that what is listed is

just a subset of all possible cues, focusing on the cues analyzed in the experiments of

this dissertation.

In the cue bundle, the first three are outlined in gray: glottal pulsing, closure

duration, and burst duration. These three cues are realized within the [d] segment
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boundaries, as the plosive itself consists of a closure and burst, and glottal pulsing

can take place anywhere within those subsegments. The fourth cue, outlined in blue,

is the f0 transition into and out of the plosive. This cue is mapped to the edges of the

surrounding vowels. Finally, the fifth cue, outlined in green, is vowel duration, which

directly maps onto the preceding [a] segment. Features alone fall short here, as they

are unable to accurately capture contrast that is realized via cue mapping beyond the

segment.

In this model, features are still abstract and binary. A [+] or [-] featural realization

comes from the cumulative effect of all the cues. Each cue’s individual weight is

summed up, resulting in a total. If this total passes a certain threshold, then the

feature is activated. The number of the threshold is largely arbitrary, but for purposes

of exposition, [+feature] will be set to equal 5, and [-feature] will be set to equal -5.

A score in between these numbers will not activate the feature, and the segment will

remain unspecified for that feature.

The cue that has the strongest average perceptual weight range is the primary cue.

In general, this cue is consistently used in production and perception, and it is neces-

sary and sufficient to pass the activation threshold. Weaker cues, or cues that alone are

not able to pass the threshold, are considered secondary. This is learned, language-

specific knowledge that is encoded in the phonological representation through the

average cue weight ranges.

Figure 5.2 shows an example of a phonological representation. Underlying /d/ is

specified with a /+voice/ feature, which maps to various cues, such as glottal pulsing,

f0 transition, and various durational measurements. In blue are the average cue weight

ranges. Each individual utterance will have different cues weights, depending on a

number of linguistic and social factors, but they will fall within the ranges in the

underlying representation. Figure 5.3 shows this with two different utterances of [da]
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d
/+voice/


+5 to +10 glottal pulsing

0 to +3 f0 transition
+4 to +9 vowel duration
0 to +1 closure duration
0 to +1 burst duration


Figure 5.2: An underlying representation of a /d/ with a /+voice/ feature.
The cues that map to the voice feature are shown in brackets, with average cue weight
ranges in blue.

d a[
+voice

]


+10 glottal pulsing
+3 f0 transition
vowel duration
closure duration
burst duration



d a[
+voice

]


+4 glottal pulsing
+3 f0 transition
vowel duration
closure duration
burst duration


Figure 5.3: Word-initial voicing in [da] represented with glottal pulsing
and f0 transition. The example on the left models an enhancing relationship, as
the cumulative total of the cues is +13, which easily passes the +5 threshold for
voicing. The example on the right models a compensatory relationship, where the
cumulative total is +8, which still passes the +5 threshold for voicing, but it only
passes due to an enhanced secondary cue (f0 transition). The primary cue, glottal
pulsing, is much weaker in comparison.
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with different cue weights. In both, the [+voice] feature is activated. Assume that in

this language, glottal pulsing is the primary cue, and the f0 transition is a secondary

cue. Since /d/ is in word-initial position, other cues such as the preceding vowel

duration, closure duration, and burst duration are not relevant, and are thus not

considered here. Starting with the example on the left, glottal pulsing is very strong

with a cue weight of +10. The f0 transition has a weight of +3, so together, the cues

total +13. This is more than enough to pass the +5 threshold to signal [+voice].

Crucially, the glottal pulsing passes the threshold on its own, so the f0 transition

enhances the contrast, but it is neither necessary nor sufficient on its own. This models

an enhancing relationship, as the secondary cue (f0 transition) adds to the effect of

the primary cue (glottal pulsing). The example on the right shows a compensatory

relationship. The primary cue of glottal pulsing is weaker in this particular utterance,

with a cue weight of +4. The secondary cue, f0 transition, has a weight of +3. In

this case, the cue total is +7, which passes the +5 threshold, so [+voice] is activated.

Neither cue is sufficient on its own, so it is necessary to have both. If the f0 transition

alone passed the threshold (e.g. +7), and the glottal pulsing did not, then we have a

case of transphonologization, where the original secondary cue is now responsible for

activating the contrast.

How do cues get their weights?

In the example above, two [da] utterances each have different cue weights. How are

these weights determined in the first place? Cue-based features take an Exemplar

Theory approach (Johnson, 1997; Pierrehumbert, 2001). In Exemplar Theory, each

experience is encoded in our minds as an individual exemplar. This is because no two

utterances that we hear are identical in every phonetic aspect, so each exemplar is

labeled for particular factors and placed on a cognitive map represented in our memory
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by large category clouds. Similar exemplars are clustered together, intrinsically coding

frequency, and perceptual categories are formed by clusters of exemplars.

To create the perceptual cloud in the framework of cue-based features, each sound

is heard and any acoustic cues are labeled, such as glottal pulsing or fluctuations

in f0. Each exemplar is then encoded with the details of the cues and their larger

context, such as the phonological position. With millions of exemplars, patterns form

through cue clusters, and features emerge from those clusters. For example, cues

of glottal pulsing, f0 transition, and vowel duration frequently occur together and

get phonologized as a [voice] feature. However, each incoming exemplar will have

more or less of a given cue, which will lead to subcategories within the cloud. For

example, shorter vowels, no glottal pulsing, and higher f0s may often coincide, and

longer vowels, glottal pulsing, and lower f0s may often coincide. Clouds then form

around these clusters, which then form the basis for the ranges of cue weights in the

underlying representation. The threshold for each feature activation will correspond

to the lowest weight in the average range of weights in the cluster.

Production operates in the reverse direction of perception, as proposed by Pier-

rehumbert (2001). Essentially, when an utterance is going to be produced, a target

is selected stochastically from the entire category cloud. Exemplars from more dense

regions are thus more likely to be chosen than exemplars from sparse regions. Addi-

tionally, exemplar tags, such as positional variation, can allow for specific subcate-

gories within a cloud. The following paragraph gives an example of how this process

might function for one of the speakers of Afrikaans by extrapolating approximate cue

weights from production data.

Participant 01 is a 21-year-old female speaker of Afrikaans. In the word list, she

produced only one instance of prevoicing, which was 43 milliseconds in duration. If a

single exemplar were chosen at random, it would most likely have 0 ms of prevoicing.
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Based on the distribution of her utterances, 0 ms would correspond to the median

or mode, which would be represented as the center of the cloud. However, every

once in a while (such as 1 in 40 tokens, in the case of this word list), she produces

a word-initial plosive with prevoicing. Overall, her average cue weight for glottal

pulsing will hover near 0, as it is not being used to encode phonological voicing.

Now consider Participant 01’s f0 productions. At the onset of the following vowel,

her average f0 following underlyingly voiced stops is 175 Hz, while her average f0

following underlyingly voiceless stops is 206 Hz. This is an average difference of 31

Hz. A larger difference between underlyingly voiced and voiceless plosives equates to

a stronger cue weight. Thus, her f0 transition cue would on average have a higher

weight, as this cue encodes the voicing contrast for her.

This exemplar approach allows us to account for variation in cue weights. As pre-

vious research has shown, cue weights can differ between perception and production,

within and between individuals, between tasks (e.g. word list and reading passages),

and between different languages (Keating, 1979, 1985; Iverson et al., 2003; Kondau-

rova and Francis, 2008; Shultz et al., 2012; Clayards, 2018). We can model an overall

cue weighting as the range of weights clustered in a perceptual cloud. Continuing with

the previous example of Participant 01, her overall cue weighting in production for

phonological voicing would be f0 > prevoicing, as she rarely uses prevoicing to signal

[+voice], but reliably uses differences in the f0 transition.

As was stated above, the threshold values to signal [±voice] are entirely arbitrary

in terms of the numbers [±5], but they can be conceptualized as normal distributions

from exemplar clusters. Figure 5.4 shows a Gaussian distribution representing exem-

plars of prevoicing lengths, with the gray dotted line at the mean. Plus and minus

two standard deviations from the mean are marked on the x-axis.
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2 sd mean 2 sd

activatednot activated

Figure 5.4: A model mapping prevoicing values to the [+voice] threshold,
represented by the red dashed line. Small amounts of prevoicing alone are not
enough to active the [+voice] feature, so prevoicing values in this range will need
additional cues or a larger sentential context to signal [+voice]. More robust prevoicing
durations will pass the threshold, and [+voice] will be activated.

Assume that all other cues are either not present or ambiguous, so this graph is

representing only prevoicing as a cue to [±voice] in a language where prevoicing is the

primary cue and is highly weighted. When extremely short durations of prevoicing

are present, they are not necessarily sufficient to pass the threshold and activate the

[+voice] feature. This was seen in the Afrikaans and Dutch perception experiments,

where f0 was held ambiguous and the amount of prevoicing changed. At prevoicing

levels of 25%, the tokens were not perceived as ‘voiced’ at ceiling. The activation

threshold here is conceptualized as two standard deviations from the mean because

in a Gaussian distribution, this covers 95% of the data. For a language with a pri-

mary cue of prevoicing, this seems appropriate that only 2-3% of tokens would have

such a small amount of prevoicing as to be ambiguous. When translating this into

Exemplar Theory, a perceptual cloud is formed between the 2 standard deviations of
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ambiguous[+ voice] [− voice]

Figure 5.5: A model mapping VOT values to the [±voice] thresholds. The
blue curve models average VOT values for [+voice] plosives, and the red curve models
average VOT values for [-voice] plosives. The two dashed lines represent the thresholds
to activate either [+voice] (left) or [-voice] (right). There is a small region of overlap
in possible VOT values that will not activate the feature by itself.

the mean, and this represents the average cue weights for prevoicing. This particular

graphic represents one subcategory, which is the average cue weights for activating

[+voice]. The difference between average activation levels for [+voice] and [-voice] can

be conceptualized as the overlap of distributions.

Figure 5.5 shows an example of the overlap of VOT distributions for an obstruent

voicing contrast. If the x-axis represents a number line, then exemplars that activate

[+voice] generally have a VOT that begins before that of [-voice] exemplars. The

dashed lines again represent the thresholds for activating either [+voice] or [-voice].

In this particular example, there is minimal overlap, so ±2 standard deviations from

each curve leaves only a small range of VOT values as ambiguous, without any other

context. This model works for languages that utilize glottal pulsing as well as lan-

guages that utilize aspiration for obstruent voicing contrasts.
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ambiguous[+ voice] [− voice]

Figure 5.6: A model mapping values of the following vowel’s f0 at onset
to [±voice] thresholds. The blue curve models f0 values following an underlyingly
voiced stop, and the red curve models f0 values following an underlyingly voiceless
stop. The two dashed lines represent the upper and lower thresholds to signal the
feature. The dashed line on the left is the threshold for [+voice], which is triggered
with lower f0s, and the line on the right is the threshold for [-voice], which is triggered
by higher f0s. The range of values where the curves overlap is ambiguous without any
other context.

For some cues, placing the threshold at 2 standard deviations would not make

sense, as the two subcategories are highly overlapped. For example, figure 5.6 repre-

sents the following vowel’s f0 at onset. The blue distribution curve models the f0 of

vowels following a [+voice] plosive, and the red distribution curve models the f0 of

vowels following a [-voice] plosive. In this case, the thresholds may be the value at

which the other curve reaches the x-axis. While this may seem extreme, this is meant

to be the point at which this cue alone can activate a contrast, with no other context.

Any f0 values that fall in the overlapped region, labelled “ambiguous,” will not be

able to signal [±voice] by themselves.
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The average strength of a cue can be determined by approximating Cohen’s d, or

the standardized distance between the two means (Cohen, 1988), and calculating the

effect size. If two distributions have minimal overlap, then they have a large effect size

and are highly weighted. If the two distributions have a large overlap, and therefore

a small effect size, then the cue is not as highly weighted.

Modeling intermediate contrasts

Modeling features through cumulative cue weights, in which the weights themselves

are exemplar-based, allows us to model intermediate contrasts, such as those in Min-

nesotan English. The results of Chapter 2 showed that underlyingly voiced obstruents

can surface in three distinct ways, based on both phonological and phonetic factors.

They can surface as fully voiced, fully devoiced, or partially devoiced. More impor-

tantly, the underlyingly voiced plosives that surface as fully devoiced have significantly

different cues than underlyingly voiceless plosives.

Figure 5.7 shows examples of the three possible surface realizations of an under-

lyingly voiced /d/, and contrasts those with the surface representation of an under-

lyingly voiceless /t/. The cue weights are modeled from the average measurement

ratios by phonetic realization, originally given in Chapter 2, Table 2.7. The rela-

tionship between categories was examined to see which had the lowest and highest

measurements (±10 for the highly weighted cue of vowel duration; ±3-4 for lower

weighted cues of closure and burst). Measurements in between the extremes were

assigned a corresponding intermediate cue weight. For this model, the threshold for

[+voice] is +5, and that for [-voice] is -5. Weights are assigned + or - values depending

on if they trend in the expected direction for each featural realization. For example,

a longer vowel would have a positive value, signalling voicing, and a shorter vowel

would have a negative value, signalling voicelessness.
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/d/[
+voice

]

+10 glottal pulsing

+10 V:C ratio
-3 closure ratio


fully voiced
cue total: +17

/d/[
?voice

]

+3 glottal pulsing

-2 V:C ratio
+1 closure ratio


partially devoiced

cue total: +2

/d/[
-voice

]

-10 glottal pulsing

+2 V:C ratio
+3 closure ratio


fully devoiced
cue total: -5

/t/[
-voice

]

-10 glottal pulsing

-10 V:C ratio
-3 closure ratio


voiceless

cue total: -23

Figure 5.7: Possible surface representations of stops in Minnesotan English.
The leftmost example models /d/ that is fully voiced. The middle example models a
partially devoiced /d/ whose cue weights do not strongly signal [±voice]. The right-
most example modes a fully devoiced realization. Compare the top three examples to
the bottom, which is a model of /t/. Crucially, devoiced /d/ and voiceless /t/ can
both signal [-voice], but to different degrees and with different phonetic realizations.

Beginning with the top left example, an underlying /d/ surfaces as fully voiced.

Since there is full glottal pulsing, it is assigned a weight of +10. Fully voiced stops also

have the longest preceding vowel durations, which is a highly weighted cue, also being

assigned a weight of +10. Relative to the other phonetic realizations, these stops have

the longest closure to total consonant duration ratios (which is unexpected and thus

a -3 weight), which gives a cue total of +17. This strongly signals [+voice] with the
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glottal pulsing enhancing the vowel duration cue and compensating for the closure

ratio cue.

The top middle example is a partially devoiced stop. On average, these stops have

intermediate V:C and closure ratios, which do not strongly signal either [+voice] or

[-voice]. Additionally, the amount of glottal pulsing varies in a large distribution,

so it is assigned a cue weight of +3. Together, the total cue weight is +2. This is

in the direction of [+voice], but not enough to hit the +5 threshold. In this case,

voicing is unspecified, and any glottal pulsing is simply passive voicing from the

larger phonological context. /d/ is still specified as /+voice/ in the UR, as it can

be contrastive in the same phonological context, but in this particular utterance, the

feature is not activated.

The top right example is a fully devoiced /d/, which means glottal pulsing has a

weight of -10. At the same time, these realizations have shorter vowel durations than

those that are fully voiced, but longer than those that are underlyingly voiceless.

Based on the relative ratios, this is assigned a weight of +2. Finally, these stops have

the shortest closure ratios, which is in the expected direction of [+voice], giving it a

cue weight of +3. In total, the cues equal -5, which passes the threshold to activate

[-voice].

Finally, compare the three /d/ examples to the prototypical /t/. /t/ has no glottal

pulsing, and it has the shortest V:C ratio, each with a weight of -10. Compared to

other realizations, the closure ratio is intermediate but in the direction of [-voice],

giving it a weak enhancing weight of -3. Together, the cue weights total -23, which

more than passes the threshold to signal [-voice].

Incorporating cues into features allows us to show more complicated relationships

in a phonological system. In this example, one underlying representation has three

regular surface representations which are phonetically and phonologically conditioned.
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One is [+voice], one is [-voice], and one is unspecified for voicing. Crucially, the

[-voice] realization of /d/ is different from that of /t/. While they both lack glottal

pulsing, they have different weights for the V:C and closure ratios. /t/ is also more

strongly [-voice] than its devoiced counterpart. With just features, we would not be

able to capture these nuances.

This approach is not meant to rule out the traditional understanding of feature-

changing phonology. Cue re-weighting is in addition to featural changes between the

UR and SR as mediated by phonological rules or constraints that operate at the

level of binary features. Cue-based features further have the ability to model bottom-

up feature changes that arise from acoustic cues, and they are helpful in modeling

intermediate stages of sound changes, but they do not model a top-down feature

change from UR to SR. In the case of feature-changing phonology, the phonology

would provide the representation that the speaker selects to produce, including the

feature and its associated cue weights, which are then subject to the variation in

production and perception described here. If the phonology changes a feature from

[+voice] to [-voice], then the associated cue weights are changed with it. For example,

in cases of word-final voicing neutralization that are complete, there is a categorical

alternation that occurs, so /rad/ and /rat/ would both surface as [rat] with a [-voice]

feature, while /rad-e/ would surface as [rade] with a [+voice] feature. These features

are given by the phonology and are not a result of cue re-weighting.

5.3.3 Cue re-weighting

Since cue weights change with each individual instantiation, cue re-weighting is mod-

eled as the average range of cue weights changing over time. To bring about phonolog-

ical change (i.e. feature-changing phonology), the average range of cue weights must
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change on a broad, language-wide scale. Both Afrikaans and Dutch show evidence of

cue re-weighting, both word-initially and word-finally, which will be modeled below.

Modeling tonogenesis

In cases of tonogenesis that arise from preceding laryngeal contrasts, the differences

between the f0 at the following vowel’s onset slowly get larger as the cue weight

increases. If a language starts with little to no difference in the f0 based on the

preceding consonant’s underlying voicing, we would expect the f0 exemplar contours

be completely overlapped, as in the leftmost curve of Figure 5.8. This figure shows two

normal distributions, one red and one blue, that begin completely overlapped, making

one purple contour. Over time, as the f0 cue becomes weighted, the difference between

the mean f0s by underlying voicing diverge; f0s following voiced stops (blue curve)

become lower on average, and f0s following voiceless stops (red curve) become higher

on average. As the distance grows between the means, so does the cue weight. At the

same time that this is occurring, the cue weight for prevoicing is diminishing, as any

amount of prevoicing becomes rare. The cue weight for prevoicing will eventually fall

to 0, so a lack of prevoicing will not alone signal [-voice], as was seen in the Afrikaans

and Dutch experiments.

The possible stages of tonogenesis are modeled below in surface representations,

though there will also be corresponding changes in the average cue weight ranges

at the underlying level. This model is created using the results of the experiments

from Afrikaans and Dutch as well as the results of previous studies. Both of these

languages traditionally had glottal pulsing as a primary cue, which has been under-

going devoicing. Afrikaans is ahead of Dutch in terms of cue re-weighting, as Dutch

devoicing is less frequent than Afrikaans devoicing, and the f0 cue in perception is

stronger in Afrikaans. When examining both of these languages and comparing the
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Figure 5.8: A model of f0 cue re-weighting in the process of tonogenesis.
In each graph, the blue line represents average f0 values following underlyingly voiced
stops, and the red line represents average f0 values following underlyingly voiceless
stops. A non-tonal language begins with these distributions being identical (leftmost
graph). Over time, f0 values become more exaggerated, and the distance between
the two group means becomes significant. As the distance increases, the cue weight
increases in strength. The final stage of tonogenesis (rightmost graph) shows a robust
difference between the two distributions, with minimal overlap.

experiments in this dissertation to prior research, we can attempt to reconstruct stages

of cue weights, showing the overall change. Keeping with the prior conventions, the

threshold to signal [+voice] will be +5.

Both languages likely started in a similar position with robust glottal pulsing and

either insignificant differences in f0 or a small enhancing effect (as seen in Dutch,

for example, with a difference of 6 Hz reported in Slis and Cohen (1969)). This

corresponds to the starting phase, or Stage 1, modeled in the top left corner of Figure

5.9. Glottal pulsing has a cue weight of +10, and f0 transition of +1, which passes

the threshold to signal [+voice].

F0 differences in Dutch grew over the years from 6 Hz (1969) to 16 Hz (2004) to

an average of 35 Hz (this study). Meanwhile, the devoicing rates have largely stayed

the same, as they were 25% (2004), 22-30% (2015), and an average of 13% (this

study), with individual variation ranging from 0-25%. Taken together, it appears as
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/d/[
+voice

]

{
+10 glottal pulsing
+1 f0 transition

}
Stage 1

/d/[
+voice

]

{
+6 glottal pulsing
+5 f0 transition

}
Stage 3

/d/[
+voice

]

{
+8 glottal pulsing
+3 f0 transition

}
Stage 2

/d/[
+voice

]

{
+3 glottal pulsing
+8 f0 transition

}
Stage 4

/d/[
+voice

]

{
0 glottal pulsing
+10 f0 transition

}
Stage 5

Figure 5.9: The stages of tonogenesis, modeled through cue re-weighting.
Stage 1 begins with a strong primary cue of glottal pulsing, and a very small enhancing
cue of f0 transition. Stages 2 and 3 show the primary cue weakening and the secondary
cue strengthening. Stage 4 shows the secondary cue becoming primary as glottal
pulsing weakens below the threshold (+5) to signal [+voice]. Stage 5 is the point where
the original primary cue is neutralized and the secondary cue carries the phonological
contrast alone. Throughout this whole process, the phonological contrast is never lost.
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though the secondary cue is strengthening while the primary cue is stable, but slightly

weakened in comparison to Stage 1. This is modeled in the top right corner of Figure

5.9, where glottal pulsing has a cue of +8, which is a drop from the previous step, but

still far above the threshold to signal [+voice]. At the same time, the f0 transition

has strengthened to be +3. F0 is thus not enough by itself to signal [+voice], but it

is stronger than it previously was. Stage 2 is hypothesized to be the current state of

Dutch word-initial voicing contrasts.

The current state of Afrikaans is hypothesized in Stage 3, since Afrikaans is farther

along in the cue re-weighting process than Dutch. In this stage, the primary cue is

much more weakened, to the point where it is frequently absent in many speakers,

but when it is present, it alone is enough to signal [+voice]. This is represented as +6,

though there will be a lot of individual variation, with some hovering around 0, never

using prevoicing, and others consistently above the threshold. On a language-wide

level, prevoicing is still the dominant cue, so it is more highly weighted than the f0

transition. That said, the f0 transition has strengthened so that when there is a lack

of glottal pulsing (a weight of 0), f0 is strong enough to signal a [+voice] contrast.

The fourth stage models rephonologization, where the secondary cue overtakes

the original primary cue. At this point, glottal pulsing will be very weak and unable

to signal a contrast by itself. Instead, the f0 transition will be a robust and reliable

cue with a weight of +8. If a language maintains some rare glottal pulsing as an

enhancement effect (weight +3), then the language will maintain this cue weighting.

If the glottal pulsing is completely neutralized, leaving only the f0 transition, then

the language will progress to the cue weighting shown in stage 5. Here, glottal pulsing

has a weight of 0 since it is now never present. The f0 transition, on the other hand,

single-handedly signals the phonological contrast with a weight of +10.
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Modeling incomplete neutralization

Contrary to the word-initial neutralization, we unfortunately do not have real-time

information on word-final neutralization in Afrikaans and Dutch. This neutralization

had already taken place prior to the studies investigating cases of incomplete neutral-

ization word-finally. That said, when comparing the results of these experiments to

prior experiments in Afrikaans and Dutch, a larger picture appears.

Ultimately, it appears that incomplete neutralization in Afrikaans and Dutch is

a step towards complete neutralization; in these languages, incomplete neutraliza-

tion is not a final stage in itself. However, this is not always the case; Minnesotan

English has a stable but incompletely neutralized voicing contrast. The results of the

Afrikaans and Dutch experiments, in comparison to previous studies of those lan-

guages, show that cues change weights and ultimately neutralize at different rates.

Since language change happens slowly, incomplete neutralization is present in the

synchronic grammar, and secondary cues still signal phonological contrast. However,

I predict that these differences will eventually neutralize completely in Afrikaans and

Dutch. Since the results of the Afrikaans and Dutch experiments were extremely

similar, with the neutralization order of burst and closure switched, only the cue

re-weighting in Afrikaans will be modeled.

Recall the results of van Rooy et al. (2003): in production, speakers had significant

differences in burst duration (25.8 ms), closure duration (11.2 ms), and preceding

vowel duration (16.8 ms). The differences were also larger in phonologically long

vowels. In the perception experiment, burst duration had the largest effect, followed

by vowel length. In the experiment in this dissertation, the production task showed

significant differences in burst duration, though much more for older speakers (18 ms)

versus younger (8 ms), and preceding vowel duration, though only in phonologically
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long vowels (25 ms), not short vowels (3.76 ms). In the perception task, there was a

small effect of preceding vowel duration, though more so in younger listeners and in

female listeners.

Taking all of this into consideration, a natural progression emerges. Burst duration

was and still is significant in production, but the differences by underlying voicing have

decreased. Now, younger populations have a much smaller distinction. Additionally,

burst duration was significant in perception in van Rooy et al. (2003), but not in this

study. All of this points to a neutralization in progress in the burst duration cue.

In terms of closure duration, the cue was significant in production in van Rooy

et al. (2003), but not perception. In the present experiment, it was not significant in

either perception or production in any demographic group.

Finally, preceding vowel duration has also undergone cue re-weighting. In the 2003

production task, the differences were significant in both phonologically long and short

vowels. Vowel duration was also significant in perception, though less so than burst

duration. Now, the difference in duration has collapsed in short vowels, but is still

maintained in long vowels. In terms of perception, vowel duration does show an effect

in determining underlying voicing.

At this point, there are two possible paths for the future of [voice] contrasts word-

finally. It is possible that preceding vowel duration will either stay consistent or

strengthen in its cue weighting, or it could completely neutralize. Some evidence

for strengthening may come from differences in duration when comparing age groups:

younger speakers of Afrikaans have twice as large of a difference (33 ms) in compar-

ison to older speakers (17 ms). However, this is only in phonologically long vowels. If

we consider that long vowels showed a larger effect in van Rooy et al. (2003), but both

long and short vowels showed a significant effect, then it could be that short vowels

neutralized first, and long vowels will follow. Given the trends in the other cues, as
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well as the results of the Dutch experiment, I argue that complete neutralization is

the more plausible prediction.

In the process of neutralization, different timelines emerge for each cue. This is

modeled for Afrikaans in Figure 5.10. In Stage 1, glottal pulsing, the primary cue,

is the first to neutralize, represented here with a cue weight of 0. The three relevant

secondary cues continue to carry the phonological contrast with a cue weight total

over the threshold of +5. In Stage 2, we see a weakening of all cues, with the clo-

sure duration cue having a weight of +1, which is nearly negligible. Burst and vowel

durations have slightly higher cue weights that can together still signal phonological

voicing. This is the hypothesized state of Afrikaans in van Rooy et al. (2003). In

Stage 3, closure duration has completely neutralized and has a cue weight of 0. Burst

duration has weakened substantially, while vowel duration has remained somewhat

steady. Together, the cues do not quite reach the threshold to signal [+voice], but

they skew in the direction of [+voice]. If these thresholds are thought of as average cue

weights, then most productions will be in this ambiguous range, with some perceived

as [+voice] and others [-voice]. This is hypothesized to be the current cue weighting

word-finally in Afrikaans. In Stage 4, burst duration is predicted to completely neu-

tralize while vowel duration weakens further. At this point, [+voice] cannot be signaled

through vowel durations save for a couple of extreme outliers. Dutch is hypothesized

to be somewhere between Stage 3 and Stage 4, as closure and burst cues have nearly

completely neutralized, but vowel duration can still signal underlying voicing. Finally,

Stage 5 is hypothesized to be a final, complete state of neutralization.

5.3.4 Capturing phonological patterns

In this chapter, acoustic cues have been used to account for phonetic variation within

speakers, intermediate contrasts, and changes in progress on a language-wide scale.
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/d/[
+voice

]


0 glottal pulsing
+3 vowel duration
+2 closure duration
+4 burst duration


Stage 1

/d/[
+voice

]


0 glottal pulsing
+2 vowel duration
+1 closure duration
+3 burst duration


Stage 2

/d/[
?voice

]


0 glottal pulsing
+2 vowel duration
0 closure duration
+1 burst duration


Stage 3

/d/[
?voice

]


0 glottal pulsing
+1 vowel duration
0 closure duration
0 burst duration


Stage 4

/d/[
0voice

]


0 glottal pulsing
0 vowel duration
0 closure duration
0 burst duration


Stage 5

Figure 5.10: Incomplete neutralization as a stepping stone to complete
neutralization, modeled through cue re-weighting. In Stage 1, the primary
cue (glottal pulsing) is neutralized, but the secondary cues can cumulatively still pass
the threshold (+5) to signal [+voice]. Stage 2 is a slight weakening of the secondary
cues, but can still signal voicing. In Stage 3, the closure duration cue neutralizes, and
the burst duration cue weakens. On average, the cues will not signal [±voice] but
rather be ambiguous, though certain instantiations could signal one or the other. In
Stage 4, burst duration neutralizes and preceding vowel duration weakens. At this
point, [+voice] cannot be signalled. Stage 5 is the final stage, where all cues have
neutralized and underlying /d/ and /t/ are realized equally as [-voice].
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Recall that a large goal of features is to show cross-linguistic patterns. Adding acoustic

cues to features only contributes to this goal.

Figure 5.11 shows underlying /bid/ represented in the three languages analyzed

in this dissertation. While the chapter on Minnesotan English did not include word-

initial voicing, we can estimate that [+voice] is signalled by no glottal pulsing, a

very short lag in VOT, represented by a spread glottis cue, and a minimal enhancing

f0 transition. Compare this to word-initial /b/ in Afrikaans and Dutch, which do

not utilize spread glottis, but instead have glottal pulsing and larger f0 transitions.

There is also a difference in f0 transition between Afrikaans and Dutch, as speakers of

Afrikaans utilize the f0 transition more than speakers of Dutch, and on average, this

cue can activate [+voice] on its own without glottal pulsing to reinforce it. Compare

this to Figure 5.12, which models an average surface representation of [bid] in all

three languages. Note that word-finally, the Minnesotan English example has a fully

devoiced /d/, but the remainder of the cues are strong enough to activate [+voice]

in a compensatory cue relationship. On the other hand, Afrikaans and Dutch are in

a state of near complete neutralization and are unable to activate the [voice] feature

word-finally.

The acoustic cues are able to capture larger phonological patterns, such as how

voicing is manifested word-initially versus word-finally and the possible routes of neu-

tralization, depending on word position. For example, we see tonogenesis happening

after a word-initial plosive, but generally not before a word-final plosive. At the same

time, through the same [±voice] feature, we see that these plosives play similar roles in

each language’s respective phonology, despite having different phonetic realizations.
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MN English

/b i d/
/+voice/ /+voice/


0 glottal pulsing

+5 to +10 spread glottis
0 to +2 f0 transition




0 spread glottis
-10 to +10 glottal pulsing
+5 to +10 vowel duration
0 to +5 closure duration
0 to +2 burst duration



Afrikaans

/b i d/
/+voice/ /+voice/

{
+3 to +8 glottal pulsing
+4 to +6 f0 transition

} 
0 glottal pulsing

0 to +3 vowel duration
0 closure duration

0 to +1 burst duration



Dutch

/b i d/
/+voice/ /+voice/

{
+5 to +10 glottal pulsing
+2 to +5 f0 transition

} 
0 glottal pulsing

0 to +2 vowel duration
0 to +1 closure duration

0 burst duration


Figure 5.11: Model underlying representations of /bid/ in Minnesotan
English, Afrikaans, and Dutch.
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MN English

[b i d][
+voice

] [
+voice

]


0 glottal pulsing
+10 spread glottis
+1 f0 transition




0 spread glottis
-10 glottal pulsing
+10 vowel duration
+5 closure duration
+1 burst duration



Afrikaans

[b i d][
+voice

] [
?voice

]

{
+6 glottal pulsing
+5 f0 transition

} 
0 glottal pulsing
+2 vowel duration
0 closure duration
+1 burst duration



Dutch

[b i d][
+voice

] [
?voice

]

{
+8 glottal pulsing
+3 f0 transition

} 
0 glottal pulsing

+1.5 vowel duration
+0.5 closure duration

0 burst duration


Figure 5.12: Model surface representations of [bid] in Minnesotan English,
Afrikaans, and Dutch.
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5.4 Conclusion

The experimental results of this dissertation suggest that acoustic cues are funda-

mental in the realization of phonological contrast. Through these cues, contrast is

not limited to a single segment, which allows for greater explanatory flexibility: two

segments can be featurally identical, but the cues preserve an underlying contrast.

Additionally, cue weights allow for contrast to have levels: two segments can be more

or less contrastive, depending on what the cumulative cue weights are and their rela-

tion to a particular featural threshold. These cues also allow us to model variation

and language change, both synchronic and diachronic. Through an explicit display of

acoustic cues, we can model how cue weights have changed in Afrikaans and Dutch,

leading to cases of incomplete neutralization and, for Afrikaans, tonogenesis.

Cue-based features assumes that cues and features are co-present in underlying

representations; it is not the case that the phonology specifies features which are then

implemented by the phonetics. Instead, URs contain both cue and featural informa-

tion, and both are accessible by the phonology. When the phonology directly accesses

the cues, each individual realization will have cue weights that are stochastically

determined based on average ranges in the UR. In this way, particular cues can used

in production and perception to activate a featural contrast to aid in the process of

lexical disambiguation.

This model has a number of limitations that will need to be addressed in the

future. First, this model is too flexible in its ability to make predictions. There needs

to be a way to limit possible cue combinations and/or cue weights that would be

highly unlikely. This flexibility can further over-predict sound changes or predict

unlikely sound changes, such as closure duration being the primary cue of a phonolog-

ical voicing contrast. Finally, cue-based features has been developed entirely around
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voicing contrasts, so it is limited in the types of contrasts and phonological processes

that it can model.

In theory, this model can be used for any feature and phonological process, so

future work will focus on expanding and refining cue-based features. For example, a

[±consonantal] feature could have corresponding acoustic cues such as closure, burst,

and aspiration, among others, and adding or subtracting one of these cues would lead

to fortition or lenition, respectively. Other phonological changes that occur over time

can also be modeled, such as the phonologization of [+nasal] in vowels that histor-

ically preceded nasal consonants. Much more experimental data will be needed, as

still so much is unknown about cues to other phonological contrasts. In the interim,

this model takes a different approach to the phonetics-phonology interface, by map-

ping phonetic cues directly to phonological features, which then activate phonological

contrast through cumulative cue weights.
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Appendix A

Minnesotan English stimuli

A.1 Task A: Reading passages

All reading passages are given in alphabetical order by title. Token words are in bold.

Annoying little sister

My little sister is always bothering people. She disturbs Mom when she’s on the

phone. She disturbs people in the library. She disturbs babies when they’re nap-

ping. She also disturbs all of the people at the grocery store with her chatter. My

dad is very patient, but he doesn’t see that she disturbs...basically everyone! I’m

tired of listening to her!

Bath time

I really love water! It makes me feel relaxed, so I bathe almost every night. When

I can’t take a bath myself, I bathe Brent, our cat, in the sink. Brent really doesn’t

like to bathe. He hisses a lot when it’s bath time. On Sundays, I bathe Paul, our

dog, in the tub. He loves bath time, so when I run the water, his eyes light up as if

he were saying, “bathe me!”

Canning foods

My great grandmother lived on a farm and made all of her food from scratch. She
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took everything from her garden and preserved foods to make them last for months.

There were a lot of foods that she canned. She canned plums, she canned mandarin

oranges, she canned apricots, and she canned blueberries. She really loved fruit!

Nowadays, my sister wants to bring back that tradition. She has started her own

garden so she can grow food to preserve. She cans pickles, she cans mushrooms...let

me think of what else she cans. Oh, she also cans asparagus, and she cans beets.

Unlike our great grandmother, she loves her vegetables!

Cat toys

My cat has plenty of toys. She has marbles that she rolls across the floor, she has

around ten toy mice, and she has big feathers that she loves to leap at. There are

also quite a few toys that she lost, so I’m sure there are more that she has.

The energetic lawyer

Ted is a lawyer who knows absolutely everything about the legal system. He knows

laws made recently, and he even knows who wrote the new laws. He knows all of the

laws by heart, even though they can be hard to read. He says that memorizing the

laws allows him to keep busy, as he has a lot of energy. The laws probably wouldn’t

interest others, but he sure loves them!

The friendly farm

George has a farm with many animals. Some of the animals aren’t well-behaved or

friendly, but the lambs allow George to pet them. The lambs play in the field all

day and roll in the grass, and then the lambs meet George at the barn to get fed.

The lambs behave very well with him, and he loves the lambs.
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Grocery shopping

I’m in a hurry at the grocery store, but I forgot my list of things to buy! I try to

think of what we might need at home. I grab grapes, I grab milk, I grab onions,

and I grab cookies. Is there anything else I need to grab?

Happiness

I’m a very happy person, and everything makes me smile! There are so many things

that I love. I love making faces at babies and seeing them giggle. I love all of the

pictures that my friend takes. I love building blanket forts, and I love playing chess.

The simple things in life are the best!

The iceberg

I went on a cruise to Alaska, and it was beautiful! There was one really scary day,

though, when the ship got dangerously close to an iceberg. The iceberg almost

brought the boat down! The iceberg missed the front of the boat, but the iceberg

bumped the side. Luckily, there wasn’t a lot of damage. The only thing that happened

was the iceberg peeled some paint off of the boat.

Job search

Kate is desperately searching for jobs by looking in the classified ads. In the listing

today, there are twenty jobs. Kate doesn’t think she’s qualified for most of them,

though. Some jobs might require five years of experience, and Kate just graduated

from college. Other jobs prefer candidates that have a Master’s degree, which she

doesn’t have. This makes her sad, as these jobs all sound so interesting, and she’d

love to apply for them!
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The messy bedroom

My bedroom is so messy, I can’t find anything! I can’t find pants to wear and I can’t

find boots for the rain, which I really need to find! It’s pouring outside. I also can’t

find my umbrella.

Online shopping addiction

I’m addicted to online shopping. It’s so easy to click and order something else! I go

on Amazon to order one thing, but I always add more to my cart. Today, I plan to

buy a new pair of shoes, but I’m afraid I’ll add another thing to my cart! Maybe I’ll

add bow ties for my dog, or I’ll add parachutes for skydiving. Who knows what I’ll

add! Maybe I should just drive to the store instead.

The restaurant

There’s a new restaurant that opened down the street from where I live. Their menu

is very impressive, as they serve all different types of food. They serve barbeque

ribs, they serve pumpkin pie, and they serve meatballs. I can’t think of anything

that they don’t serve!

Running

I love exercising, but I can’t run super fast, so instead I jog. I jog between three and

six miles everyday, but sometimes I jog maybe ten miles, just for a challenge. I jog

all over the city, and I jog probably six days per week.

Smart relatives

My aunt and uncle are very sharp. They can solve almost any problem! They love to

solve math problems, even the really complex ones that take hours to solve. They
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also solve puzzles, and they solve basically every crossword in the newspaper.

The thieves

There once was a thief that was very well-known. All throughout the town, he targeted

places to steal from. Let me remember what he robbed. He robbed planetariums,

he robbed banks, he robbed music stores, and he robbed opera houses.

He taught his son everything he knew, and now twenty years later, he is doing

the same. His son robs Aldis, he robs pastry shops, he robs bakeries...there are so

many places that he robs. He also robs movie theaters for their popcorn. He always

targets places with food!

The untrained kitten

Sally adopted a kitten that didn’t know how to behave! She loved to scratch absolutely

everything and everyone. One day, Sally had friends over for dinner, and the kitten

clawed Bob, she clawed Mark, she clawed Austin...there were so many people that

she clawed. She also clawed Peter.

Sally worked with the kitten and trained her not to hurt people. She’s still trying

to get the kitten to not destroy the furniture, as now, it is things that she claws. She

claws patio furniture, she claws blankets, she claws almost every table leg, and she

claws new shoes. Sally hopes that someday she’ll stop!

A.2 Task B: Individual sentences

All sentences are listed in the order of the four following environments:

1. voiced stop

2. voiceless stop

3. vowel
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4. pause

add

1. I need to add brownies to my shopping list.

2. She wants to add pillows to the couch.

3. Should we add another vegetable to the dish?

4. I can’t think of anything else to add.

berg

1. We need to leave now if we want to see the berg before dark!

2. That berg probably weighs a lot.

3. The sun hits the berg on its peak.

4. Look at that berg!

bus

1. I need to take a bus before noon.

2. She saw the bus pass the car.

3. The bus always leaves at 5.

4. He got on the last bus.

buzz

1. She heard the buzz before she saw the news article.

2. The constant buzz put him in a good mood.

3. I heard the buzz about the new employee.

4. This coffee give me a buzz.

cab

1. The cab glided through traffic.
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2. The driver of the cab can find any place in town.

3. We should call a cab around noon.

4. It’s time to get in the cab.

cap

1. His baseball cap gives him good luck.

2. His cap can sometimes smell terrible.

3. She puts her cap on as she heads out onto the field.

4. After a game, she washes her cap.

carb

1. Have you tried the low carb granola?

2. What’s the carb count on this?

3. This is the low carb option.

4. The meal doesn’t contain a single carb.

card

1. I saw the thank-you card before she did.

2. The card pleases him.

3. Pass the card around the table for everyone to see.

4. I found a funny birthday card.

carp

1. The carp got out of the fishing net.

2. The carp keeps swimming near the boat.

3. She saw a carp around the dock.

4. You had a good day fishing! That’s a lot of carp.
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cart

1. I left the cart by the freezer section.

2. With the cart packed full, I couldn’t use the express lane.

3. The cart almost got too heavy to push.

4. I have way too many things in my cart.

dropped

1. I dropped batter into the bowl until it was full.

2. My brother dropped pizza on the floor.

3. They robbed all the jewelry stores in the city.

4. I wish I could have caught the ball before it dropped.

hat

1. I need to put on my hat before I get sunburned.

2. The style of your hat pleases me.

3. Did you see the hat on that mannequin?

4. It’s cold outside, so you better wear a hat.

jock

1. I saw the jock by the cafeteria.

2. That jock plays football.

3. The jock always seems happy.

4. My cousin wants to be a jock.

jog

1. He likes to jog before noon.

2. I jog past a playground.
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3. I jog all the time.

4. My aunt likes to jog.

love

1. I love baby sea turtles.

2. I love pink sweatshirts.

3. I love all my children.

4. The mother is filled with love.

mobs

1. The criminal mobs believe in a sacred code of silence.

2. The mobs practically run the entire city.

3. I don’t like Black Friday because of the mobs of people in every store.

4. I don’t go shopping on Black Friday. I want to avoid the mobs.

mops

1. I need to go to Target and buy some mops before the sale ends.

2. These mops pretty much clean everything.

3. These mops all look the same to me.

4. The garbage bags are next to the mops.

perk

1. I’ve seen a lot of incentives, but the perk by that company is the best.

2. What was the perk Penny mentioned?

3. I’m not a fan of the new office location. The only perk of this place is the huge
windows.

4. This office takes care of their employees. Free coffee is my favorite perk.
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robbed

1. The people in the alley robbed Bill when he left the store.

2. The prices at the old electronic store basically robbed people.

3. They robbed all the jewelry stores in the city.

4. There are so many people that the criminal robbed.

rough

1. The course was rough before I got a tutor.

2. Are you watching the Wild? That was a rough play.

3. It’s a little rough around the edges.

4. Ouch, that sandpaper is really rough.

serve

1. They serve breakfast before 11.

2. My parents serve pie at every holiday.

3. The organizations serve all the homeless people in the area.

4. That’s something that the restaurant doesn’t serve.

soars

1. The eagle soars between the trees.

2. The owl soars past the barn.

3. The baby bird soars almost as high as its mother.

4. Look at how that bird soars.

source

1. Essay writing is hard. I need to find another source by tomorrow.

2. The source proved that he was correct.
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3. That source almost convinced me.

4. As a journalist, she can’t reveal her source.

surf

1. My sister likes to surf by the bay.

2. Erin likes to surf practically every day.

3. My grandpa likes to surf all the time.

4. My cousins in California love to surf.

teeth

1. Babies teethe before the age of one.

2. I heard that babies teethe pretty quickly.

3. Babies teethe around one year of age.

4. I can’t imagine the pain babies feel when they teethe.

teethe

1. I lost all my baby teeth before I was 8 years old.

2. I floss my teeth practically every day.

3. You should brush your teeth at least twice a day.

4. He has very straight teeth.
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Appendix B

Demographic questionnaire for Minnesotan English speakers

1. What is your age?

2. What is your gender?

3. What city were you born in?

4. What city were you raised in? Or, in what city did you spend the majority of

your childhood?

5. What city have you lived the majority of your adult life in?

6. Have you ever lived out of state? If so, please state where (city, state, or if

applicable, country) and for how long.

7. Is anyone in your household not Minnesotan? If so, please state where they are

from.
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Appendix C

Results of additional Kruskal-Wallis and Dunn tests

C.1 V:C ratios

C.1.1 Younger age group

Phonetic realization had a significant effect on fricative V:C ratio (χ2=116.96, df=3,

p<2.2e-16).

Table C.1: Younger age group: p-values of pairwise comparisons from a
post-hoc Dunn test comparing fricative V:C ratios.

Fricative V:C voiced partially devoiced devoiced voiceless
voiced 0.0749 0.0000* 0.0000*

partially devoiced 0.0003* 0.0000*
devoiced 0.0003*

Phonetic realization had a significant effect on plosive V:C ratio (χ2=108.62, df=3,

p<2.2e-16).

Table C.2: Younger age group: p-values of pairwise comparisons from a
post-hoc Dunn test comparing plosive V:C ratios.

Plosive V:C voiced partially devoiced devoiced voiceless
voiced 0.0000* 0.0000* 0.0000*

partially devoiced 0.0305 0.0000*
devoiced 0.2228
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C.1.2 Middle age group

Phonetic realization had a significant effect on fricative V:C ratio (χ2=129.67, df=3,

p<2.2e-16).

Table C.3: Middle age group: p-values of pairwise comparisons from a
post-hoc Dunn test comparing fricative V:C ratios.

Fricative V:C voiced partially devoiced devoiced voiceless
voiced 0.0727 0.0501 0.0000*

partially devoiced 0.3376 0.0000*
devoiced 0.0000*

Phonetic realization had a significant effect on plosive V:C ratio (χ2=114.44, df=3,

p<2.2e-16).

Table C.4: Middle age group: p-values of pairwise comparisons from a
post-hoc Dunn test comparing plosive V:C ratios.

Plosive V:C voiced partially devoiced devoiced voiceless
voiced 0.0000* 0.2974 0.0000*

partially devoiced 0.0185* 0.0000*
devoiced 0.0000*

C.1.3 Older age group

Phonetic realization had a significant effect on fricative V:C ratio (χ2=75.378, df=3,

p=3.007e-16).

Table C.5: Older age group: p-values of pairwise comparisons from a post-
hoc Dunn test comparing fricative V:C ratios.

Fricative V:C voiced partially devoiced devoiced voiceless
voiced 0.0000* 0.0038* 0.0000*

partially devoiced 0.3846 0.0000*
devoiced 0.0060*

Phonetic realization had a significant effect on plosive V:C ratio (χ2=72.364, df=3,

p=1.331e-15).
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Table C.6: Older age group: p-values of pairwise comparisons from a post-
hoc Dunn test comparing plosive V:C ratios.

Plosive V:C voiced partially devoiced devoiced voiceless
voiced 0.0209* 0.1103 0.0000*

partially devoiced 0.4139 0.0000*
devoiced 0.0211*

C.2 Closure ratios

C.2.1 Younger age group

Phonetic realization had a significant effect on closure ratio (χ2=50.734, df=3,

p=5.575e-11).

Table C.7: Younger age group: p-values of pairwise comparisons from a
post-hoc Dunn test comparing plosive closure ratios.

Plosive closure voiced partially devoiced devoiced voiceless
voiced 0.0054* 0.0000* 0.0000*

partially devoiced 0.0000* 0.2225
devoiced 0.0000*

C.2.2 Middle age group

Phonetic realization had a significant effect on closure ratio (χ2=35.473, df=3,

p=9.679e-08).

Table C.8: Middle age group: p-values of pairwise comparisons from a
post-hoc Dunn test comparing plosive closure ratios.

Plosive closure voiced partially devoiced devoiced voiceless
voiced 0.0001* 0.0000* 0.0108*

partially devoiced 0.0071* 0.0101*
devoiced 0.0000*
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C.2.3 Older age group

Phonetic realization had a significant effect on closure ratio (χ2=17.989, df=3,

p=0.0004421).

Table C.9: Older age group: p-values of pairwise comparisons from a post-
hoc Dunn test comparing plosive closure ratios.

Plosive closure voiced partially devoiced devoiced voiceless
voiced 0.0136* 0.0000* 0.0460

partially devoiced 0.0023* 0.1743
devoiced 0.0003*
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Appendix D

Afrikaans reading passages

D.1 Participant groups

Table D.1: Participant groups for the Afrikaans reading passages. Each
group read ten passages with word-initial tokens (upper lists) and eight passages
with word-final tokens (lower lists). Groups were balanced for place of articulation
and preceding or following vowel. The bolded words are stimuli in the perception
experiment, so each group was exposed to two of the four perception pairs.

Group A Group B
piek-bieg tien-dien
telg-delg perk-berk
pad-bad tal-dal
tol-dol pol-bol

poel-boel toe-doel

biet-bied lit-lid
wet-wed bot-bod
raat-raad stat-stad
moet-moed voet-voed

D.2 Word-final stimuli

All word-final reading passages are given in alphabetical order by Afrikaans title.

Translations are written below each passage, and token words are in bold.

Aanvaar hulp

Daar is baie mense wat graag hulle hulp aan jou sal bied en alles in hulle vermoë
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doen om jou te help. Sulke mense bied nie hulp om iets terug te ontvang nie, hulle

bied graag hulp, want hulle wil help. Jy kan altyd hulp bied wanneer jy kans het

daarvoor. Moenie kyk wat die mensdom vir jou kan doen nie, kyk wat jy vir die

mensdom kan bied.

Accept help

There are a lot of people who would offer to help and do everything they can to help

you. These types of people don’t offer their help because they want something in

return; they offer help because they actually want to help. You can return the favor

by offering help whenever you get the opportunity. Don’t wait and see what someone

else can do for you; find out what you can do for someone else!

Beet

Die woord biet word in informele kontekste gebruik, en beteken dieselfde as beet.

Biet verwys daarom na rooi, ronde groente, wat goed is vir jou ystervlakke. ’n Mens

kan daarom biet eet om seker te maak dat jy gesond bly. Eet gereeld biet, maar

moenie te veel daarvan eet nie. Nou weet jy ook waarna verwys biet.

Beet

The word biet is used in informal contexts and has the same meaning as beet. Beet

therefore refers to round, red vegetables that are good for the iron levels in your

body. It is important to eat beets to stay healthy, but be careful not to eat too many

beet. Now you also know what biet refers to.

Beskerm jouself

Jy moet altyd seker maak dat jy elke wet in jou tuisland ken. ’nWet kan jou beskerm
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in enige konteks, hetsy iemand iets aan jou doen, of jy iets aan iemand doen, maak

seker jy gehoorsaam die wet. As jy sien hoe oortree iemand ’n wet moet jy dadelik

jou naaste polisiekantoor bel. Hulle ken elke wet, want dit is hulle werk.

Protect yourself

You have to ensure that you know the laws of your home country. A law can pro-

tect you in any circumstance, like if someone does something to you, or if you do

something to someone else; always make sure that you adhere to the law. If you see

someone breaking the law, then you have to report it to your closest police station.

They know every law, because it is their job.

Bly positief!

Ons almal het al gevoel dat ons nie meer met iets kan aangaan nie, maar hou moed.

Wat ook al gebeur, jy moenie moed verloor nie. Verloor moed en jy sal nie gelukkig

kan wees nie, want die grootste goed in ons lewens kort moed net omdat jy dan

uithouvermoë kan toon. Hou moed, want dan kan jy in enigiets slaag.

Be positive!

We have all felt that we can’t go on anymore, but stay positive. Whatever happens,

don’t lose hope, because if you do, then you won’t be happy anymore. The hardest

things in life require courage. If you have courage, then you can do anything.

Boererate

Ons almal se oumas het een of ander raat wat ons kan volg om ’n kwaal op te los.

Hierdie raat sal jou lewe aansienlik kan vergemaklik en baie nuttig wees. My ouma

het ’n boek gehad en op elke bladsy was daar net nog ’n nuttige raat. Dalk kan jy so
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’n raat en ’n regte mediese oplossing met mekaar vergelyk? Jou ouma se raat mag

net dalk jou lewe verander.

Home remedies

All of our grandmothers had some sort of remedy that we could use when we were

sick. These remedies can be a lot of help and make your life easier. My grandmother

had a whole book, and on each page, she had a useful remedy. Perhaps you could

compare one of these home remedies to a current medical solution? Your grand-

mother’s remedy might even work better.

Dit is maar hoe mense is

Ons almal ken iemand wat so bietjie styf is in geselskap, daardie persoon is bot.

Iemand wat bot is sal heel moontlik vir jou sê wat hulle dink, maar jy moet dit nie

persoonlik opneem nie. So ’n persoon is net bot, want hulle verkies heel moontlik

om reguit met jou te wees, eerder as om doekies om te draai. Al is hulle bot, sal jy

steeds met hulle ’n gesprek kan voer. Dalk is daar iemand wat miskien bot mag lyk,

wat een van jou naaste vriende kan word.

That’s how people are

We all know that person who is always a bit blunt in conversation. Someone who

is blunt would most likely tell you exactly what they think, but you must not take

it personally. Such a person is just blunt because they prefer being straightforward

with everyone, rather than trying to be too nice. Even if they are blunt, you’ll still

be able to have a conversation with them. Perhaps you’ll meet someone who is blunt,

but they become your best friend.
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Eet reg

Ons kyk nie altyd waarmee ons ons liggame voed nie. Daar is verskeie tipes kos

waarmee jy jou liggaam kan voed, want elkeen het ’n ander voordeel wat dit inhou.

Klein kinders is ook moeilik om te voed, omdat hulle net sekere kosse mag eet. Daar

is wel steeds ’n manier om seker te maak dat jy jou kind met die regte kos voed,

sodoende kan hulle sterk en gesond bly. Dan moet jy ook net seker maak om hulle

reg op te voed.

Eat healthy

We don’t always focus on what we feed our bodies. There are various types of food

with which we can feed our bodies, because each type has its own advantages. Chil-

dren are hard to feed, because they only want to eat certain types of food. It is

important to feed your child the right types of food, to ensure that they stay healthy.

Then you just have to make sure you raise them right.

Hou aan

Ek het een keer my voet gebreek. Dit was my linker voet wat gebreek het, want ek

het by trappe afgeval. Noudat ek ouer is, ervaar ek nogal baie probleme met hierdie

voet. My ander voet moet nou meer gewig dra omdat ek meer druk daarop plaas.

Het jy al so iets met jou voet ervaar?

Stay on your feet

I broke my foot once. It was my left foot, and I broke it when I fell down a flight of

stairs. Now that I’m older, I have quite a few problems with this foot. My other foot

has to carry more weight because my left foot can’t carry all the weight. Have you
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broken your foot?

Jy hoef nie alles te doen nie

’n Mens kan besluit wat jy moet en nie moet nie. Wat bedoel ek hiermee? Jy bepaal

watter ‘moet’ wel vir jou belangrik is, en niemand anders nie. Soms sal jy moet gaan

besluit waaraan jy die meeste van jou aandag wil bestee, maar vermy om namens

ander mense te besluit wat hulle kan aanpak, hou jou neus by jou eie sake. Dit is ’n

moet.

You don’t have to do everything

You can decide what you must and must not do. What do I mean by this? You

determine which ‘must’ is important to you, and no one else. Sometimes you must

make the decision about what deserves the most of your attention, but don’t decide

on behalf of other people what they must do. Keep your nose out of other people’s

business, that is a must!

Jy kan soms spaar

Was jy al by ’n veiling en ’n bod op iets geplaas? Jy kan ’n bod maak, of die opveiler

kan jou bod weier. Enige een kan geweier word, maar net een bod sal aanvaar word.

As dit geweier word, dan maak jy net ’n hoër bod.

Sometimes you can save

Have you ever been to an auction where you placed an offer on an item? You could

make an offer, but someone else could make a higher offer. In the end, only the

highest offer will be accepted.
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Kort jy hulp?

As jy nie weet wat om te doen nie, vra iemand se raad. ’n Mens kan nie deur die

lewe gaan sonder om te vra vir raad nie. Om te vra vir raad kan jou net dalk help.

In enige geval is daar iemand wat raad wil gee en jou met besluite wil help. Iemand

se raad en hulp is baie kosbaar, aanvaar dit sonder om te huiwer.

Do you need help?

If you don’t know what to do, ask for advice. You can’t go through life without

asking for someone’s advice. Someone will always be willing to give you some advice

if you are trying to make a tough decision. Someone’s advice is priceless; accept it

without hesitating.

’n Afrikadorp?

Daar is ’n verskil tussen ’n stad en ’n stat. ’n Stat kan, volgens die HAT, gekenmerk

word as ’n tradisionele Afrikadorp wat uit hutte bestaan. ’n Voorbeeld van ’n stat

is die stat waarin Dingaan gewoon het. Daarom moet die woord stat nie met stad

verwar word nie.

A township

There is a difference between a city and a township or village. According to the

Afrikaans dictionary, a village can easily be identified by the huts made out of mud,

and they are generally found in Africa. An example is the village where Dingaan

lived. Therefore it is important not to confuse a city with a village.

Raak betrokke

Was jy al ooit lid van iets? Eens op ’n tyd was ek betrokke by ’n komitee, toe was
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ek ’n lid. Om as lid op te tree van ’n komitee, of raad, kan baie vir jou beteken.

Miskien maak jy selfs vriende met ’n ander lid, maar jy verwag dit nie eers nie. As

jy deel is van ’n komitee sal jy as lid werk moet doen waarvan jy nie altyd hou nie.

Get involved

Have you ever been a member of something? A long time ago, I was a member of a

committee. To be a member of something, like a committee or a board, could mean

a lot to you. Perhaps you’ll make friends without even expecting it, and you’ll learn

a lot of new things. Just know, if you are a member of a committee, you’ll have to

do work that you won’t always enjoy.

Waar ek groot geword het

Ek het in die stad groot geword en albei my ouers is afkomstig van die stad. Alhoewel

ek nou hier bly, gaan wegtrek uit die stad, want my ouers het ’n plaas gekoop. Ek

geniet dit wel baie om in die stad met ’n kar te ry, want dan kan ek al die groot

geboue om my sien. Wag, het ek genoem dat ek in die stad en op ’n plaas gebly het?

Where I grew up

I grew up in a city, and both of my parents also grew up in a city. Although I enjoy

living in the city, I’m going to move, because my parents bought a farm. I love driving

around in the city, because then I can marvel at all the big buildings. Wait, have I

mentioned that I’ve lived in the city and I’ll be living on a farm?

Wat is ’n lit?

Lit verwys na ’n gedeelte van ’n mens se vingers. Jy kan ’n lit wegtrek van jou vinger

af dan gaan dit ’n knak-geluid maak. Enige vinger se lit mag dalk in die winter koud
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word, en deur jou vingers warm te maak, kan jou lit enkele sekondes later weer warm

word. Nou weet jy wat is ’n lit.

The connection between bones

What do you call the connection between your bones? You can pull your finger and

it’ll make a cracking sound. This connection in any finger could get cold in the winter

and by warming up your fingers, the connection will be warm in seconds and you’ll

be able to move them easier. Now you know about the connection in your fingers.

Wie nie waag nie wen nie

Om al jou geld op perde, of iets anders, te wed maak jou finansiële situasie onnodig

moeilik. As jy jou geld op iets wed kan jy alles verloor. Maar waarop kan jy dan

wed? Wed altyd op jouself en jy kan net wen! As jy op iets anders wed waag jy

heeltemal te veel.

Risk and reward

To bet your money on horses, or some other form of gambling, could have dire finan-

cial implications. If you gamble and bet your money on something, you could lose

everything. But what can you bet on, then? Always bet on yourself and you could

only win! If you bet on something else, you’re taking a big risk.

D.3 Word-initial stimuli

All word-initial reading passages are given in alphabetical order by Afrikaans title.

Translations are written below each passage, and token words are in bold.
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Afstammelinge

Het jy al gehoor van telg? Dit is ’n ouerige woord wat na ’n persoon se afstammelinge

verwys en kan jy raai wat is telg in Nederlands? Dit is ... telg! Die Afrikaanse telg

beteken dieselfde as wat hierdie woord in Nederlands beteken. Dit is nooit te laat om

iets nuuts te leer nie!

Descendants

Have you ever heard of the word telg (‘descendant’)? It is an old word that refers

to a person’s descendants, and can you guess what telg is in Dutch? It’s telg ! The

Afrikaans telg has the same meaning as the Dutch word telg. It’s never too late to

learn something new!

Badtyd

Ek hou regtig baie van water! Dit help my om te ontspan, so ek ... bad omtrent elke

aand. Wanneer ek nie kan bad nie bad ek vir Snuffels, my hond. Snuffels geniet dit

wel nie, want hy probeer altyd weghardloop, maar hy moet maar net vasbyt. Vandag

bad ek hom sommer weer, net omdat ek kan!

Bath time

I really love water! It helps me relax, so I take a bath almost every night. Whenever

I can’t take a bath, then I bathe Snuffles, my dog. Snuffles does not enjoy baths,

though, so he always tries to run away. He just has to endure, because today he’s

getting another bath, just because I can!

Die familiehond

Elke gesin het seker hulle gunstelinghond, en ons s’n is ’n ... boel. Een van die dae
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gaan ek weer een kry, dan herenig boel en man weer! Op die oomblik is Snoete die

vyfde boel in ons gesin. Op ’n tyd het ek, my ma, pa en suster elkeen ’n klein boel

gehad en ek dink gereeld terug aan die middae wat ek saam met hulle gaan stap het.

The family dog

Every household has a favorite dog, and ours is a bulldog. One of these days I’ll

be getting another bulldog, then man and his best friend will be united once again!

At this moment, Snuffles is the fifth bulldog that we’ve had. Once upon a time I,

my mom, dad and sister all got bulldog puppies, and I frequently think about the

afternoons that I took them out for a walk.

Jy bepaal jou toppunt

Hoe gereeld kom jy agter dat iemand geen piek in hul lewe gaan bereik nie? Dit

gebeur gereeld dat ’n persoon reeds op skool ... piek, maar jy hoef nie dieselfde te

doen nie. Dit is heel eenvoudig om te verseker dat jy nie so vroeg piek nie. Dink aan

jou lewe asof jy besig is om ’n oneindige berg klim, net wanneer jy dink jy is bo dan

is daar nog so piek wat wag.

You determine your peak

How often do you realize that someone has reached their peak? It often happens that

someone already peaks in high school, but you don’t have to do the same. It is quite

easy to ensure that you don’t peak early. Approach your life as if you are climbing an

endless mountain; just when you think you’ve reached the peak, another is waiting

for you.
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Jy het ’n doel

Ons almal mik na iets in die lewe, dit is ons doel. Ons is hier om onsself na beter

hoogtes te bring deur daardie doel te bereik. Watter ... doel het jy? Beslis het ons

elkeen nie net een doel nie, want ons kan enigiets doen!

You have a purpose

We all have a goal in life that we are aiming for. We are here to bring ourselves to

better heights by reaching our goals. What’s your goal? Of course we don’t have just

one goal, because we can do anything!

Jy is belangrik

Watter doel kan jy as mens dien en verseker dat jy gelukkig is? Dit is iets wat jy

self moet besluit, want niemand anders kan vir jou sê watter doel jy kan dien nie.

Besluit wat maak jou gelukkig en volg jou drome, doen iets wat jou gelukkig maak.

Dien jouself, nie iemand anders nie. Hoe kan jy jouself op jou eie dien, mag jy dalk

vra? Doen wat jou gelukkig maak!

You are important

What purpose do you have? It’s something that you have to decide on your own,

because no one else can tell you what your purpose is. Decide what makes you happy

and follow your dreams; do something that makes you happy. Make yourself happy,

not someone else. To make yourself happy is the best way you can be of service to

yourself.

Kinderdae

Gooi kinders deesdae nog tol? Onthou jy pouses by die skool toe almal saam met
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hulle ... tol in die hand na die speelgronde toe gehardloop het? Selfs voor skool kon jy

sien hoe loop kinders, elkeen tol in die hand, en reg om te speel, maar vandag sal jy

dit nie sommer meer sien nie. In vandag se tyd het hulle wel ’n nuwe tol, ’n vroeteltol!

Childhood

Do kids still play with tops? Do you remember during breaks how everyone ran to the

playground, each with a top in their hand, ready to play? Even before the bell rang for

school to start, you could see everyone with a top in their hand, ready to play, but you

don’t see that anymore. Today they have another type of top though, a fidget spinner!

Kyk links, kyk regs

Dit is belangrik om veilig oor die pad te loop. Onthou, daar is juis pad reëls om jou

te beskerm. Ongelukke gebeur so vinnig wanneer mens haastig die ... pad oorsteek.

Onthou jy nog watter reëls jy op skool geleer het? Jy kan geen pad oorsteek nie as

daar ’n voertuig van die linker- of regterkant aankom.

Look to your left, look to your right

It is important to cross the road safely. Remember, there are traffic rules to protect

you. Accidents happen quickly when you are crossing a road in a hurry. Do you

remember the traffic rules that you learned in school? Before you cross the road, look

both ways for any vehicles.

Maak jou eie geleenthede

As een deur ... toe gaan, gaan ’n ander een oop. Ons almal het dit al ervaar dat ons

een roete in die lewe wil volg, maar as ons weer sien slaan die deur in jou gesig toe.

Wat doen jy as een toe gaan en dit was jou grootste droom gewees? Jy draai weg
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van die toe deur af en klim deur die oop venster, want daar is altyd ’n manier om te

kry wat jy wil hê.

Create your own opportunities

If one door closes, another door opens. We have all had that experience where you

have a path set out for yourself, but in the blink of an eye, the door to that path

slams shut. What do you do if a door closes and it lead to your wildest dream? You

walk away from the closed door and climb through the open window, because there

is always a way to get what you want.

My gunstelinggetal

Ons almal het ’n gunstelinggetal, myne is tien. Waarom tien? Wel, in 1988 was my

negende verjaarsdag, maar die tien mense wat daar was, sal ek nooit vergeet nie.

Tien was van daardie dag af die een getal wat vir my baie geluk gebring het.

My favorite number

We all have a favorite number, mine is ten. Why ten? Well, in 1988 I had my tenth

birthday and I had the best birthday party ever! On that day I realized that ten is

my favorite number because it was one of the times that I was at my happiest. I

would also never forget the ten people who attended my party. From that day on,

ten was a number that has brought me a lot of joy.

’n Liefde vir teleurstelling

Oor naweke stroom daar graag tal toeskouers na stadions om rugby te kyk, maar

naweek na naweek word iemand in die steek gelaat, omdat hulle span nie goed gespeel

het nie. Male sonder enige ... tal gebeur dit dat jy vol moed na jou gunstelingspan
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kyk, maar dan maak hulle tal foute na mekaar. Tog bly hulle jou gunstelingspan al

maak hulle foute sonder ’n aanduiding van tal.

A love for disappointment

On weekends, large amounts of supporters flock to stadiums to watch rugby, but

weekend after weekend someone will be disappointed because their team lost the

match. It has happened time and again that you support your team, full of hope, but

then they make countless mistakes. Yet, they’ll always be your favorite team, even

though they make countless mistakes.

Pas jou gras op

Ons almal ken daardie gevoel as jou grasperk perfek lyk, maar daar is so pol wat

net nie wil saamwerk nie. Is daar raad vir daardie een pol wat dood is? As jy weer

sien vrek elke gras pol die een na die ander, dan kan jy ook kunsmis oor die ... pol gooi.

Water your lawn

We all know that feeling when your lawn looks perfect, but there is one patch that

just does not want to cooperate. Is there any advice for these patches of grass?

You could always go and uproot the patch of grass completely, or you could throw

fertilizer on the patch, but don’t forget to water your whole lawn.

Pas jouself op

Dit gebeur soms dat die lewe dol is, maar jy bepaal hoe jy daarmee te werk gaan. Dit is

nie ’n slegte ding as iets dol is nie. Dit kan dol gaan wanneer jy nie na jouself kyk nie,

en te veel hooi op jou vurk het. Pas jouself op en verhoed dat dit met jou ... dol gaan.
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Look after yourself

Life can get crazy sometimes, but you determine how you want to go about it. It’s

not a bad thing if something is going crazy. Your life could especially feel crazy if you

don’t look after yourself and you have too much to do. Look after yourself during

those crazy times.

Somerpret

Ek dink gereeld terug aan die somers wat ons heeldag net in een poel water gespeel

het nadat dit gereën het. Daar is niks so lekker soos om jou klere in enige poel vol

modder vuil te maak nie. Dit is seker een van die grootste frustrasies vir ouers om

te sien dat daar ’n grys poel water in hulle erf is nie, want dan weet hulle niks gaan

keer dat hulle kinders hulself in daardie ... poel gaan geniet nie.

Summer fun

I often think about the summers where we played in a dirty puddle of water right

after it had rained. Nothing else is as fun as getting your clothes dirty in a puddle

of mud. It must be one of a parents’ biggest frustrations when they see that there

is a puddle of dirty grey water outside their house, because then they know there is

nothing they can do to stop their children from playing in that puddle.

Te veel van ’n goeie ding

Daar is nie ’n ... perk as dit kom by pret nie! Leef jou lewe voluit, want daar is geen

perk wat iemand namens jou kan stel nie. Te veel van ’n goeie ding is nie sleg vir

jou nie, waarom wil jy jouself perk? Jy is alleen verantwoordelik vir jou eie perk.
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Too much of a good thing

There are no limits when it comes to a good thing! Too much of a good thing is not

bad for you; why do you want to limit yourself? Live your life to its fullest and don’t

allow anyone or anything to set your limits. You are the only person responsible for

your own limits.

Vakansietyd

Wanneer jy met vakansie is, dan moet jy oor berg en dal gaan. Vakansies is daar

om te ontspan en watter beter plek is daar as die mooie Drakensberge? Daar kan jy

tussendeur die laagtes van ’n berg, wat ook as dal bekendstaan, toer en die prag van

die aarde inneem. Jy kan selfs op ’n staproete gaan en deur elke dal stap soos wat jy

wil, niks jaag jou nie, maar jy kan wel ’n ... dal gaan deurjaag!

Vacation time

When you’re taking a vacation, you have to cross valleys and mountains. Vacations

have the sole purpose of allowing you to relax, and what better place is there to relax

than the beautiful Drakensberg mountains? There you can traverse mountains and

valleys and take in the beauties of the Earth. You can even go on long hikes through

every valley, because there’s no rush; you can enjoy the beauty of a valley at your

own pace.

Verwyder daardie las!

As iets jou nie gelukkig maak nie delg dit uit. Om deur jou lewe te gaan met iets wat

swaar op jou skouers lê, is soos om skuld te maak, maar hoe vinniger jy iets ... delg,

hoe beter. Dit maak nie saak wat dit is wat jou geluk wegvat nie, jy kan enigiets

delg. Hoe vinniger jy te werk gaan en delg, hoe vinniger gaan jy sonder onnodige
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spanning lewe.

Get rid of that burden

If something doesn’t make you happy, get rid of it. To go through your life with a

burden on your shoulders is like having debt; you have to pay it off quickly and get rid

of it. It doesn’t matter what’s taking your happiness away from you; you can get rid of

anything. The quicker you get rid of something, the quicker you’ll be living stress-free.

Wat is hierdie bol?

Dink terug aan die dae toe jy by jou ouma se voete gesit het terwyl sy graag bol na

bol vir jou wolsokkies gebrei het. Is daar geen bol waaraan jy andersins kan dink

nie? Die aarde is ook ’n ... bol, natuurlik!

What is that ball?

Think back to the days when you sat at your grandmother’s feet while she was

busy knitting you wool socks, one ball of wool after the other. Or, do you perhaps

remember the flower bulbs that your grandmother planted in her garden? It usually

wasn’t long before the prettiest flowers started blooming. Are these the only balls

and bulbs you can think of? The earth is also a ball, of course!

Wat noem mens daardie boom?

Berk is ’n tipe boom wat veral in Noord-Amerika gevind kan word. Het jy al enige

berk gesien? Toe ek jonk was, het ek in ’n woud gespeel en daar het ek vir die eerste

keer een gesien, maar verder was daar geen berk te sien nie. Dit behoort natuurlik

ook aan ’n boomgenus genaamd Betula, maar dit is bekend as berk in alledaagse
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gesprekke.

What is that tree called?

A birch is a type of tree that can be found in North America. Have you ever seen a

birch? When I was younger I played in a forest where I saw a birch for the first time

and that wasn’t the last birch that I saw. A birch tree also belongs to the tree species

named Betula, but we all know it as a birch tree.

Watter sonde?

Ons almal weet hoe dit voel om skuld te erken en te bieg, maar daar is een “sonde”

waaroor jy nie hoef te ... bieg nie. Daardie sonde is gemorskos en suiker natuurlik!

Moontlik almal van ons kan saam bieg dat dit nie die maklikste ding op aarde is om

gesond te eet nie, maar jy hoef nie sleg te voel as jy so wan en dan jouself met ’n

lekkerny bederf nie. Nee wat, moenie eers skuldig voel nie. Ek sal self bieg en sê dat

ek nou ’n sjokolade, of twee, sal kan geniet.

Is it a sin?

We all know what it feels like to admit guilt and to confess our sins, but there is

one “sin” that we do not have to confess. That sin is unhealthy food and sugar, of

course! Possibly all of us will confess that it is not the easiest thing on earth follow a

healthy diet, but you do not have to feel bad if you treat yourself to something sweet

now and then. Don’t even feel bad about it. Even I must confess that I would enjoy

a chocolate, or two, right now.
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Appendix E

Dutch reading passages

E.1 Participant groups

Table E.1: Participant groups for the Dutch reading passages. Each group
read ten passages with word-initial tokens (upper lists) and ten passages with word-
final tokens (lower lists). Groups were balanced for place of articulation and preceding
or following vowel. The bolded words are stimuli in the perception experiment, so each
group was exposed to two of the four perception pairs.

Group A Group B
piek-biecht tien-dien
telg-delg perk-berk
pad-bad tal-dal
tol-dol pol-bol

poel-boel toe-doel

biet-bied bit-bid
wet-wed eet-eed
boot-bood bot-bod
wat-wad raat-raad
moet-moed voet-voed

E.2 Word-final stimuli

All word-final reading passages are given in alphabetical order by Dutch title. Trans-

lations are written below each passage, and token words are in bold.

Bied een helpende hand

Er zijn genoeg mensen die je hulp afwijzen als je deze aan bied. Desondanks zou ik
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zeggen: bied een helpende hand! Ik bied mensen aan om te helpen als ik zie dat

ze hulp nodig hebben. Bijvoorbeeld, ik bied zo af en toe aan om iemand te helpen

verhuizen. Mijn moeder bied soms hulp aan voedselbanken, zij denkt echt alleen

maar aan anderen.

Offer a helping hand

There are plenty of people who will refuse your offer of a helping hand. Despite this,

I would say: help people as much as you can! For example, I enjoy offering people a

helping hand if they are moving to a new location. My mother sometimes offers help

to food banks; she really is selfless.

Blijf positief!

Heb jij ooit de moed ergens voor opgegeven? De moed verliezen in iets kan natu-

urlijk erg zwaar vallen. Maar het is belangrijk dat je moed blijft houden, en dat je

de moed nooit opgeeft. Hoe zwaar iets ook lijkt te zijn, je zal geluk vinden als je

door blijft zetten. Dus houd moed!

Be positive!

Have you ever given up faith on something? Losing faith for something might be

hard, but it is important to have faith, and to never give up. How difficult something

may seem, you will find happiness if you have courage. So keep faith!

Diëten

Ik ben nooit een fan geweest van diëten. Elk dieet is natuurlijk anders, maar er

zijn bepaalde regels die terugkomen in elk dieet: ‘eet nooit bewerkt voedsel,’ ‘eet

dagelijks noten,’ ‘eet overdag minstens 2 stuks fruit per dag,’ ‘eet veel groente,
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minstens 250 gram per dag,’ en ga zo maar door. Het belangrijkste is dat je bewust

bent van wat je binnen krijgt op een dag, dus dat je weet wat je eet!

Dieting

I have never been a fan of dieting. All diets are different of course, but they all have

some rules in common: ‘never eat food that is modified,’ ‘eat nuts daily,’ ‘eat at least

2 pieces of fruit,’ ‘eat at least 250 grams vegetables per day,’ and so on. The most

important thing is that you are aware of what you put into your body!

Doe dit, doe dat

Vroeger had ik altijd een hekel aan het woord ‘moet’. Het was thuis altijd: je moet

zus, je, ach, jullie kennen het gezegde wel. Maar ik moet helemaal niks, zei ik altijd.

Inmiddels weet ik dat met het gebruik van het woord moet mijn moeder me alleen

maar leerde om op mijn eigen benen te staan, om zelfstandig te worden. In een

samenleving waarin er veel druk op je ligt moet iedereen van alles. Dus, bedankt

mam, ik zie nu in dat je gelijk had!

Do this, do that

I used to hate the word ‘must.’ At home, it always went like this: you must this,

you, ah, you know the saying. But I don’t have to do anything, I always used to say.

By now, I know that my mom only used the word ‘must’ to teach me to become

independent. In a society where people experience a lot of pressure, everyone has to

do all sorts of things. So, thank you mom, I now see that you were right!

Eed van Hippocrates

Artsen zijn verplicht een eed af te leggen. Een eed mag je niet vergeten en moet je
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volgen. Er wordt gezegd dat deze medische eed toch achterhaald is, en de eed die

artsen afleggen is ook deels symbolisch. Heb je de naam er al van kunnen raden? Het

is de eed...van Hippocrates!

Hippocratic Oath

Doctors are obliged to take a certain oath. This oath and its contents are not to be

forgotten, and the rules are to be followed. This medical oath is said to be obsolete,

and that it is partly symbolical. Have you been able to guess its name? It’s the oath

of...Hippocrates!

Een handje helpen

Vragen vrienden jou wel eens om goede raad? Het geven van raad aan iemand

kan soms heel moeilijk zijn. Geef raad daarom nooit zonder duidelijk te maken dat

iemand er niet op móet handelen. Om raad vragen kan net zo moeilijk zijn als het

geven. Er zijn hier ook professionals voor, maar die geven raad niet gratis.

Helping out

Have your friends ever asked you for advice? Giving advice can be quite difficult.

Because of that, always make sure to let people know that they don’t have to act on

your advice. Asking for advice might be as difficult as giving it. There are profes-

sionals who give advice, but this is not for free.

Eenmaal, andermaal

Heb jij bij een veiling wel eens een bod op iets gedaan? Het is een beetje hetzelfde

als een bod doen op iets wat op Marktplaats staat. Het hoogste bod krijgt voorrang,

en diegene wint (koopt) het item. Ik deed één keer een bod maar dat was helaas net
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te laag om te winnen. Iemand anders had net een iets hoger bod.

Going once, going twice

Have you ever placed an offer on an item at an auction? It is similar to making an

offer on something on Marktplaats. The highest offer wins, and that person has to

buy the item. I once put in an an offer on something, but it was not enough to win.

Someone else made a slightly higher offer.

Favoriete groente

Weet je wat mijn favoriete groente is? Biet. Het regelmatig eten van gekookte biet

zorgt voor een stijging van het ijzerniveau in je lichaam. Biet is behoorlijk gezond, en

het kan geen kwaad om meerdere keren per week biet te eten. Mijn moeder maakte

vroeger altijd biet met crème fraîche, wat natuurlijk wel ietsjes ongezonder is.

Favorite veggie

Do you know what my all-time favorite vegetable is? Beets. Regularly eating beets is

good for the iron levels in your body. Beets are very healthy, and it does no harm to

eat beets multiple time a week. My mother used to make beets with crème fraiche,

which, of course, is a bit less healthy than without.

Feetie

Ik heb een knuffeltje, en zijn voet maakt een lachend geluid als je erop drukt. Daarom

noem ik hem Happy Feetie, of, in het Nederlands, Vrolijke Voet. Eén helft van zijn

voet heeft een gelige tint, de andere helft van de voet is paarsig. Als Feetie in de

zon ligt, wordt zijn voet warm. Sommigen vinden het net een monster, maar het is
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mijn vriendje.

Feetie

I have a plush toy, and his foot makes a laughing sound if you press on it. That’s

why I call him Happy Feetie. One half of his foot is yellowy, the other half is purply.

When Feetie is lying in the sun, his foot gets warm. Some think he looks like a little

monster, but he is actually my friend.

Hoe mensen zijn

Soms kom je mensen tegen, en die zijn nogal bot. Maar, iemand die misschien bot

mag lijken, hoeft dat natuurlijk niet per se te zijn. Doet iemand een keer bot tegen

je, moet je je er niks van aantrekken. Sommige mensen doen bot doordat ze er niet

van houden om ergens doekjes om te winden. Onthoud: als iemand een keer bot is

tegen je, ligt het niet aan jou!

How people are

Sometimes in life, you encounter people who, simply put, are very blunt. But,

someone who comes across as being blunt, may not necessarily be blunt at all times.

If someone is blunt to you, don’t take it personally. Some people are blunt because

they prefer being straightforward with someone. Remember: when someone is being

blunt to you, it is not your fault!

Ken de regels

Ben jij met de Nederlandse wet bekend? Veel mensen kennen de regels van de Ned-

erlandse wet. Het is erg belangrijk dat je zo goed als elke wet in je land kent. Als

je de wet niet kent, kan je namelijk in de problemen komen. Een wet kan jou ook
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beschermen, als iemand bijvoorbeeld jou iets aan doet, zit jij veilig zolang je de regels

maar kent.

Know the rules

Are you familiar with the Dutch laws? A lot of people are, and it is important that

you know most laws in your country. If you don’t know the laws, you could get into

trouble. A law can protect you as well, for example when someone does something to

you, always make sure that you adhere to the law.

Kinderboerderij

Ik voed niet vaak dieren, omdat ze in het wild vaak hun eigen eten kunnen vinden.

Maar, bij de kinderboerderij, voed ik graag verschillende dieren: schapen, eenden, en

konijntjes. En het dier wat ik het liefst voed: lama’s! Ik voed soms ook dieren die

ik wat enger vind, zoals emoes en struisvogels. Ik voed waterdieren, zoals eendjes en

ganzen, ook graag, zodat ik ze naar hun eten kan zien zwemmen.

Petting zoo

I don’t often feed animals, since they should be able to find enough food in the wild.

But at the petting zoo, I like feeding several kinds of animals: sheep, ducks and

bunnies. The animal I like to feed the most: llamas! I also sometimes feed animals

that are a bit scarier, such as emus and ostriches. I also like feeding animals in the

water, such as ducks and geese, so I can watch them swim towards their food.

Nooit weer

Vroeger bood mijn moeder altijd hulp aan anderen. Ik bood soms zelf hulp aan

voedselbanken, soms aan kringloopwinkels, en andere organisaties die vrijwilligers

konden gebruiken. Het is wel een keer mis gegaan toen ik iemand hulp bood. Ik

bood een keer namelijk mijn hulp aan iemand die de weg niet leek te kunnen vinden
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op straat, maar hij beroofde me vervolgens! Ik bood dus hulp aan, maar diegene

maakte daar helaas misbruik van.

Never again

My mother used to offer help to others all the time. I myself sometimes offer help to

food banks, thrift stores, or other organizations that need volunteers. Once, it went

wrong when I was trying to help someone. That person seemed lost, and I was trying

to help him, but he robbed me! I was simply offering help, and he unfortunately took

advantage of that.

Raak betrokken

Ben jij wel eens lid ergens van geweest? Vaak hebben verenigingen leuke kortingen

voor een nieuw lid. Een vriendin van mij is lid van een atletiekvereniging, en is dus

lid naast haar studie. Lid zijn van een vereniging kan goed zijn voor je; je leert veel

dingen en maakt vrienden.

Get involved

Have you ever been a member of something? Often, associations or clubs have nice

discounts for new members. A friend of mine is member of an athletics club, besides

being a student. Being a member of a club can be a good thing; you learn lots of new

things and make new friends along the way.

Sollicitatie?

Heb jij wel eens een moeilijk sollicitatiegesprek gehad waar je niet zo’n goed gevoel

over had? Dat is iets wat soms de beste kan overkomen. Nerveus zijn voor een

sollicitatie is iets wat echt niet erg is. Wat niet handig is op zo’n moment, is om
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helemaal dicht te klappen. Je kan je goed voorbereiden, door alvast antwoorden te

bedenken om vragen over wie, waar, wat, waarom, en hoe. En als de sollicitatie niet

goed verloopt, dan geeft niemand dat wat...behalve jij zelf.

Applying for a job?

Have you ever had a difficult job interview that you did not feel too good about?

That is something that happens to all of us. Being nervous for a job interview is

okay, you just have to be careful not to get stage fright. You can prepare well for a

job interview by preparing answers to the questions of who, where, what, and how.

If the job interview doesn’t go as smoothly as you wished, no one will mind...except

for yourself maybe.

Waddenlopen

Met het wad wordt meestal het gebied bedoeld dat langs de kust van Den Helder

loopt. Ik heb zelf een wad nog nooit belopen, wel gezien vanaf de verte. Om een

wad te kunnen belopen heb je goede, hoge laarzen nodig, want een wad is een

modderplaat. De laarzen zijn ervoor zodat je niet wegzakt in de modder. Heb jij wel

eens een zeehond zien liggen op een wad? Die liggen daar erg graag in het zonnetje.

Mudflat hiking

In the Netherlands, the word ‘wad’ (‘mudflat’) is usually used to indicate the coastal

wetlands on the shores of Den Helder. I have never been mudflat hiking before myself.

To do this, you need very good boots, since a mudflat is made of mud. The boots

are there to make sure you don’t disappear into the mud. Have you ever seen a seal

lying on a mudflat? This is where they do their tanning.
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Wie niet waagt, wie niet wint

Er zijn een paar dingen waar ik zo af en toe toch graag op wed. Bijvoorbeeld, ik wed

soms op online games. Mijn oom wed eens om de zo veel tijd op American football,

maar heeft niet vaak geluk. Hij zegt altijd: wed nooit op paardenraces, daar wordt

in valsgespeeld. Wed dus altijd alleen op iets wat goed voelt voor jou!

Risk and reward

There are a few things I enjoy betting on. For example, I sometimes bet on online

games. My uncle regularly bets on American football, but rarely has any luck. His

advice is to never bet on horse racing, because they often cheat. Always bet on

something that feels secure to you!

Zeeziek

Er zijn een aantal dingen waar je over na moet denken voordat je met een boot

besluit te reizen. Bijvoorbeeld, varen op een grote boot kan misselijkmakend zijn.

Zo ging ik eens op vakantie naar Noorwegen met de boot. Waar het vanaf de kade

lijkt alsof een boot over het water glijdt, is dit helaas niet het geval. Maar, misschien

kwam de misselijkheid wel door het feit dat we reisden met de boot nadat we een

3-gangen-diner hadden gegeten.

Seasick

There are a couple of things to keep in mind when deciding to travel by boat. For

example, being on a bit boat can be nauseating. Once, I went on holiday to Norway

by boat. Where it looks like the boat is smoothly gliding over the water, this is

unfortunately not the case. But, now I think about it, I might have been nauseous
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because I ate a 3-course-dinner before boarding the boat.

Zoete lekkernij

Uit een raat komt honing, wat wordt verzameld door een imker. Ondanks dat het er

mooi uit ziet, moet je een raat nooit aanraken; bijen zwermen er vaak omheen. Kom

ook nooit te dicht bij een raat zonder beschermende kleding. Je kan het beste een

beetje uit de buurt blijven van een raat. Ik heb een raat eens van dichtbij gezien, en

ben toen gestoken door een bij. Gelukkig ben ik niet allergisch!

Sweet treats

Honey is collected from a honeycomb by a beekeeper. Despite the aesthetic look of

a honeycomb, you should never touch one; bees usually swarm around them. You

should also never get too close to a honeycomb; you have to wear protective clothing.

It’s best to stay away from honeycombs. I’ve once seen a honeycomb from up close,

but sadly got stung by a bee. Luckily, I’m not allergic!

E.3 Word-initial stimuli

All word-initial reading passages are given in alphabetical order by Dutch title.

Translations are written below each passage, and token words are in bold.

Afstammelingen

Heb je wel eens van telg gehoord? In Afrikaans, is dit woord toevallig ook, je raadt

het al: telg! In Afrikaans wordt dus ook telg gebruikt om te verwijzen naar iemands

afstammeling. Het Afrikaanse telg is dus hetzelfde als het Nederlandse telg! Het is
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nooit te laat om iets nieuws te leren!

Descendants

Have you ever heard of the word ‘telg’ (‘descendants’)? The Afrikaans word for this

is, funnily enough, ‘telg’ as well! In Afrikaans, ‘telg’ is thus also used to refer to a

person’s descendants, so it’s the same in Afrikaans as in Dutch! It’s never too late to

learn something new!

Bergen beklimmen

Heb je wel eens Mount Snowdon in Wales beklommen? Nou, geen piek zo hoog heb

ik eerder beklommen, dat heb ik geweten. De piek ligt op ruim 1000 meter hoogte.

Het leek zo hoog vanaf beneden, de ... piek. Eenmaal aangekomen bij de top viel het

toch vies tegen. Het is dan natuurlijk ook geen vergelijking met de Mount Everest

piek.

Climbing mountains

Have you ever climbed Mount Snowdon in Wales? Well, I have never climbed a peak

so high, and I have known. The peak is over 1000 meters high. It seemed so high from

where I was standing, the ... peak. But, upon arriving at the summit, it was a bitter

disappointment. Of course, I should not be comparing it to the Mount Everest peak.

Bescherm de berk

Nederland telt zich rijk aan prachtige bomen. Hiervan kan men een berk prima

gebruiken voor bijvoorbeeld de fabricatie van meubels. Berk is stevig, betrouw-

baar en een vrij duurzaam materiaal. Helaas is de prachtige berk in gevaar: door

de opwarming van de aarde dreigt berk niet veel langer meer gebruikt te kunnen
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worden, want de boom is met uitsterven bedreigd. Maar gelukkig is het nog niet zo ver.

Protect the birch

The Netherlands has countless beautiful types of trees. Out of these, birch can be

used, for example, for the fabrication of furniture. Birch is sturdy, reliable, and a

sustainable material. Unfortunately, the beautiful birch is in danger: because of global

warming, we will not be able to use birch for much longer. Fortunately, we have not

arrived at that point yet.

Een liefde voor teleurstelling

Tal van mensen komen elk weekend naar het stadion om hun voetbalclub aan te

moedigen vanaf de zijlijn. Deze mensen komen van ver, op tal van verschillende

manieren: met de auto, op de fiets, met de trein, en ga zo maar door. Grote tal van

mensen worden helaas wel teleurgesteld, wanneer hun club weer eens verliest. Toch

houden tal van mensen de hoop erin dat hun favoriete club ooit eens de beker mee

naar huis neemt.

A love for disappointment

On weekends large amounts of people flock to the stadium to support their soccer

club from the side-line. These people come from afar, and have different ways to

travel to the stadium: by car, train, or bike, and so on. Unfortunately, many people

are disappointed because their favorite team has lost again. Still, many people keep

hope that someday, their favorite team will win the cup.

Geometrische objecten

In het Nederlands zijn er veel manieren om iets bol te noemen. Bol heeft ongeveer
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dezelfde betekenis als rond. Veel dingen kunnen bol zijn, zoals een bal wol of een

tennisbal. En, zo is de aarde bol natuurlijk!

Geometrical objects

There are many things that have the shape of a ball. A ball often means that some-

thing is round. Lots of things can have the shape of a ball, such as a ball of wool, or

a tennis ball. And, of course, the earth has the shape of a ball as well!

Hoe meer zielen hoe meer vreugd

Is ‘boel’ een woord wat jij wel eens gebruikt? Men gebruikt het doorgaan om aan te

geven dat er een groep mensen bij elkaar is gekomen. Ik vind het altijd heel leuk als

een hele...boel mensen bij elkaar komt. Daarom vind ik familiedag de gezelligste dag

van het jaar; dat is echt een gezellige boel. En je kent vast het gezegde wel over een

boel mensen bij elkaar: hoe meer zielen, hoe meer vreugd!

The more the merrier

Is ‘boel’ (‘crowd,’ ‘lot’) a word you regularly use? It is used mostly to indicate a large

group of people. I always have liked it when people come together. That is why I

find family day the best day of the year. You probably know the saying about many

people gathering together: the more the merrier!

Je hart luchten

Biecht jij wel eens? Zelf ben ik niet gelovig opgevoed, maar ik snap wel dat mensen

zich opgelucht voelen na een openhartige biecht. Na het afleggen van een biecht

voel je je gewoon zo veel lichter. Ik biecht zelf niet, maar ik denk dat ik er maar wel
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eens aan ga beginnen!

Get it of your chest

Do you ever confess? I was not raised in a religious family, but I understand that

people feel relief washing over them after an open-hearted confession. You just feel

so much lighter after making a confession. I myself never confess, but I think I might

give it a try!

Je hebt een doel

Uiteindelijk heeft iedereen wel een doel in het leven, of meerdere zelfs. Heb je dit

doel voor ogen, ga er dan voor! Stel en hou je aan je doel, en niemand zal je kunnen

stoppen. Doel nr. 1 voor vandaag: glimlach naar iedere persoon die je tegenkomt!

Eyes on the prize

We all have a goal in life, maybe even more than one. Make this goal clear for yourself,

and go for it! If you do this, no one will be able to stop you from reaching your goal.

Goal number 1 for today: smile to every person you encounter!

Jeugdherinneringen

Vroeger deden wij wel eens een wedstrijdje met kinderen uit de straat; wiens poel, zelf

gemaakt met kraanwater en modder, was het meest vies? Vaak was de kleinste poel

ook het meest vies, waarom weet ik niet. Een poel ontstaat als er veel regen valt, en

dat niet in de grond verdwijnt. Honden houden ervan om in een modderige...poel te

ravotten.
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Childhood memories

We used to play a game back in the day with neighborhood children; whose puddle,

self-made with water and mud, could get the dirtiest? Usually, the smallest puddle

was also the grossest, but I don’t know why. A puddle comes into existence when

a lot of rain falls, but it cannot disappear into the ground. Dogs love playing in a

puddle of mud.

Mijn geluksgetal

Iedereen heeft wel een geluksgetal, die van mij is tien. Waarom tien? Nou, dat

zal ik je vertellen. Tien was het aantal weeën dat ik had voordat mijn baby werd

geboren. Dit was natuurlijk de mooiste dag van mijn leven. Die tien weeën waren

het allemaal waard.

My lucky number

We all have a favorite number, mine is ten. Why then? Well, I will tell you. Ten was

the number of contractions I had before my baby was born. Of course, this was the

happiest day of my life. Those ten contractions were more than worth it.

Nederlands wandelen

Eén van de dingen die ik zo fijn vind aan Nederland is: het pad-netwerk. Overal in

Nederland kan je goed wandelen. Wandel je liever niet op een pad in de stad, dan

vind je vast wel een mooi pad door het bos! Er was laatst nog in Amsterdam-Noord

volgens mij een...pad aangelegd, waar in de zomer allemaal bloemen in de berm

zullen groeien.
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Dutch hiking

One of the things I love most about the Netherlands is the whole web of hiking trails.

Everywhere in the Netherlands you are able to hike. If you do not like to hike on a

trail in the city, you will probably find a beautiful trail through the woods! I believe

that a while ago, they were constructing a new trail, where numerous flowers will be

growing in the summer.

Oostenrijkse pareltjes

Heb jij ooit gewandeld in Oostenrijk? Dal na dal vind je daar, met prachtige bossen

om je heen en uitzicht op talloze felblauwe meren. Een heel diep dal is wat lastiger

te bereiken helaas; vallende rotsblokken zijn vaak het gevaar. Maar, als je geluk hebt,

zijn er wandelpaden die tot de diepte van zo’n dal leiden.

Austrian pearls

Have you ever been hiking in Austria? Valley after valley, you can admire beautiful

forests and views on countless bright blue lakes. The deeper valleys are a bit harder

to arrive at, falling rocks are often the danger. But, if you are lucky, there will be a

hiking trail that leads you right to the depths of the valley.

Opgelet waterratten!

Hoe is uw badkamer ingericht? Standaard, met een douche? Ooit nagedacht over het

aanschaffen van een bad? Niet iedereen heeft er een in huis, maar dit is nu juist waar

je zo tot rust kan komen. Het grootste bad wat u kunt kopen bij ons is geschikt om

met maximaal 4 personen in te liggen, voor maar 699 euro! Koopt u dit bad online,

dan krijgt u van ons een pakket bruisballen er gratis bij! Bad, douche, jacuzzi, we
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hebben het natuurlijk allemaal bij Spetter Spatter!

Attention water rats!

How is your bathroom designed? Simple, with a shower? Ever thought about pur-

chasing a bath? Not everyone has one, while this is the place to relax. The largest

bath you can buy at our place can fit up to 4 people, for only 699 euros! Buy this

bath online, and you will receive a gift package of bath bombs for free! Bath, shower,

jacuzzi, we have it all at Spetter Spatter!

Proost op verliefd zijn

Verliefd zijn is voor veel mensen één van de fijnste dingen op de wereld. Ben jij dol

op iemand op het moment? dol zijn op iemand kan erg leuk zijn, al helemaal als het

gevoel wederzijds is natuurlijk. Waar ik best vaak dol ben geweest op iemand, en

er wel gewend aan ben geraakt, vinden sommige mensen het toch nog eng om dol

te zijn op iemand en om dit duidelijk te maken. Ik zou zeggen: wat heb je te verliezen?

Cheers to being in love

Being in love is for many people one of the best feelings in the world. Are you in

love with someone at the moment? Being in love can be fun, especially if the feeling

is mutual. I myself have been in love with someone very often, so I’m used to it.

However, some people are afraid of being in love and expressing their feelings. I would

say: what is there to lose?

Schulden

Men heeft tegenwoordig talloze andere manieren om delg te zeggen, zoals: aflossen

of afbetalen. Ondanks dit, vind ik dat het woord wel iets heeft, en is het dus nog deel
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van mijn vocabulaire. Zelf delg ik graag mijn schulden op tijd af. Delg jij ook graag

zo snel mogelijk af? Eén schuld die ik helaas nog open heb staan is mijn studieschuld,

die delg ik hopelijk zo snel mogelijk!

Debts

Nowadays, we have many ways of saying ‘paying off debt’. I myself prefer paying

off debts as soon as I can. Do you agree with me, and do you pay off your debts as

soon as you can as well? Unfortunately, there is one debt that I still have to pay off,

which is my college debt. But I am planning on paying this debt off as soon as possible!

Te veel van het goede?

Er zit geen enige perk aan wat jij kan bereiken in je leven. Leef je leven voluit, en

besef dat er geen perk zit op hoeveel jij uit het leven kan halen. Probeer nooit perk

te stellen op wat jij kan, zoiets als té bestaat niet. Zolang jij inziet dat er geen...perk

zit aan wat jij kan bereiken, zal jij leven volgens het motto ‘hakuna matata’; geen

problemen!

Too much of a good thing?

There are no limits to what you can achieve in life. Live life to the fullest, and realize

that there are no limits, and that you can get everything out of life. Never try to

limit yourself, such a thing as ’too’ (much/good, etc.) does not exist. As long as you

realize this, you will live life according to the ’hakuna matata’ motto; no worries!

Tollen

Vroeger, op het speelplein bij school, gingen wij altijd wedstrijdjes houden om wiens

tol het hardst kon draaien. Ook beslisten we welke tol de mooiste was van de klas.
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‘Tol Supreme’ werd deze altijd grappend genoemd. Er was altijd één jongetje die won;

zijn tol kon altijd het hardst draaien, en was heel mooi versierd met groenblauwe

strepen.

Tops

Back in the days, on the schoolyard, we always played a competition: whose top could

spin the fastest? We also decided whose top was the most beautiful. We jokingly

called this the ‘Tol Supreme’. The same boy always won; his top could spin the

fastest, and was very beautifully decorated with green-blue stripes.

Tuinier-problemen

We kennen allemaal wel dat gevoel dat je gazon er perfect uitziet, maar dat er één

hardnekkig ding is wat niet wil meewerken: pol. Wat is pol? Je hebt het vast wel

eens gezien in je gazon: het zijn wat plantjes waar een kluitje aarde bij aan zit. Denk

je dat je klaar bent met het maaien en verzorgen van je gazon, komt er zo’n pol de

kop op steken. De beste manier om van deze pol af te komen, is om kunstmest te

gebruiken.

A gardener’s problems

We are all familiar with that feeling that your lawn looks perfect but there is one

stubborn patch of grass that does not want to cooperate. This patch of grass might

look innocent, but is attached to stubborn roots. Just when you think you are finished

mowing and taking care of your lawn, another patch of grass pops up. The best way

to get rid of this patch of grass is to use fertilizer.
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Twentse wijsheden

Twents is een apart dialect. Zo is er natuurlijk de uitspraak, maar er zijn ook genoeg

woorden die ze nét even anders gebruiken. Bijvoorbeeld, in plaats van ‘plakken’

zeggen Twentenaren ‘pikken’. En in plaats van een deur dicht doen, wordt deze toe

gedaan. ‘Toe’ is dus het Twentse woord voor ‘dicht’. Zo kan je een vriesbak toe

doen, en zo kan je een raam toe doen. Grappig he?

‘Twentse’ wisdom Twents is a funny dialect. Of course, there is the peculiar

pronunciation, but there are also many words they use slightly different. For example,

instead of saying ‘sticking’, people from Twente say ‘picking’. And instead of ‘closing’

a door, they say to ‘shut’ this. ‘Shut’ is thus the Twents word for ‘close’. In this way,

you can shut a freezer drawer, and you can shut a window. Isn’t that funny?

Waarom dien jij?

‘God, die dien ik graag,’ zeggen sommigen. Anderen zeggen, ‘ik dien graag mensen

die dicht bij mij staan.’ Sommige mensen zullen zelfs zeggen: dien jezelf, en niemand

anders. Dit vind ik altijd een beetje narcistisch. Ik denk dat het vooral belangrijk is

dat je je afvraagt: waarom dien jij?

Why do you serve?

‘God, him I like to be of service,’ some say. Others say, ‘I like to be of service to

people who are close to me.’ Some people might even say: serve only yourself, and

nobody else. I always have found this a bit narcissistic. I think it is most important

to ask yourself: why do you serve?
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